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Editorial 
welcome to the latest issue of NEXUS! As usual, we have yet another info

packed edition, fu{{ of what I suspect are pieces of a giant jigsaw puzzle. These 
pieces of information are for you, the reader, to consider if and where they fit into 
your picture of life. . 

We would tike to think that the type of information we present in NEXUS moti
vates people to reassess what they may have taken for granted, in terms of their 
view of the world. I experienced an example of this while I was reading a book I 
reviewed in the last issue of NEXUS, titled "The Facts Of Life", by Richard Milton. 
This book completely demQlishes the Darwinian-type ideas of the theory of evolu
tion/ and I found myselfprofovndly affected by it. Obviously, my subconscious 
had tota{{y accepted the high-school explanation for the origins of life without 
much further questioning. So it rea{{y felt as though someone had pu{{ea a plant 
out ofmy head, roots and all, by the time I had finished this book. (Makes you 
wonder how many other unfounded beliefs I've got tucked away in the-grey ![lat
ter.) I strongly encourage anyone who believes we evolved from mo'nkeys 'to exam
ine the scientific proof that shatters this myth. 'am sure you wj{{ 'be left feeling as ,. 

Importantly, I thought, the book did not seek to replace the theory it so soundly 
destroyed: inslead, it left the reader to draw his or her own conclusions as to what 
it a({ means. 

This is something we consciously encourage with the information we present 
through NEXU5-that is, to let our readers think for themselves and fo{{ow up on 
topics that strike a chord. Hopefu{{y, many of the articles we publish make people 
question the consensus reality that we appear to be pushed into believing. 

By the time you have finished reading a{{ we have published so far-plus a{{ we 
have yet to publish-you wi{{ end up either tota{{y paranoid and won't know what 
to believe any more about anything; or you wi{{ end up with a healthy qpesJioning 
mind which at least knows what not to believe in. Either way, you wi{{ probably be 
considered an oddba{{ by mainstream SOCiety. Whilst people may say we are brave 
for publishing NEXUS, , have got to say that you are equa{{y brave in reading it! 

Back to this issue: I would like to draw your attention to several (in factI a{{) arti
cles in this issue. Firrst up/ I have to apologise for not being able to publish more 
photographs of the amazing hieroglyphs found near the Hunter Va{{ey in NSW. 
They are incredible. When I first heard about them I was dubious, but when I saw 
the photos-wow! Get the video and you'{{ see what I mean. {See page 20.) 

I am also very proud to be able to reprint an extract from my father's latest book, 
'10urney lnto Oneness". I unbiasedly recommend everyone to read this book. I wi{{ 
be interested in any feedback. 

Something else I have been meaning to mention here is that NEXUS can be con
tacted via email, for a{{ you computer networkers out there. Our email address is 
nexus@peg.apc.org. Actua{{y, while I think of it, I am keen to get NEXUS articles 
on the networks, but I need some help. Any takers? 

Lastly, , must make an apology. In NEXUS vol. 2, no. 16/ we published an article 
entitled "Psychic Warfare & Non-Lethal Weapons" written by Armen Victorian in 
the UK. I omitted to indicate that this article first appeared in "Lobster" (#25/ June 
1993)~ a great English newsletter that I make a point of reading cover to cover. 
(Contact ·Lobster'~ 214 Westbourne Avenue, Hu{{, HU53JB, UK.) 

Happy reading, 
Duncan 

WARRANTY AND INDEMNITY 
Advertisers upon and by lodging material with the Publisher for publication or authorising or approving of the publication of any material INDEMNIFY the 
Publisher and its servants and agents agains.! allilliability claims or proceedings whats~ver arisin-g from the publication and withQut limiting the g,enerality 
of the foregoing to indemnify each of them in relation to defamation, slander of title, breach of copyright, infringement of trademarks or names of publica
tion titles, unfair competition or trade prac!lces, royalties or violation of rights or privacy AND WARRANT ,that the material co.mplies withall relevant laws 
and ~egulatio~s .and that its publicati?n w~~lllnot  give rise to any righrs aBainst 01', liabilities in the Publisher, lits ~rvants or age'nts and in p~rticular t~at 

nothmg therem is capable of being misleading or decepltve or otherwisc In breach of the Part V of the Tirade Practices Act 1914. All expreSSions of opm
ion' are published on the basis Ith.ar they are not 'to be regarded as expressing the opinion of the Publisher or its servants or agents. Editorial advice is not 
specific and readers are advised to seek professional help for irldividual proble.ms. 
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Re: NEXUS Monthly 
Dear Duncan, This is this letter's 

4th draft in an effort to get it under 
150 words. I didnt realise I was so 
long-winded. TIlis time I will be 
super-succinct Congratulations on 
the m.agazine. It is excellem and any 
success is well deserved. I appreci
ated the information on the Cebu 
AIDS Clinic info. Everywhere else 
just dried up on that one, didn't it? 
My only complaint about NEXUS is 
that it is hard to 'maintain the rage' 
on a quarterly basis. I could easily 
devour an issue a week {even an 
issue a day, bUI I wouldn't get much 
work done). How about a compro
mise? Come on, an issue a month
how's that? Do an issue a month 
and (I promise) 111 (fmally) take out 
a subscription. 

Honestly, 
Peter H., Arana Hills, Qld. 
(Dear Peter, Thank you for your 

kind cOf/1/llents. / sJwuJd point out 
Jwwever that we are n;ot a qUilfterly, 
but a bimonthly magazine, and one 
day when we are sure that we can 
do it, we will go monthly. Ed.) 

Re: Getting Organised 
Dear Duncan, I happen to be one 

of the many with an inquisitive mind 
who doesn't regard NEXUS as rat
bag or New Age. Ages, like seasons 
and sunrise, are etema!, so how the 
hell can any age be "new"? "New 
Age" is a contradiction in terms. 
Furthermore, all of your correspon
dents write of hidden and "age-old" 
truths which were known, studied 
and used years, and even centuries 
ago. So what's "new"? 

To continue, years ago in the 
1'950s, and even prior to that, I can 
clearly remember older people 
speaking of the car capable of 
1,000,000 miles of trouble-free 
motoring, the car that ran on, water, 
women's stockings that never wore 
oul (used during WWII) but, like 
Indian hemp, quickly smothered at 
war'send. 

I could go on and on, but ,the point 
I make is: what happened to these 
geniuses and why did it happen? 

The answer is, quite simply, Ithat 
these inventors were too reclusive. 
They had no idea of organisation 
and, naturally, they lost to the multi
nationals and the monopolists. 
Evidenllly, they will lose again 
unless they organise! This of course 
means developing political clout. 

It's useless for these people in the 
,fields of medicine, finance, constitu
tional reforn, socid justice, bank 
reform, etc., to attempt forming new II 

political parties. They must learn 
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how to invest-and control-an 
existing major political paFty. 
Alternative'1y, ~ike  the Fabian 
Socialists, they could well consider 
iIlvesting all groups, political and 
non-political. 

This last, however, can be danger
ous where the likelihood exists of 
being turned from yom original 
course in pursuit of "social Justice" 
in its many and contradictory forms. 
(Social justice emanates from the 
people and is demonstrated in citi
zen·initiated referendums.) 
If not inclined to do this, then 

obviously these inventors and others 
will lose out again, and the the suf
ferers will be mankind. 

For the past three years I have 
been engaged in building an 
Australia-wide network and have 
recently extended to the US. 

Any assistance I can render these 
inventors, reformers, etc., via thc usc 
of my network which connects 
directly and indirectly Ito an (esti
mated) 2,000' groups nationwide, 
will be considered an honour and 
pleasure. Contact me if you consid
er it worthwhile. 

Ken McCaffery 
2A/19 Herdsman Parade 
Wembley WA 6014 
Phone (09}387 1001. 

Re: Fighting for Freedom 
Dear Duncan, I have been buying 

NEXUS for the last 3 years and have 
never read such informative articles 
as the ones you prescnt each issue. I 
have always been interested in any
thing suppressed by people in higher 
places, so it was mind-boggling to " 
read the article by Dr Strecker on the 
AIDS cover-up (vol. 2, no. 18). Can 
you try and get some more articles 
on this guy as he still left a few 
questions unanswered. I know they 
are talked about on his video but 
couldn't find any coupon for it. 

It's a real shame that many people 
walk around with their heads in Ithe 
sand, believing everything govern
ments throw at us. If people knew 
what actually goes on behind the 
scenes, they would still question it, 
such is the heavy influence of the 
diet of propaganda that they are fed 
daily. Still, each day the people of 
this planet are slowly waking up and 
taking responsibility for their 'own' 
lives-this is the worst fear any gov
ernment faces. 

So, for all those freedom fighters 
out there, Fight The Powers That LBe 
and one day we will all be free to 
say, do and act how we all want to. 

Thank you again for the many 
hours I have spent enjoying the ani

cles that no other magazine is bnlve 
enough to print. 

Cheers and God bless, 
BrynM., WA. 
PS: Have you guys got any car 

stickers advertising yourselves? If 
so, let me know alld I will gladly 
buy som~. 

(Dear Bryn, See the advert on 
page 42 ofthis issue for the Strecker 
Video, and yes, no doubt we will one 
day have NEXUS bumper stickers 
and T·shirts available. Stay tuned! 
Ed.) 

Re: Amazing Book! 
Dear Duncan. 10 NEXUS vol. 2, 

no. 8, you made mention of the book 
Thinking and Destiny, which you 
had promised to r_eview, until you 
realised what a mammoth task you 
had taken on. Nevertheless, you did 
imply you might review it at some 
later datc-which you have not in 
fact done. 

] had seen the rather large ad ver
tisement for this book which, at the 
time, I had felt was a bit over the 
top,seemingly promising much that 
I doubted it could deliver. 

Well, your comment in NEXUS 
was all that was needed to give the 
advertisers of the book some credi
bility in my eyes, so I there and then 
ordered a copy of Said book. 

Boy, was 1 surprised. Much the 
same initial reaction as yourself, I 
don't doubt. However, I got stuck 
into it and, much to my amazement, 
it was everything the advert had stat
ed only much, much more. It is 
apparently not generally available at 
any bookstores, so I shall be forever 
grateful to NEXUS for bringing this 
book to my attention. 

Good luck for the future! 
Vicky P., Ballajura, WA. 
(Dear Vicky, Glad you liked the 

book. For tJwse interested, see the 
advert on page 4 ofthis issue. Ed.) 

Re: AIDS Man-made? 
Dear Dun_can, Finally] feel vindi

cated. I have been saying to people 
for years that AIDS is a Deliberate 
'Cull' mechanism. However, 1 
believe it is the result of an 
AlienlHuman agreement. 

This is also the reason why there is 
an incredible ongoing suppression of 
The UFO Scene, Free Energy 
Devices, Antigravity Research 
Groups, Electrogravitics. We are all 
1ocked' into a technological stall. 

I firmly believe a 'DEAL' has been 
struck hetween a Human Agency 
aDd an Alien Agency. Pan of that 
deal is an agreed-upon kill-off, say 
90% of the human race. I am con-

NB: Please keep let· 
ters to approx. 100·150 
words in length. Ed. 

vinced, after reading the article, that 
we now have the full horrific pic
ture. Everything ties in
Abductions, Cattle MutiFations, 
Secrets, etc. Other benign alien 
groups most likely maintain a 'no 
interfere' stance. 

Randle G., Glenfield, NSW. 

Re: Readers with Brains 
Dear Duncan, I would like to ask 

your indulgence and publjclX,Slate, 
via your Letters to the Editor col
umn, that my (registered) business, 
trading as Caradoc (Elint), which 
advertised in the December '93
Ja.nuary '94 De-classifieds sectiqn of 
your excellen~  magazine, has 
absolutely nothing to do with the 
business advertising as "Caradocs 
Celtic Cauldron" in the February
March '94 issue. 

My thanks also to th:e NEXUS 
readers from all over Australia and 
New Zealand who responded to my 
ad~and patiently waited while we 
resolved our computer glitch. It just 
goes to show that NEXUS really is 
read everywhere, and the readers 
have brains which work (a rare com
modity). I will be advenising again 
soon. Thank you for a great maga
zine. 

Yours sincerely, 
John Bany, Caradoc (EllN1) 
Nanango, Qld. 

Re: Banking on Truth 
Dear Mr Roads, This letter is in 

response to the latcst issue of your 
Nj::XUS publication, specially the 
third part of the history of banking 
by Richard Hoskins. 

The article was so relevant and yet 
this sort of information is so seldom 
seen. It points out one of the most 
crucial events in history, which 
affects hundreds of millions of peo
ple in thell; daily lives. To ignore 
these facts is to insist the problem 
remains unsolved. 

Regarding the Bank of England, 
Bramley, in a book, Gods of Eden, 
reports the actual gold lent to the 
Crown in 1694 was £72,000, which 
was vastly inflated by issuance of 
bankers' notes to £1.2 million. The 
fust year's interest more than repaid 
the capital. 

Do not be persuaded to stop print
ing these truths. YOII may Imow 
even Henry Ford was coerced to 
stop telling this very story in his 
own publications, and to apolo
gise~but  he let money dominate 
him. Thank you. 

Kind regards, 
Vyvyan S., Lismore. NSW. 
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ANIMAL TIEStlNG 
STOPPED ON L'OREAL 

COSMETICS 
The world's largest cosmetics 

company, L'Oreal, has ended a 
four-year battle with an animal 
rights group by agreeing to halt 
cosmetics tests using animals. 

People for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals (pETA), 
a group based in WashingtoQ, 
led a consumer boycott c.am
paign against L'Oreal, ass~rting  

amongst other things that the 
company fried live an~mals  to 
test sunscreen make-up. 

PETA said its next target 
would be Gillette, which it 
accused of blinding and poi
soning animals to test products 
ranging from shaving cream to 
liquid paper. 

'(Source: CQurier-Mail.14 October 
1993) 

FDA CONSIDERS BAN ON 
NICOTINE 

The US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is considering a 
ban on any cigarettes strong enough to 
get people addicted to nicotine. 

FDA Commissioner David Kessler 
said that nicotine's addictive nature 
could give it the legal definition of a 
drug and has asked Congress for "direc
tion on the matter". 

He also said there was mounting 
proof that cigarette manufacturers were 

~ 

~3=> 

deliberately increasing nicotine levels to 
get more smokers addicted. 

Kessler has advised that if the FDA 
de.cides on the classification, it could 
lead "ulLimately, to the removal from 
the market of tobacco products contain
ing nicotine at levels that cause or satis
fyaddiction". 

It may end up with people having to 
obtain their cigarettes and tobacco from 
a chemist or drug store, on a prescrip
tion from a doctor who has registered 
you as "addicted". 

(Source: Sunda.y Tele~raph. 27 
February 1994) 
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OVERUSE OF ANTIBIOTICS� 
IS HAVING BAD SIDE·� 

EFFECTS� 
1) A leadiog scientist has 

warned that the world is threat
ened with a medical disaster, 
because a key pillar of twentieth 
century medicine is crumbling. 

Professor Alexander Tomasz, a 
world-renowned microbiologist, 
said recently that antibiotics are in 
d;;lOger of becoming powerless to 
fight off new strains of ,super
resistant bacteria. 

Delivering a keyoote address to 
the American Associatiorll for the 
Advancement of Science in San 
Francisco, he said: "Alre~dy  

some strains of bacteria have been 
found to carry resistance to every 
antibiotic known to medicine." 

He warns that disealles that are 
now curable, such as tuberculosis, pneu
monia, blood poisoning, etc., could 
return this decade as the mass killers 
they once were. 

(SoUTce: The Observer, 20 February 1994) 
2) According to an independent 

British researcher, Dr Lisa Landymore
Lim, the increasing incidence of asthma 
in Australian children (the highest in the 
world) may be link.ed to commonly pre
scribed antibiotics and penicillin. 

Australians consume twice the 
amount of prescription drugs per head 
of population than many other western 
countries, and this could be a factoJ in 
why Australia has the world's highest 
levels of asthma, especially in children. 

Her three-year study showed that the 
younger the age at which antibiotics 
were regu'larly pr.escribed, the younger 
the age at which asthmatic symptoms 
were reported. 

(Source: The Australian. 3 January 1994) 

DOCTORS Kill FIVE TIMES AS 
MANY PEOPLE AS' GUNS! 

The 1990 Harvard Medical Practice 
Study suggests that, each year, 150,000 
people die from the n.egligence of doc
tors. Since tbere are about 300,OOQ doc
tors in the US A, Ithat means each year 
approximately one out of every two US 
doctors ~ills  a patient oegligently. Over 
a thirty-yeN career, this could mean the 
average doctor would negligently kill 15 
patients. 

Since there are about 200 million 
guns in the US, and about 10,000 people 
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die annually from gun assaults, suicides 
and accidents combined, each year an 
Americ.an gun has a I in 6,666 chance 
of killing someone. 

This means that any doctor, any year, 
is 3,500 times as likely to kill someone 
as any gun! 

Even the raw numbers are astonish
ing: doctors kill five times as many 
people as guns. Think about it! Should 
we be turning in our guns, or turning in 
our doctors? Come to think of it, why is 
the AMA pushing gun control? Why 
not doctor control? 

(Source: Dr Edgar A. Suter. Doctors 
for Integrity in Research & Public 

Policy, San Ramon, CA, USA. Found in 
Borderlands. Fourth Quarter 1993) 

RUSSIA'S SECRET WEAPONS? 
In case you haven't noticed, the 

Western media has been working over
time to portray the most popular man in 
Russia, Vladimir V. Zhirinovsky, as a 
clown on the one hand, and as another 
Hitler on the other. Obviously he is 
upsetting the global picture for some
body. 

In a recent interview on Sixty 
Minutes, Zhirinovsky informed the 
reporter that he had been offered huge 
swms ·of money from both US and 
Japanese sources to "quit politics". 
Figures of hundreds of millions of US 
dollars were mentioned. According to 
Zhirinovsky, the US wants Russia in a 
"weak" position internationaUy, prefer
ably with the alcoholic Ydtsin at its 
helm. 

What is interesting is Zhirinovsky's 
mention of Russia's secret weapons. 
One weapon he refers to as the 
"Elipton", which he claims utilises light, 
could devastate the entire world if used 
correctly. OtheF secret weapons he 
claims use sound and radio waves. 

Sound familiar? Go back and read 
the NEXUS articles on non-lethal 
weapons in previous issues, and maybe 
old mad Vlad is not so mad after all. 

(Source: International Herald 
Tribune, 23 December 1993) 

CONf'ERfNCES OF INTEREST 
• NON-LETHAL DEFENSE 

This Confel"ence, classif~ed  "Secret, 
U.S. Only", was held mid-November 
1993 in the Applied Physics Laboratory 
at Johns Hopkins University, Maryland, 
USA. 
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Non-Lethal Weapons are those 
weapons that aim to incapacitate the 
enemy rather than just kill, and include 
radio-frequency weapons, light and 
laser weapons, sound-wave weapons, 
and more. 

Chairman of the Conference was none 
other than Dr John Alexander, member 
of PsiTech, and Program Manager [or 
Non-Lethal Defense at Los Alamos 
Laboratory. For more information on 
this man and Non-Lethal Weapons, 
refer to the article entitled "Psychic 
Warfare" in NEXUS vol. 2, no.16. 

Other invited guests included Dr 
Edward Teller and Janet Reno, Attorney 
General of the United States. 
• TREAT VI 

TREAT is an acronym for Treatment 
and Research of Experienced 
Anomalous Trauma. The Conference is 
to be held 28th April to 1st May this 
year in Virginia Beach, Virginia USA. 

Subjects discussed at this conference 
include "non-conventional information
access systems and anomalous experi
ences such as out-of-body information 
gathering...". 

So just how seriously do the military 
take astral espionage? Well, one of the 
co-Chairmen is Major General (Ret.) 
Albert N. Stubblebine III, a former 
Commanding General of the US Army 
Intelligence and Security Command, 
whose background includes parapsy
chology as well as intelligence. 

-I k:UL� 

BEHIND THE HEBRON 
MASSACRE 

Official reports from Jerusalem reveal 
several disturbing facts about Barukh 
Goldstein, the Israeli settler who cold
bloodedly slaughtered 48 worshippers 
in the holy Ibrahimi Mosque. Instead of 
firing automatic bursts from a relatively 
low-powered 9-mm Uzi sub-machine
gun-the standard weapon of Israeli set
tlers-Goldstein fired aimed, high
speed semi-automatic shots at up to 90 
rounds per minute from a P9werful 
GaWi assault rifle. Each of his five 
ammunition clips held 30 high-velocity 
fragmentation rounds: hallmarks of a 
planned Special Operations assassina
tion. 

Long before Western media networks 
started distorting the true facts behind 
the mass assassination in the Ibrahimi 
Mosque, the Palestine Human Rights 
Information Centre in Jerusalem com
piled an accurate report based on eye
witness accounts and clinical hospital 
evidence. At dawn on Friday 25th 
February, during Ramadan, the Moslem 
holy month of fasting, Goldstein 
approached the Ibrahimi Mosque alone, 
walking in through the Ishaqiyeh 
entrance before taking up his position in 
Qour Nissa', an elevated part of the 
Mosque looking down on the backs of 
those kneeling in prayer. 

When Goldstein opened fire with the 
Galili, he used a technique virtually 

=
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unknown to soldiers in conventiona~  

armies, but taught by the Specia~  

Operations groups of the US and 
Russia. Instead of firing at random with 
bursts of three or five bullets in full 
automatic mode, Goldstein fired very 
fast single shots with the weapon set to 
semi-automatic, releasing one shot 
every time the trigger was squeezed. 
Goldstein is reputed to have fired at 90 
shots per minute. Kill rates are much 
higher using this special bigh-speed 
semi-automatic technique, but only if 
the assassin bas received extensive 
training. As a medical doctor from the 
nearby Kiryat Arba settlement, it is rea
sonable to ask where Goldstein gained 
his high level of special operations 
expertise. 

Perhaps the most chilling indication 
of direct Special Operations involve
ment was Goldstein's ammunition. 
Rather than firing conventional solid or 
even hollow-point boUets, staff at the 
local Ramallah Hospital confhmed: 
"AU those shot were injured [or killed] 
Py devastating high-velocity ammuni
tion which splinters into shrapnel inside 

SUNSPOT PEAKS AND BATTLES 

the body, causing multiple injuries and 
massive haemorrhaging." Though tolal
ly banned by the Geneva Convention 
and every army in the world including 
that of Israel, Goldstein nonetheless 
managed to obtain up to ISO' rounds of 
ammunition normally limited to covert 
special operations groups. 

When Yasir Arafat stated clearly from 
Tunis: 'This was not the work of one 
man: there is ,no Rambo", he might not 
at that stage have been advised of 
Goldstein's elevated firing platform or 
the use of high-velocity fragmentation 
bullets. Because the bullets were fued 
downwards at a steep angle, each one 
that missed its target immediately splin
tered into dozens of slivers of razor
sharp shrapnel on impact with the stone 
floor, ricocheting upwards and outwards 
and injuring hundreds of other worship
pers. 

Written by Joe ViaUs. (Sources: Mr 
Ali Kazak, fLO Representative and 
Ambassador of Palestine, Canberra, ACT, 
Australia; Palestinian Human Rights 
Injormation Centre, Jerusalem; The staff 
ofMakassed and Ramallah Hospitals) 

EUROP=E'S ID.ENTlTV CARD IS 
SNEAKING IN 

Britain and its European Union part
ners are clearing the way for the intro
duction of identity cards, in the fonn of 
standardised "smart cards". 

Smart cards differ from nonnal mag
netic stripe cards in the way that they 
can store, access and process infonna-' 
tion stored on a card. 

The proposed smart c.ards can hold 
enough information to store an ency
clopaedia on each person. 

Already Schipol Airport in 
"Amsterdam has issued volunteers with 
smart cards the size of a credit card, 
which contain personal data with a digi
tised reading of the passenger's 'hand 
geometry' or palm print. A quick swip.e 
of the card, combined with the hand 
pressed against a machine reader, is all 
that is required to pass immigration. 

It is interesting to note that in several 
European countries Where there is resis
tance to ID cards, e.g., Gennany, health 
care cards are used instead. 

(Source: The1ndependent.3 
February 1994) 

This figure was prepared from the dala of Professor Raymond Wheeler of the University of Kansas. He found internation
al battles waxed and waned in cycles of approximately II years. His data spanned 2,500 years of world histoly up to 1957. 
By plotting the time that battles' begin rather than the time.of their peak intensity, a close connection was found with solar 
activity, which disturbs Earth's magnetic field and apparently changes brain rhythms and the hQrmone halance of humans. 

The Sun Ihas just ended a. peak Qf act.ivi.ty and is now in a qyieter phase. The next expected peak in solar activity wiIl be 
about the year 2000. International battles have been observed to usually occur a year to two before, or sometimes a year after 
the sunspot peaks, but never right at the maximum. 

The probability of their occurrence within two years of the sunspot peaks by chance is .less than .008. This corresp'onds 
with the observation that geo.magnetic activity increases either just prim to, or just after sunspot peaks, but is not stronge.st at 
the time of maximum sunspot activity. 

(Source: Townsend Let!er WL?octors. FebruarylMan:h 1994) Iii 
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• • • GL$-BAL NEWS •••� 
THE HAARP PROJECT 

Some startling ,revelations came to 
IFight while researching the background 
of a miUtary-sponsored project stlrting 
construction in Gakona, Alaska. 

HAARP is the projec't's code-name, 
which stands for High-frequency Active 
Auroral Research Program. HAARP 
"will be used to und'erstand, stimulate 
and control i("j)llospheric processes that 
might alter the pcrformance of commu
nication and surveillance systems", 
according to a HAARP fact sheet. 

Although the HAARP environmental 
impact sta'tement daims negligible 
,ionospheric impact with no change to 
climate, weather or ozone layer, there 
are many who are warning this project is 
a serious threat to our Earth's atmos
phere. 

Richard Williams, i;j. pl1ysicist at 
iPrinccton, NJ, USA, has cxprcssed seri
ous concern for what he sees is irre
versible damage to the atmosphere, and 
also to the' fact that the results of the tests 
will be subject to secrecy rules. 

An Arco company has the bid for con
struction of HAARP-Arco Power & 
Technologies, Inc. APTI holds a patent 
(#4,686,605) which matches closely the 
HAARP proposal dealing with transmit
ting extremely large amounts of radio
frequency energy into the ionosphere. It 
is evident that HAARP will at least test, 
if not fully implemcnt, the patent capa
bilities. 

The patent claims it has the following 
uses: "cause...total disruption of com
munications ,over a very large portion of 
the Earth; ...disrupt not only l<}Ild-bascdi 
communications, but also airborne and 
sea communications (both surface and 
subsurfacc); ...missile or aircraft destruc
tion, deflection, or confusion... Weathcr 
modification ...by altering solar absorp
tion; ...ozone, nitrogen, etc., concentra
tions in the atmosphere could be artifi
cially incrcased." 

The HAARP proje'ct and the patent 
describe untested and risky scientific 
(military) experiments and research. 
Why are the people of Alaska being 
lulled into believing this is auroral 
research, when the only thing common 
with the aurora is the area above the 
Earth being altered? 

(Source: Anchorage Daily News, 20 
November 1993) 
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Otto Jewell lay strapped to the spDtless white operating table while special 
operations technicians checked the electrodes on his scalp, and adjusted the 
two high-resolution lenses mounted directly above his head, designed to 

reflect images from the visual-input projector at the foot of the operating table 
directly onto the retina of each eye. On each side of Otto's head, two extra-low-fre
quency generators built into special headphones pulsed slowly and smoothly, 
enveloping both hemispheres of his brain with high-intensity electromagnetic 
fields. 

Off to one side of the room was Ilocated the ELF generator control console, and a 
sophisticated electroencephalograph (EEG) linked to four green computer screens, 
each displaying one of OltO'S four brain frequency groups: Alpha, Beta, Theta and 
Delta. As th.e generators pulsed slowly, the delta screen showed a brilliant green 
trace while the other three remained blank, apart from an occasional brief green 
'spike' on the alpha screen. Directly beneath the four green scree-ns a Larger colour 
screen was on standby, ready to repeat all data relayed to the retina of Otto's eyes 
by the visual-input projector. 

To Ithe left of the c-ompoter bank stood a standard medical array, monitoring 
Otto's vital signs including respiration, pulse and skin ,conductivity. All was well in 
The Terrorist Factory: Otto was sleepiogJike a baby and programming could con
tinue as soon as the staff were ready. 

CIA controller Julia Long nodded to Ithe others and walked out of the climate
conU-olled operating room into the blqzing hot Moroccan sunshine. Although it 
was stiU early in April 1984, the sun beat down remorselessly and Julia thought 
again how unfair it was that the 'special access' facility had to be sited in the middle 
of Morocco-a country she personally found far too backward for her tastes. 
Unfortunately there was little choice as the US Congress had banned experiments 
on human targets back in 1973, at which point Special Operations had! secretly 
moved the fa.cility to Beirut in ,the Lebanon. She smiled bitterly to herself. Beirut 
had been wonderful, and ideally sited until Ithe Russian military had blown more 
than two hundred US mwines apwt with a pair of special bombs. 

Beirut was also an ideal launching point for her more nonnal 'clients': Ar~bs,  

including Palestinian refugees with a military background, programmedl to believe 
they were operating under the direct orders of the PLO as they bombed their way 
across Europe, creating mayhem and fanning blind hatred against the nations of the 
Middle East. Most of the 'patriotic PLO terrorists' were killed during their missions 
of course, and those who survived could not provide their interrogators with any 
information at all, even under intense torture. iUS techniques in manufacturing 
electro-hypnotic dual personalities had been developed over a thirty-year period 
and were the very best, totally resistant to expert probing by anyone up to and 
including the Russian KGB. 

It had never occurred to Julia L.ong that what she was doing was wrong. To her, 
the end justified the means entirely when spreading the doctrine of CIA 'democra
cy' across the globe. If, a few dozen or a few hundred people had to die in front of 
television cameras in order to manipulate public opinion, then so be it. Julia was in 
the bus'iness of deliberately generating public arrger by staging Ihorrific, obscene 
operations that shocked the public via the television screen. After seeing bloodied, 
mangled bodies attributed to the PLO, Shining Pathl or whichever group was select
ed by the CIA as the 'culprit' for the atrocity of the day, the public was bappy to 
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cheer the US bombers which the proceeded to blow the 'ter- As the atropine started to take effect, the pupils of Otto's 
rorists' and their wives and children off the face of the Earth. eyes grew steadily larger despite the intense overhead light-
The fact no one would have died at all without the interven- ing and the eye's natural inclination to shut out light under 
tion of her small deadly Special Operations group was of no such circumstances. The visual-input projector now had 
concern. For Julia, the world was run by CIA oovert opera- direct and unrestricted access to the retina of each of Otto's 
tions, and nothing else was of consequence. eyes. Julia spoke clearly into a special boom microphone 

As Julia sat in the hot sunshine smoking a cigarette, she positioned less than an inch away from her lips: 
thought briefly of Otto. It was nearly ten years since one of "Okay, Otto, I am going to take you back to 1970 when 
the facility's clients had been subjected to such an intense you were flying over Oman. Do you remember the mission 
programme although the rationale was inescapable: as an we tWked about before, when your helicopter was covering 
Englishman, Otto had to be word-perfect in every way, in the Ithe fighter-bombers attacking the fort occupied by Ycmeni 
event he was captured and interrogated during the special lterrorists?" 
mission planned for him in the West End of London. "Yes," Otto replied tonelessly without moving a muscle. 

It was one thing interrogating an Arab who was 'obviously' "Right. You are there again in the cockpit just before the 
PLO; quite another interrogating an Englishman with a high- fighters start their attack run. Everything is so real, Otto, so 
profile professional oiI background. British Intelligence very real. Start flying the mission from there. Remember 
would pull out ,all the stops an'd try especially hard to break Otto, remcmber everything-the sight, the sound, tl)e. smells 
Otto if he were taken alive during or after the mission. and the vibration of the helicopter." 

A little grimly, Julia cast a sidelong glance at the smoky Otto looked around at the jagged edges of the mountains 
Atlas Mountains in the background below the helicopter and then back up at 
as she crushed the cigarette under :: the horizon, before spot<t,ing the two 
her boo~ She would allow no mis- ,'Otto had't(rbe;w'ottf~~~;  ::: Haw,ker ,Hunter ground-attack figh~ers  

takes wah Otto: not one. As she·~·  •.. .:'" ' " ,.f{~:· :~, moving In fast over the desert, sulllight 
opened the ~oor  of the operating perfect In every way,'v.rthe·.· flashi,ng from their plexi~lass  cockpit 
room, cool arr controlled at exactly· t h .. t' "d »:1' O'd canopies as they turned to Ime up for the 
68 degrees Fahrenheit swept over e~en.  e wascap ~~.e" ~r:' ~ :' attack run. Swiftly but smoothly, Otto 
her. Talcing her ~eal  at the control.:. mterrogated during the ",':~~ c~im~ed out of the he~icopteI  left-hand 
console and ~onmng  a set.of head- special mission planned for' pilots seat and ma~e  hiS way back to the 
phones, Julla turned With long :" .. ,. starboard door. With one deft movement 
familiarity and moved two sliding .him in the West End of; "v'." he swung the heavy machine-gun mount 
controls. Immediately the green ,;;: l': l ~ d ':" ,~~, ~ ,:.~;S:;,.' ~ outwards and locked it in place. Still 
trace on the delta screen startcd to . on on·f~\,:L·t::. watching the Hunters out of the corner of 
diminish and the alpha screen came :: :" '" .. '~:)  '. his eye, he fed the leading end of a 200
alive slowly with a full-length trace round belt of glittering brass shells into 
instead of the intermittent spikes. dle machine-gun breech. Every third shell was a red-tipped 

As Otto started to show signs of stirring, Julia flicked a Itracer round, designed to aid accuracy when firing at ground 
switch across to the binaural' position and the electromagnet- targets. Cocking the weapon, Otto started searching the 
ic fields were thrown out of synchronisation, flooding Otto's ground below for signs of movement at the rear of the fort as 
left and right brain hemispheres with fractionally different the Hunters levelled their wings and flipped out their belly 
freque.ncies. The effect on Otto was to force his brain to try air-brakes to reduce speed to 450 miles an hour. 
and 'match' the continually shifting frequelilcies. Unable to do While he watched, Otto checked the clip of his Browning 
so, his brain became entrained by the alternating beat. In less 9-mm automatic pistol, then patted the pocket of his frying 
than ten seconds, Otto was in a full-blown electromagnetic suit to check his two 'special' 9-mm rounds were safe. [f the 
hypnotic tr.ance. helicopter was hit by ground fire and brought down in the 

With high technology at its disposal, Special Operations mountains, the crew's handling by the Chinese-trained 
had not used "You are feeling sleepy..." hypnotic techniques Yemeni terrorists was pre-ordained: without ceremony their 
for years, though a large team of tame, well-funded acade- testides would be slashed off with a carved dagger, then 
mics was held in reserve to assure the gullible public that sewn into their mouths while they still Ilived. If an airman 
hypnosis was "quite safe" and "could not be used to make a panicked on the ground and emptied the clip of his Browning 
person act against his own personal moral code". Recalling too fast, the two 'special' rounds were there with which to 
the tame academics, Julia smiled a slow, sardonic smile: all blow his own brains out if he had time. Two rounds, not one, 
Special OpeIations had ilO do was point a professor at the because the first might misfire... 
public, and his hurriedly-composed excuses were instantly A small stream of humans was already leaving the rear 
accepted without question by ,citizens and media alike. door of the fort as the first Hunter fired its salvo of high 

Julia swung around on her chair and spoke briefly to the explosiv~ rockets towards the front walls. With soundless 
team psychiatrist by the operating table: "I need maximum flashes and clouds of smoke, the rockets burst slightly to the 
pupil dilation five minutes from now." With a mute nod, the left of the fort with only three hitting the main structure. 
heavy-set bearded psychiatrist turned to the drip leading into Cursing over his radio, the leader pulled out of his attack dive 
Otto's left forearm and waited as the drug slowly flowed into while his number two fired a second salvo straight into the 
his vein. The powerful hypnotic drug rapidly reinforced fort itself. Otto's helicopter plummeted down towards the 
Otto's Itrance state while a 'cocktail' derived from curare limit- dark valleys like a falcon, as both Hunters swooped again to 
ed the movement of his eyelids. Nodding with satisfaction, strafe what was left of the fort with their four 30-millimetre 
the psychiatrist slowly started to administer atropine. cannons. 
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Below Otto's helicopter the terrorists leaving the fort had 
seen his approach, and three stopped briefly to fire ragged 
bursts of automatic fire from their Chinese-made AK47 
assault rifles. Otto swivelled the heavy machine-gun, 
allowed for aim-off and lightly tapped the trigger twice, fIr
ing two rapid three-round bursts to sigh.t the weapon. The 
two red tracers smashed into the rock face slightly in front of 
the terrorists 500 yards away in the valley. Shifting the 
machine-gun fractionally, Otto fired three five-round bursts 
in rapid succession. As the machine-gun shuddered violently 
in the helicopter, all three terrorists were knocked spinning 
backwards against the rock face. Ignoring the empty shell 
cases and black belt-links being ejected into the helicopter 
slipstream, Otto continued firing carefully spaced five-round 
bursts, until interrupted by Julia Long: 

"Otto, report. Otto, report ydur current activity!" 
"Air-to-ground suppressive fire." 
"Good, Otto, very good! Listen carefully to my voice, lis

ten carefully to my voice. I am relaying a new assignment to 
you from headquarters. You have been 
requested on an exchange programme ,.11' '," 

with Special Operations in Morocco. The . W.h~n  you wa~e'ag"lI) yOll ' tenant colonel. He will remember 
securit~  classification is Cosmic . will have'(orgotteiFalFlife no~hi~g about ,hiS life beyond that 
InternatIOnal, and you are promoted to ,," ',' ' ... :" ft .:; h···· ..>.:.. f' POlOt. Under hiS bushy eyebrows, the 
the rank of lieutenant colonel. Open your' .' events.a er t :e ~g~ o'lT!' psychiatrist's eyes glittered slightly as 
eyes wide,Otto~  open your ~yes  

You are still flYlOg on operatiOns. 
are still flyi~g on operati?ns..." . 

tu~~d,~en ;~~~r~Je~t~; ;~C~eJ ~~~ 

"We will now conduct your debriefing, colonel. The mis
sion was a complete success. Listen carefully to my voice, 
listen carefully to my voiee. You are tired from your mission 
and will be allowed to sleep. When you wake again, you will 
have forgotten all life events after the age of 27 years. 
repeat, when you wake you will have forgotten all life events 
after the age of 27 years. AlII you will remember, I repeat, all 
you will remember is that you are a lieutenant colonel on 
exchange duties with Special Operations, at a classified base 
in Morocco for multi-role training required for your mission. 
Congratulations, colonel! Enjoy your sleep." 

As Julia moved her controls, the green trace on the delta
wave screen slowly increased at exactly the same rate as the 
alpha trace decreased. Within minutes Otto lay passively 
unconscious, his sleep disturbed only by intermittent green 
spikes on the alpha screen. Once more Julia turned to the 
psychiatrist waiting next to the operating table: "Puthmr out 
for about eight hours please, then have the technicians take 
him to his room. Put a discreet guard outside, but don't 

worry; when Otto wakes again he will 
.' ;; ,..':", .,~  ...• believe he realfy is a 27-year-old lieu-

wide. ":y"ears::;'1 repeat 'whenyolL . he prepared the,powerful tranquilliser 
You' . . ':k ;' .' , loll·h'::'" ".~: and watched Julia Long as she strolled 

.:: wa e YOU\VI;,>~",~yek';,,:, , ~ut  of t.he room. Though ~n  her for

~Ot~~ ~orgo tten ~p ,Iifee,~t~~sv~ff~r:; ~i:;~~~:i~f~;n~n~e~a~~r~~l~eh~~~.an 

operatlOg table, the beam of which was the age of 2l¥ear~.k.> ':~ As Julia sat down at a table in tb.e 
promptly split and relayed directly tothe' ," ": officers' mess and slowly stirred her 
retina of Otto's eyes by the accurate high-
resolution lenses above his head. As new images started 
flickering from the projeclOr, his dctailed memories of the 
mountains of Oman started to shimmer and slowly dissolve, 
to be replaced by sjmilar scenery passing more quickly. 

When Julia increased the alpha field to maximum and 
decreased delta to minimum, Otto watched transfixed as his 
Northrop F5 fighter-bomber swooped low over the Western 
Sahara, firing a burst of 20-millimetre cannon shells at two 
enemy vehicles trying to escape behind a large sand dune. 
As the first vehicle exploded, Olto kicked off deflection and 
fired another burst at the second. With black flecks of soot 
from the cannon speckling his windshield, Otto pulled back 
viciously on the controls and slammed ,the twin throttles 
through the afterburner gate. For an instant in time, he 
looked down at the devastation below as green tracer shells 
weaved lazily around the wings of the F5. 

The radio crackled in his headphones: "Good run, colonel, 
good run! Now get the hell out of ,there and return to base." 
Still strapped to the operating table, Otto watched obediently 
as he and his aircraft broke off the action and returned to 
base. The runway threshold rushed towards him and witfl a 
very real screech from its tyres the F5 settled graceful1y on 
the tarmac, slowly decelerating and turning at the intersection 
to bead towards the dispersal area and the waiting ground 
crew. A post-mission flood of adrenaline rushed through 
Otto, and Julia swiftly ad~usted  the alpha and delta fields to 
compensate for his rapidly increasing pulse rate and skin con
dUCliv,ity. After stabilising his vital signs, Julia Long ilUrned 
again and spoke once more into her sensitive boom micro
phone: 
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cup of hot coffee, she thought back 
over the chain of events that had finally resulted in Otto being 
delivered to the 'special facility' in Morocco. Julia smiled a 
wan smile. 

It was perhaps the height of irony that another Englishman, 
John Dwyer, had brought Otto to the attention of a retired 
American CIA operative in Salt Lake City, Utah. For years 
Dwyer had worked as a sub-contractor for the CIA's African 
desk, and thought Otto's qualifications might be of use to his 
masters at the Central Intel1igence Agency. 

After leaving the RAF in the early 'seventies, Otto had 
moved into the specialised field of oilfield drilling operations. 
He seemed to have a natural aptitude for that profession, 
because by 1980 he was operating as the top engineering 
troubleshooter for an American multinational corporation he 
had joined only three years earlier. At the time Dwyer cglled 
his retired CIA contact, Earl Haggard, Otto was troubleshoot. 
ing some oil wells in the Rocky Mountains, due east of Salt 
Lake City. 

Discreet CIA enquiries revealed Otto spent much of his 
spare time at a rifle range near his home, so an 'accidental' 
meeting was arranged. Earl Haggard, a veteran of the notori
ous Phoenix psychological operation in Laos, turned up at the 
range and casually befriended Otto. As the weeks rolled by, 
Earl became convinced Otto Jewell could be of great use to 
the Agency. As a top troubleshooter in the oilfield service 
industry, Otto had immediate and unquestioned access to 
almost any country in the world. His strong military back
ground was also in his favour, as were his demonstrated 
lethal skills as a marksman with pistols, rifles and automatic 
weapons. 
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The question rof how or where Otto might best be used by 
the CIA was none of Earl's concern however, so after sending 
a long, detailed assessment of OLLO'S potential to Langley 
Headquarters in Virginia, Ihe returned to his favourite golf 
course and forgot all about the Englishman. 

CIA headqu.arters in Langiley showed immediate interest. 
It was nOL every day that an Englishman with Otto's qualifica
tions was brought to the attention of its intelligence ana-, 
lysts---one of whom noted Otto had spenL much time in 
Middle Eastern countries, before care
fully circling the single word 'LIBYA' 
with a bold stroke of his red pen. 
Otto's background pointed to his obvi
ous use on covert missions under tbe 
aegis of Special Operations. Within a 
week" Otto Jewell's file was hana-car
ried by special courier to a small low
key CIA fadEty located in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, where it was 
placed in the 'in' tray of one Gordon 
Nobel. From Lhat point forward, only 
paper files would be kept on Otto:" ..... ""', ",,","~'~ .~." ... " ..., 
computers were far too vulnerable to . 
researchers leaning on the CIA under the Freedom of 
Information Act. 

Julia Long moved uneasily on her chair in the officers' 
mess as she though.t about Nobel, the man legend said co
ordinated the assassination of President John F. Kennedy iUl 
Dallas. Nobel was an animal: a known CIA heavy who took 
considerable pleasure in breaking limbs and, where neces
sary, shooLing people through the back of the head with a 
heavy-calilYre pistol. Most people in Special Operations were 
afraid of him and literally jumped to obey his every com
mand. Julia was no exception and had all but sat rigidly to 
attention when he called! 'her during 1983. 

"JuHa, hi!" The voice was deceptively soft when Gordon 
Nobel spoke on the secure international landline from New 
Orleans to Morocco. "Listen, I have a Inew client for you: an 
oilman with a good, solid military background. Initially we 
intend to usc him on a tripartite drilling operation in West 
Bengal, then we'll get around to his special mission a liLLIe 
later." 

"Fine, Gordon, where is he now?" 
"We just had one of Howard Hughes' subsidiary companies 

(( -"" )' 

To be continued in the next issue of NEXUS... 
--- ~  .~-~~----
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Are these 
mysterious 

rock carvings 
prophetic 

evidence of 
visitors from a 
bygone era? 

.' 

T he past several years, I have been researching a film project called Missing 
Links, which has led me into close association with certain Aboriginal Eiders 
who had decided to share secret knowledge about Earth energies that has a 

great bearing on the present state of the planet. 
The Missing Links project became a quest into ancient knowledge systems that 

has us 'tracking the 'Power Places' on the Earth's biomagnetic energy Grid, and talk
ing to elders and shamans to collect the jigsaw puzzle of lost knowledge relating to 
this unique energy system. 

All over the world we find the remains of pyramids and temples sprawled across 
the landscape like some ancient scientific instrument, placed on a precise geometric 
Grid pattern worldwide. This invisible energy web also ties in with known areas of 
anomalies ,in gravity and space-time, like the Bermuda Triangle, the Four Corners 
area in Nevada, Maralinga in South Australia, etc. 

It is also worth remarking that modern Grid researchers, like Bruce Cathie in 
New Zealand, discovered the Earth-field 'Grid' by plotting the flight paths of 
unidentified flying objects over his country. But especially interesting is the occur
rence of intriguing archaeological sites precisely placed on this Grid, indicating it 
was somehow central to ancient knowledge systems and a possible high civilisation 
in pre-history. 

Bruce Cathie and other Grid researcbers quickly pointed to the Giza pyramid and 
other famous historical sites that were precisely positioned on the world Grid map. 
I was immediately stirred to extrapolate the world Grid maps of Cathie and Becker
Hagens, to local Power Places 1 was learning about from my Aboriginal teachers 
and comparing with research into ancient mysteries. 

I was not completely surprised to find that the Grid pattern accurately marked 
some of the local Power Places on the Grid intersection points-places like the 
Thora Valley near Bellingen, Mount Warning on the border of northern New South 
Wales, Pine Gap military base (among others), Ayers Rock, and so on. When 1 
attempted to publish such a local Grid map in the magazine Maggie's Farm some 
years ago, I was stopped by Aboriginal Elders who came to say that the map 
revealed all their key secret sites. 

This triggered an unfolding of the 'secret knowledge', because it was obvious dlat 
the Earth's energies had taken a serious assault and were in near-fatal disarray 
because of nuclear testing and the high-t~h  mining of the crucial Power Places. 

My Aboriginal teachers relate the extraordinary tale of theiF origins as free-living 
'Light Beings' beyond this dimension, who materialised onto a Paradise World that 
was somehow corrupted and destroyed by the 'Dark Forces'. They say they arrived 
here from their des_troyed homeland in ,the stars as Seven Tribes. They immediately 
set about building a system of 'pyramids' encircling the world, that generated an 
energy aura to protect and ,energise the planet, "so that what happened before would 
not happen again". 

Despite the creation of a remarkable world culture that used some kind of light 
and sound technology, this planet was also corrupted. The world civilisation of 
that time destroyed itself by seriously damaging the energy Grid, blowing the Earth 
off its axis, so that the poles iced up and we lost the worldwide temperate climate 
of legend. 
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According to the geological evidence of huge deposits of 
manganese, containing human and animal bones, spread 
across the huge mountain chain under the Pacific Ocean that 
conjoins Easter Island, Hawaii, etc., we have a carbon dating 
of 27,000 years since the sub-continent of the Pacific tectonic 
plate collapsed. Other evidence suggests the sudden demise 
of a large land mass in the Atlantic Ocean only a few IthOU
sand years later. 

So, following a synchronistic trail, we began to explore the 
Grid locally, looking for missing links. As my researcher 
friend Paul Cadwallader remarks, "There are temples and 
ancient artefacts everywhere else in the world; why not 
Australia?" In fact, it was Paul Cadwallader's work that led 
laS to the extraordinary ancient carvings we found in the 
South Australian desert at Grid Point 44 (so-called)-as 
reported in a previous issue of NEXUS 
[vol. 2, no. 13]. 

The non-Aboriginal writing and 
hieroglyphs he foond, carbon dated at 
forty thousand years, displayed the pil
grimage of other ancient cultures to 
this major Power Place on the Grid, 
that used writing forms tracing back to 
the Mother culture through Vedic, 
Mayan, Eastcr Island, etc. 

As in other parts of the world the 
ancient archaeological evidence, as 
well as the local indigenous people, 
displayed some kind of working 
knowledge of the Grid and world 
Power Places. Stone circles and stand
ing stones litter the Australian country
side, as much as England and Europe, 
marking the interconnecting energy 
pathways that undulate snake-lik·e 
through the landscape. Local 
l'esearchers can locate such structures 
in the forest using simple dowsing 
rods. Aborigina) shamans smear their 
hands with metallic-oxide red ochre, to 
feel the invisible flows that define spe
cial energy points, portals and sacred 
places. 

Across Australia we have persistent 
legends and tales of strange and magi
cal happenings at local Power Places 
on the Grid, from thc legendary " 
appearance of sky-beings to contemporary UFO reports. And 
stories of instantaneous travel down the Song Lines abound 
in shamanic traditions worldwide. On line with these goings
on, my researcher friend Ray Stark introduced me to "David", 
a white man who was custodian of a very unusual site in the 
Hunter Valley, abouh 100 km north of Sydney. 

David was very much into ancient knowledge. He was a 
practicing naturopath who, coincidentally, like myself, had 
been an apprentice to an Elder of the Bundjalung Tribe for 
ten years. David's teacher had also made him aware of the 
damaged Earth energy Grid and special Power Places that 
were the 'Keys' to the whole system. We had common links. 

David spoke of having found some Egyptian carvings in 
the coastal forest near Gosford, that he felt sure we would 
find significant. He had known of the site for several years
it was originally discovered by a bush walker looking for his 
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lost dog which had crawled up a chute hole into the cave-like 
structure. It all sounded a bit too incredible. 

We were definitely on the case for archaeological anom
alies, but a clear example of Egyptian hieroglyphs sounded 
too good to be true. Yet, over a few y.ears we had collected 
in our files some remarkable examples of odd Egyptian arle
fac.ts turning up in Australia. These range {rom the finding of 
a statue of the Egyptian god Thoth near a pyramidal hill in 
Gympie, south-east Queensland, by Rex Gilroy in the early 
'70s; and two cartouches of the Egyptian Pharaoh Ramses I, 
found in Arnhem La-nd and northern Queensland early in the 
century. I have even photographed an Egyptian identity 
amulet, found in Kyogle, northern New South Wales, and I 

dated at 5,000 years by the Department of Mines. . 
David offered to meet us and take our camera team to the 

forest location. Having 
trekked to more remQle·parts 
of Australia, it seemed 
almost a luxury to travel 
only a couple of hours from 
our base in the Blue 
Mountains. Like some 
cheap adventure novel, we 
arranged to meet David 
early one morning at a 
garage off the northern free
way. He led us into the 
national park and off onto a 
bush track where we were 
swerving to avoid lizards 
and large potholes in the 
dust haze of the lead car. 
We pulled off the track a 
few kilometres into the for
est and unpacked our cam
era gear for the trek up onto 
the ridges. David had come 
in a buoyant mood, wearing 
his American Indian Eagle t
shirt. He was in 'teacher 
mode' and obviously very' 
keen to tell uS what back
ground he could-especially 
concerning Aboriginal 
knowledge and protocols. 

According to David, it 
azi-- was not exactly a cave we 0 I 

were climbing to see, but more of a 'crypt' roofed-in with 
large boulders. The more he described, the more enigmatic it 
sounded. He said there were other special Aboriginal sites in 
the area, including a sacred cave with animal carvings only a 
half-hour's walk from where we had parked the cars. The 
ancient carvings. we were going to see were significant 
because they were non-Aboriginal. 

It was a relatively short walk and climb to an area of rubble 
below a ridge, that looked like a landslide from the cliffs 
above. The landscape shifted sharply from coastal forest to a 
cluster of cracked and broken sandstone rock formations, 
covered in moss and lichen. After negotiating the ridge with 
our camera gear, we found ourselves confronted by huge 
sandstone boulders with a cave-like mouth. 

"This is ih!" said David. "You climb through here." And 
he disappeared up a rock chute. With mounting excitement 
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we could barely control ourselves to shoot a location shot of 
the cave mouth, before climbing up the llaJifOW rock gap with 
the camera in hand. Up through the chute we fQund our
selves in a narrow hallway of two flat facing walls made of a 
giant rock shelf, split ncatly in two. The far end of this natur
al hallfway was roofed in with a large flat slab of rock. 

Almost immediately that we emerged into the rock cleft, 
we could sec pyramidal designs, eyes and strange glyphs on 
the very weathered sandstone wall that faced us. Some of tihe 
carvings were so weather-worn as to be barely visible. Then, 
one of the crew shouted from further up the cleft "Come and 
look at Ithis! You won't helieve it!" I turned on the video 
camera and walked the last short distance to the top of the 
vault. Turning the ,camera on the wall, there was a half life
size carving of rthe Egyptian god Anubis! 

Anubis, guardian of tlhe underworld, complete with wolf 
ears and snout. in the striped skirt, holding the Ankh, symbol 
of eternal life. This was certainly one of the wildest rock 
carvings I had eve{ seen! And as I scanned the wall around 
this haunting figure, I was stunnedl by the sheer volume of 
hieroglyphic writing in symmetrical rows. 

This was no quick "Hi, we were here" inscription, as 
reported by other field researchers who have found single 
carvings and glyphic signatures around old coastal minIng 
sites. The entire wall was covered with a phonetic script. 
Even Ito the uninitiated, this was clearly Egyptian writing, 
with many universally recognised symbols, ranging through 
ankhs, sphinxes, scarabs, birds and pyramids- including 
eompkte cartouche panels, naming the reigning Pharaoh of 
that time period as Khufu, or Cheops, circa 2,600 Be. 

I had been prepared for a few Egyptian characters and had 
been thinking about the giant Eye of Horus I had filmed in 
the desert the previous year-but nothing like this! We 
counted well over 250 characters across the two facing walls. 
There was obviously a full-on story to be told. Either this 
was a most extraordinary ancient time-capsule or an elaborate 
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fraud. 
David was already beginning to unfold the tale of what he 

knew about the glyphs and the site in general. I had to film 
some of what he was telling the others-he only had limited 
time~but I was in an extremely surreal state of mil1ld, anx
iously trying to decide if all this was real. I moved up and 
down the rock cleft, scanning the hieroglYilhS with eye and 
camera, zooming in on particular symbols high up the wall 
and gingerly fingering some of those I could rcaeh. 

I'm not the most psychic of people, but I got a strong fce'~
ing from tile carvings I touched. Especially a pyramid with a 
deep hole in the centre of it, lwo-thirds down. There were 
certainly some strong vibes at this site, and David informed . 
us it was right on one of the big energy meridians that radiat
ed out from the big NSW Power Place some distance inland, 
called "The Meeting of The Tribes". 

Despite my astonishment, what had initially bothered me 
was the unusually good condition of some of the carvings. 
They had certainly been done with great precision amt work
manship, with carefully inclined chiselling so as not to crum
ble the sandstone. Plus, you would need a very advance.d 
education in writing phonetic Egyptian of a style about four 
or five thousand years old. But some of the carvings didn't 
seem time-worn enough. 

Then J realised the carvings were partially roofed in by a 
huge flat rock slab placed across the top of the rock fissure. 
The roof 'had collapsed some time in the past with a landslide 
from the cliff above. 

The best preserved carvings, therefore, were under the still
intact portion of the roof, gradually deteriorating the further 
you went down the walls that had been longest exposed to the 
weather. The glyphs at the open bottom end of the vault were 
very badly weathered, which tended to authenticate them a 
great deal. When I scouted around the rocks outside the 
entrance, I found a handful of Egyptian glyphs that were fully 
weathe{-exposed and so badly worn as to be barely dis-
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Enlightenment~ i"\) 0 Ln ~~.O  X, 
We were particularly struck by a hieroglyphic set that 

finished with the stark image of a bearded Egyptian fig© ~~ ffi ure floating above a couch. This is preceded by the 
} ""'/\ glyphs for God, above a pyramid next Ito a temple, and ~  LJ 

19 
glyphs that read: "My Name Lives Forever". As a 
phonetic script, it could even be some kind of reference 

~ to intoning the Name of God to attain everlasting life. 

/ 
I sat down in the 'crypt' with OLU guide David, to 

' warm into interview mode. He explained how the site 
Pages ls:g)-=-i'fhe Gosford Glyphs": __ was discovered by a man and his dog, and studied by 

university academics several years ago, who covered it Schematic reproduction of the hieroglyphic symbols found in the 
HU'nter Valley, NSW. These pictures have been reproduced in the up and disappeared the files. Jie was now in touch with 
same order and similar scale as found at the site, with the hope that a small group of discreet .researchers who' hoped to 
some readers may able to decipher the message of these carvings. complete translation of the writing soon. He said they 
We welcome your feedbaok. have so far determined that it's some bnd of prophecy, 

.1� I addressed to the people of a future time, who faced 
cemibJe at all. blood and mass destruction if they didn't follow the pllth of 

I had now seen enough to be impressed by the apparent The One True God. 
antiquity of the hieroglypbis. If it was a hoax, it was very David's Aboriginal teachers had told him about the energy 
impressive anyway. The education, the skil1 and the work Grid that spread like a spider's web across the country, and 
involved in doing such a thing was consideraplc. It would the special energies found at different places. David enter
take an academically trained specialist to translate the com wined the curious notion that the site could be a 'time tunnel' 
plete message, but other researchers could decode welI to Peru or wherever. A pretty wild idea on the surface, but 
known words and phrases by reference to available source shamanic tradition worldwide, especially Aboriginal, speaks 
material. of instantaneous travel along the Song Lines between the 

I was unexpectedly familiar with many Egyptian symbols Power Places. 
,and glyphs, having created a full 'Egyptian r<wge' in my Interesting to note that the goa Anubis, the largest singte 
younger screen-printing days and had reproduced some of the carving at the front of the hieroglyphs, was known in 
ideograms countless times. What could be readily gleaned Egyptian as the "Opener of The Ways" and! "Guardian of the 
seemed quite remarkable, with references to magic and high Do-ors of the Underworld". Anubis was also associated with 
spiritual knowledge. There was the recurring symbol of the the "dog.star" S'irius, which was perceived by the Egyptians 
One God (Neter) glyphs of winged beings and other seeming as a portal or gateway ,to other dimensions. 
ly spiritual and transcendent image sequences, that could be David spoke about the 'collapsed cave', a deep rock fissure 
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full of rubble at the front end of the hallway. He said his and reality in terms of how holograms work, and we are mak
small group were about to excavate the niche, in case some- ing our first observations about Light oscillating through the 
thing was hidden inside. patterns of tetrahedral geometry to create matter. The Earth's 

There were also some unusual glyphs and designs that did- wrap-around biomagnetic energy field has been found to be a 
n't seem Egyptian at all. Examples of early Hebrew appeared giant isododecahedron produced by tetrahedral geometry. 
in a few places on the wall, including a large pyramid design And this invisible Grid is littered with pyramids and temple 
with what looks like Hebrew 'flame letters' inside it. Another structures to mark the 144 Key Power Places, mirroring the 
interesting anomaly was the ancient cross inside a circle 144 points of the human acupuncture meridians. and even 
design, associated with Ithe submerged Pacific Motherland in Brllce Cathie's 144 harmonic of light. As above. so below. 
the James Churchward books. Could this have been some Could the pyramid-the Tetrahedron-hold the secrets to a 
strange mixture of ancient priests. exploring the world in the higher physics, the working of the universal energy field, as 
early days of Egypt, perhaps even following ancient records well as the keys for humans to rapidly evolve beyond their 
in search of the Lost Motherland? present state? There is even 

Because of my work tracking speculation that the original 
archaeological anomalies, I was Mother Tongue, the ancient har
struck by the similarity of certain monic sacred language, could 
symbols here, and those I had reactivate our DNA and. achieve 
filmed at the country's central a qualitative transformation of 
Grid lpoint in the South Australian the human form. 
desert. One of my reseafch Given such understandings. it 
themes is the ongoing search for was especiaHy amazing to 
the ancient Mother Tongue-the encounter the large pyramid 
sacred DNA language that existed carving containing expressions 
before the big disaster in the of tetrahedral geometry in 
ancient past. Hebrew characters, which accu-

One glyph in particular was of a rately describe the energy forms 
small three-ringed figure holding generated by light, oscillating in 
something in one arm-a very a tetrahedron. This was next to 
specific language symbo'1 that the glyph for "Sekhem" (Vital 
turns up around the world. My Force). 
researcher friend, Paul Equally amazing were the pho-
Cadwallader. has tracked it netic expressions of the Divine 
through Easter Island script, Name to attain transcendent or 
Mayan, Egyptian and early higher evolutionary states, com-
Chinese. it identifies a place of plete with a warning of what the 
power or high spiritual learning. lack of such knowledge could 
It roughly translates as: "Person bring. So, we would seem to be 
or Priest of High Degree who dealing with the advanced 
Speaks with the Straightness of an knowledge of people who knew 
Arrow". the secrets of the pyramid aDd, 

Put alongside the research I've therefore, the pyramidal geome- . 
been tracking about the Earth try of the Earth Grid and hwnan 
Grid, the Lost Motherland, and life field. 
what I call the 'Ancient Harmonic Perhaps this group of ancient 
Science', there are some fascinat- priest-scientists travelled what 
ing clues and correlates here for a 1990s researcher. remained of the prehistoric Grid system to record their 
Referencing advanced modern source material like Dr knowledge in a few remote locations for those who would 
Hurtak's Keys OfEnoch. Dan Winter's Sacred Alphabet mate- come after-an enigmatic, 5,OOO-year-old time capsule. But 
rial, and an array of research into ·consciousness and language are we spiritually sophisticated enough to decode such high 
married with metaphysical and shamanic understandings, we ancient knowledge and can we understand their slfange warn-
can adopt some interesting perspectives on these hieroglyphs. ling? Only time will tell... 

The sacred language of the Egyptians, SUPPosedly taught to 
them by Thoth Tehuti, a priest-scientist survivor of Atlantis, A half-hour television documentary is now avail
is an extremely sophisticated language of ideographic pic able on video, titled Ancient Secrets-Part 4: The 
tograms that operate multi-dimensionally on many levels of Egyptian Connection. This video is available in 
understanding. As well, they describe specific 'phonetic PAL!VHS format from: 
equations' for humans to intone precise sound frequency 
codes that had a luning-fork style resonance effect on con" NEXUS Magazine, PO 80x 30, Mapleton Qld 4560,
sciousness and matter. The Egyptian priesthoods maintained Australia. Ph: (074) 42 9280 or Fax: (074) 42 9381.
great secrecy around the Divine Names, whicl1 they under�
stood as 'Vibrational Access Codes' to the energy-matter Price: $35.00 (includes postage within Australia only).� 
matrix, the holographic energy field we call the 'Grid'. Credit Card orders accepted.� 

Nowadays, we are just beginning to u'nderstand the mind 
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A metaphysical 
journey through 

the doors of 
time, 

and an� 
encounter ofa 

most 'unearthly' 
kind. 

:: 

I faced a perfect globe, maybe a yard in diametcr; it was transparent and filled 
I with a colourless liquid gas. Suspended ~n  the liquid was what appeared to' De a 

plant, but what a plant! It was a fist-sized bulb, capped with a foliage of irides
cent, moving shards of light. It was a Being of ethereal beauty; but far more than 
that, it was intelligent! "You are so wonderful." My silenn projection of admiration 
came from me unwittingly. 

"1 am a Wonder-Neap. That is the closest translation possible. Would you like 
to journey with me?" 

"I have dreamt about you so many times that I feel I know you. Each time I feel 
an incredible connection, but as I reach out to touch you, invariably I wake up." 

"Or perhaps yOU fall asleep! Would you like to journey with me?" 
"I would consider it a privilege." 
The Wonder-Neap's foliage waved delicately in the liquid, while prisms of rain

bow light danced within the globe. I had the sudden insight that this rainbow light 
was food for the wondrous plant, and that it was self-perpetuating in some form of 
natural, symbiotic relationship. 

"You have dreamt of wanting to touch me, and you may now do so. But first. I 
will touch you." 

For a brief moment, the Wonder-Neap opened its consciousness, metaphysically 
touching me, and an incredible wave of transcendent intelligence engu~fed  me. It 
was so far beyond my human experience that I was dazed, but any vague remnants 
in my conditioning that conferred intelligence to people and none to plants was 
totally annihilated. 

In tum, I reached out my hand and touched the Wonder-Neap, and... 
...everything changed, even the familiar Earth of my normal reality. As I gazed 

around, I realised that this was a very early era on a much younger Earth. Great 
swamps covered the land, with only the hills and ridges above water. It was cool, 
with no tall vegetation to be seen. Large flat, soft-leafed plants grew in abundant 
profusion in the shallow water and mud-mud that continuously oozed and bub
bled as gases formed and escapcd. Thcre were a few animals to be seen, but they 
were generally of a reptilian shape, yet they also had a fishy Ilook about them. Most 
wcre able to move efficiently in the water and on the land. Some seemed to be all 
teeth, long, sharp and formidable, while others were adapted for eating the lush 
plants. I saw nothing that had a thick, scaly skin or armour plating, or even any 
sign that such would develop. The animals had some resemb~ance  to how ooe 
might imagine land sharks-not crocodiles-with the same lack of a definite skele
ton, limbs or bones. 

I got so involved in my observation of this incredible prehistoric Nature that I 
committed a careless oversight. A nearby toothy predator had been sliding through 
toe shallow water toward a rather large plant-eating species. When it made a final 
rush, the wicked needle-teeth sinking into the gulping beast, a rapid, slithering, 
sliding, rolling, biting, hissing, heaving mass of prehistoric flesh and fury engulfed 
me. 1 was flattened, smashed down into the water, while a rage of bestial ferocity 
pressed me deeper and deeper into the oozing mud. 

For long, horrendous moments I choked and gasped, the mud and muek dominat
ing all inner knowing. I was lost in panic when a huge, heavy cartilaginous tail 
smashed into my heud, and I sank into oblivion. 

I opened my eyes to a brilliant blue sky that has also become extinen on Earth. It 
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had a colour and clarity of unbelievable depth. The Wondcr
Neap hovered nearby, and if it was in the least concerned, 1 
felt nothing. It emitted no emotions, no humour, no concern, 
nothing, yet I knew that it cared. 

"A good way to learn a lesson." 
And ,it was succinct! "What happened? How?" 
"You forgot you are not physical." 
Il was true. [had forgotten I was not physical. I had been 

so rapidly overwhelmed during the struggle that I had jerked 

and rolling vegetation as a pungent, overpowering odour of 
humus and decay. I liked it. 'It was the smell of a raw and 
pure Nature. I can only liken the ,noise to the sound of crick
ets and cicadas, except it was far louder than any I have ever 
heard physically. Despite my efforts to detect just one cul
prit, it was lost in the overall cacophony of sound. The club 
moss seethed with huge millipedes, centipedes and other 
insect life, while the cycads seemed to house the insects 
responsible for the noise. 

back into old physical reactions of ~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  The Wonder-Neap hovered dose 

r~~~~:~:~a;~l~~~tYu~:~~?s:;i~_~llf.~~~:~i~~2t;~~~~~i~~!j:~ 
 

illusions ending. A bit hke life, I ;f,:~~~l.IYolr:are:<peffetfl}'j:safe;'t~$~{  ed silently. I was puzzled by its 

thought reOectively. ;::I~~.r.~!~:.;'~{'..•'.:I~;· .. ·fh.·.&.::~C;;.'...;.·:""".:i~%.hl;':~.·•. '.:.:'I· ..... ':'.:.;.;'..'.;.:·.·I... tt.i}s.:.;..~.~§'ir-~.t~· words until I saw the dinosaur.
"E~aetly!  Good lesson'''::~i:i~;f&.jlt;;'P'Xq.JJ~~:~~~U.,,;§t:~ntY!~;:nr*~  There is no way to describe the 
"DId you know that would happen?" ~!#'I"l·~"'f2'~:"%>r<2;"':'~'"li~I:".W~  U:.~'\:;"t'·  .1%.·:1'W:<...<~:.J~:::_';;.'~. Impact of such an awesome"erea. ," ,,:, ~.:was'·puz·~ eU lJU:1 s"WOrUs~lli~  . "- .. 

I asked. «i}';~~'~~:/:<~;:'  !':<;''i>{;.':~~:>;:(M,lj."  l:"''''#.''~<ii&li:~:  ture. I have stood In zoos admmng 
Without replying, the W.0nder-Ne<lp lMitj.fintll:J~§aw;~:ttl~:'dh1..Q$~:uf~t~}:i t~.e elephants, imp.ressed by their 

hovered close and everythmg changed lllifll'}'o;)·. ~~~ .. \;r;::;m:,,,,~,, "~"'$~ ~,,;,,:·<,::.::,,:,,<*::w::;::"··iki@. SIze, power and majesty. But com

ag~~~~ was E~Uh of a later prehistoric ,~1::~fi~~~~~1!~~~!~:~~1i~i~~~~~~~~~I(ll  ~~~~~i:hh:dh~lf~~z~:;;~e~f~  

time frame, with a climate and vegeta-" '-' •....,.. .·.·i· ..... ...... mouse. This creature towered 
tion that left me gasping. I have expe
rienced high humidity in the tropics, but this was like being 
in a sauna. The air was saturated heat, while the vegetation 
was beyond a botanist's wildest dreams. Where I stood, the 
landscape was dominated by very l<lrge cycads, plants with 
dark, lush, green fernlike foliage. Huge primitive trees grew 
in scattered groups, but I do not know whether they were 
massive tree cycads, tree ferns, or some type of palm 
unknown to me. There was no grass, nor any flowering 
plants other than the cycads and club moss. This grew in a 
dense profusion, covering all the soil between and around the 
cycads. It was a lush, moist, verdant green. Physically, I 
would have had difficulty walking more than a few yards. so 
abundant was the vegetaLion. 

Two other things that surprised me were the smell and the 
noise. The smell was astonishing. I could smell the wet soil 

~. 

s 

above me. It seemed impossible 
that it could have moved this close without my hearing it, 
despite the background orchestra. Even more than its size, 
'the impacn came from its colossal presence. 

I stared in mute awe. Although I now felt safe in my meta
physical state, the memory of my recent episode compelled 
me to take a few hasty steps back. Even the Wonder-Neap, 
which, I suspect, perceived life in a way that was far superior 
ro vision, projected a feeling of awe. I was very relieved that 
the dinosaur was plainly vegetarian. It opened a vast mouth 
and cropped those huge, lOugh, four-metre-high cycads as 
easily as a cow crops gmss. The thought of a carnivorous 
behemoth that couJ!d eat this way made me shudder. At a 
guess, this creature could have looked into the w'indow on the 
third floor of a hous-e, and its neck was not aU that long, com
parcd to its body. It was not wi1thout defence, for it was 

armour-platcd, with a huge, knobby swelling on the 
end of its tail that was a very effective club. One 
swipe with that would smash a car flat! 
Surpri,singly, it moved with none of the crashing 
blunder that irs massive size would suggest. It had a 
definite grace of movemeIlt, and it made no sound 
above the din in the background. As it graz..ed, it 
disturbed small reptilian creatures that darted from 
the undergrowth, running on their hind legs with 
remarkable ag_Iity and speed. None were longer 
than about two yards, with some considerably small
er, but all had a mouthful of sharp teeth. I looked at 
the Wonder-Neap, perplexed. As fantastic as all this 
was, I knew there had to be a purpose. What was it? 

The Wonder-Neap was clearly attuned to my 
lthoughts, for at that moment it came closer. The 
globe very gently touched my light-body head, and 
my visual perception expanded and changed. 
could now see the consciousness of the dinosaur. 
l1his was a shock. For such an immense creature, its 
consciousness was quite small, as though it were a 
misfit. I peTeeived consciousness as a shroud of 
illumination, completely independent of the body 
but in juxtaposition to it Wihen, at that moment, a 
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few more of the small reptilian Creatures ran from beneath the manipula~ion  of others was potential prey for the Grey Ones. 
cycads, I was further Sl1J1lrised to see that their consciousness They are attracted to such people, helping them to satisfy 
was far brger in proportion than that of their giant cousin. their desires while feeding off the resulting psychic negativi

"Consciousness draws to its Self form through which to ty. They are not out to take control of our affairs, but to 
express. When form can no longer extrapolate a greater covertly influellce us toward our basest and most negative 
physical potential, consciousness withdraws." The words desires. 
were from the Wonder-Neap, and with them came under- The Grey Gnes know that humans are truly Beings of 
standing. The huge dinosaurs had grown progressively larger Light. Their purpose seems to be to divert us from focusing 
and larger over many millions of years, reaching their physi- on this truth, for when we focus on our Lighmess, they are 
cal limit. As their physical bulk was beooming less and less powerfully repelled. Their real strength is in projecting Ithe 
appropriate for survival, conseiolJlsness was withdrawing iHusions of gain to be found in power, manipulation and 
from their vast bodies. The consciousness of the fast, agile wealth. And humanity is an easy prey. However, just as the 
reptilian creatures was still developing, as their potential Grey Ones focus on the fear and negativity in humanity, so, 
grew and flourished. I was witness- too, that focus suppresses their 
ing the evor~lion  of consciousness ,:::",. ;H.." ..• :N<i:I::""*''''''':',:IK'#N~:~''H'  own g~cater  potenti~.  . 
through physIcal form., . ..,. ;. "'~~'''!i'~'':'.' ::.;,. ¥l' ;:'·W'h..". On Impulse, I tried an expen

bl;~~~~~~'  ~v~7~~~gb~·~n~t~~:~  : .• ~iihi.q:ro,QJ}l~nl~;Jry:~x;ljgt~iea~ :.: ~~~'lis~~ e;,~r~~\~v~'~~~~~~ 

ener~y flashed past us, and I caught .to a 'srnaU; silv:ety~'r·e~~!UiSC-~.···· passi.ng the~  .. The effect was 
a glimpse of some small Grey, . " ,·~l· '. '''f:H.\i' ',.'~.  / >'.* 1\','. startlmg. WithlO moments, they 
Beings standing on.a clust~r  of shaped cr~<!k efl.te!~~,::t.nxp~gh·aj:~ looked agitat.ed and unco~fort-
n~arby  rocks. My mmd a WhIrl, Ismail opetllng tliatvanlshed able. I found ~t  easy to do thiS, for 
dived for cover. What was happen- . ,..., ...,' , ; . ,!; I felt no enmity or anger toward 
ing? . Was I vulnerable in my non- when tbey:were~all in,)uid' tcfbk them. I i~agin~d  Light in copious 
phySical body? How could other • '·.··"'ff·.'... :<' ••..:. Ir :,:.f~:;:>'·'·· , clouds i1lumlOatlOg the area 
Beings be here in prehistoric times?_ .: \~.;£fwf ".. ~ :vert! ~a: ..r;.:;::*f:~" . around them, and their agitation 

I looked around for the. Wond.er 8 -&.'o·eiH:~lw  .'~: .,' . . .... '!l' ;W i~~'!';: ~" ~:, bcca~e. ac ute. . 
Neap. An envelope of shllnmenng " ':;§':"'$';~'.~""", mo:.'. ':~:':~<i",iid~"",  l1li .' Withm moments, they hurned 
light emanated from the globe, but to a small, silvery grey, disc-
it seemed agitated. It zoomed around in erratic circtes for a shaped craft, entered through a small opening that vanished 
few moments, moving at terrific speed; then I heard its silent when they were al1 in, and took off vertically. The craft dis
words, "I will get help, you can be hurt." appeared with an instant, stupendous speed that reverberated 

When it took off, it vanished in a flash of light. I crouched with the crack of thunder. 
down, completely at a loss. Another lightning bolt of energy Only as I stood alone, all action finished, did I begin to 
lanced past me, and ducking down in the undergrowth i wonder about the Wonder-Neap. I realised that the Wonder-
quickly changed my location. Was I the target, or was I sim- Neap could have taken me from any danger in an instant I 
ply in the way? So far, all the Beings I had encountered were knew the Grey Ones were thoroughly unpleasant, but had I 
benevolent. Were these hostile? been set up? Walking to the warm, slightly steaming rocks in 

My attitude changed, and I took action. How or whether 1 the ultra-tropical heat, 1awaited my strange, multidimension
could be injIJred in my ,light-body I had no idea, but I was al friend. 
never good at being passive. I needed to act. I !had to find Another craft materialised nearby. It did not c::ome from 
OlJt what was happening and why. the sky; it simply appeared. Not only that, it did not look as 

Running in a fast crouch, I eircTed the rocks, coming up though it could fly, being a large, circular sphere with a hazy 
behind them. There were four humanoid Grey Beings, each spin to it. I knew, clearly, that these were 'the good guys'. 
standing about four feet tall. They were stout and pudgy, Simultaneously, the Wonder-Neap appeared, almost seeming 
with muddy grey skins and a drab grey uniform. They did to grow from the air before me, so silent and instantaneous 
not feci nice, yet neither did they feci dangerous. I instlnc- was its arrival. 
tively knew that they i.ntended no serious harm, but were "You learn f.aster than anticipated." 
more like a group of bully-boys, and I lost my residue of fear. The comment was simple enough, but from the Wonder-
Their posture indicated that they were obviously arrogant, as Neap it was rare praise. I felt good. 
they stood openly on the rocks as though impervious to any- The spherical craft now dematerialised, revealing three 
thing 1 might do. Blue Beings who regarded me intcntly. They, too, were 

My earllier increased perception came to my aid, for I knew humanoid, slightly smaUer than I was, with fine, delicate 
that I could tune into them, intuiting their intent. I remained bodies. Their skin was a deep blue, yet it had a translucent 
behind them, keeping hidden, while they snill faced the area I clarity very unlike human skin, Whereas the Grey Ones radi
had vacated. Clever they might be, but intelligent? ated negative energy, to a far greater degree the Blues 

As I focused on them, tuning in, an inner knowing unfold- emanated love and a deep sensitivity. 
ed. Although I was witnessing a prehistoric period, the "Grey One of the Blue Beings projected silently: "As you have 
Ones" are still with humanity to this day. I could not say I surmised, you were never in danger. The situation was unex
felt they were bad, any more than humanity is good, but their pccted, but we utilised it to observe how you would respond. 
intent toward us is not for our benefit. Their energy fclt With intuition and intelligence, you acted commendably." 
strongly neg'l1ive and, with a faint shock, I realised thal they I felt pleased. 'Tm amazed that a prehistoric period shou1.d 
were able to project Ithis negativity at people who had a simi

Continued on page 76lar focus. A person who focused on personal power and the 
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T here is no question in my mind thatlthere is a conspiracy, even a web of con
spiracies running things (or attempting to run them) from the higher reaches 
of tne global food-chain. Today, it is more a question of 'who', rather than 

'if, and there are more than enough candidates to keep an army of muckrakers busy 
with their rakes for years. 

In researching, one begins to see the outlines of an intersection of powers imple
menting plans nearly identical to Alternative 3 and, as researcher Hawthorne 
Abendsen points out, for these control structures "nations are merely convenient 
fictions". 

To begin to understand what may be a real Alternative 3 plan to lock the popula
tion of Earth into ultimate control prior to the abandonment of the planet, we need 
to trace a number of individuals, incidelilts, ideologies and tcchnologies, and then 
we will have only scratched the surface of possible connections. Nazis and the 
CIA; population breed1ing programmes and American old money; slave labour 
camps and electronic war; NASA and Antarctic bases: these are a few of the 
threads in the blood-red warp. 

For reasons which hopefully will become apparent, I begin the search for 
Alternative 3 at what might appear to be an arbitrary moment in history: with men, 
most of whom died a long time ago. As we trace the actions and connections of 
these men, the conspiratorial web will radiate outward, and perhaps begin to take 
on a definite and ominous pattern. 

The talc is taken up Shortly aftcr the collapse of the Third Reich, when General 
Reinhard Gehlcn, Nazi spymaster and Knight of Malta-to-be, began negotiations 
with Allen Dullcs and the American OSS (Office of Strategic Services). Using 
Nazi intelligence networks as a hole-card to provide for his own survival and the 
survival of his huge spy network, Gehlen made a separate peace with Dulles, 
resulting in the clean grafting of Nazi spy apparatus to the American clandestine 
services. This was the birth of the CIA and part of a nexus of betrayal <that contin
ues to this day. 

It is actually not so odd that Gehlen should have been able to forge ties with 
director Allen Du'lles: Dulles' background is inextricably linked with Nazi and 
other elitist interests. 

At the turn of the century the Dulles family, cousins of the Rockefellers, coming 
from a Southern slave-holding background and powerful international connections, 
was well-connected with internationa'l banking and German interests and, when 
they noticed thcm at all, supporters of eugenics programmes (~.e.,  selective breed
ing and extermination) for 'the lower classes. A personall philosophical statement of 
Allen's brother, John Foster Dulles, in 1911 ,jlJuminates the mindset and inciden<tal
Iy underlines a major theme of, or justification for, Alternative 3: 

"Under natural conditions all species tend to increase with great rapidity. 
fA/ter] afew generations the world would be literally crowded with life... There is 
a check, however... the limited capacity of the world to sustain life. As the num
bers of a species increase, it becomes more and more difficult for each individual 
to find means of sustenance... some must perish, and what is known as the law of 
natural selection says that the ones who will perish will be the weakest. The 
strongest will survive ... 
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"With man, as with every other form of life, there is this Discussing an apparent plot to involve the United States in 
same tendency for the birth rate to far exceed the death rate, the European war, Commander Joseph Kenworlby of British 
with the inevitable result of an overcrowded nQQulation in Naval Intelligence reported: "The Lusitania was deliberately 
which some must be eliminat"d. Who those eliminated are sent at considerably reduced speed into an area where a U-
depends upon who are weakest and who are strongest in the boat was known to be waiting and with her escort with-
competition which necessarily ensues. drawn," 

"Biology tells us that it is only by means of this competition President Wilson is known to have conceale.d in the 
and elimination that progress is made. For the tendency ofa archives of the Treasury Department the bill of lading of the 
race is to retrograde and it is only by eliminating the lower doomed Lusitania which. praved it had been carrying contra-
members that a higher average is maintained... " [emphases band military supplies destined for Great Britain, putting the 
added]. lie to the idea that the Lusitania was a non-military passenger 

Prior to World War I, the Dulles broth.ers were recruited vessel. 
into the US State Department by their uncle, Secretary of Banker Bernard Baruch controlled US business during 
State Robert Lansing. Lansing was weill-connected in bank- World War I as Chairman of the War Industries Board, 
ing and politicalcirC'ies, friend to the likes of William banker Eugene Meyer headed the War Finance Corporation, 
Howard Taft, Andrew Carnegie and Bernardi Baruch. while banker PaUli Warburg was in charge of the Federal 
Lansing, a blatant Anglophile who took diction lessons in Reserve. All three men were agents of the Rothschild\bank
order to sound more British, was one of those Americans who ing conglomerate. 
used their power to vittualfy dictate to President Woodrow The "War to End AU Wars" devoured th.irteen million 
Wi.lson that the US enter into an alliance with England souls, and at its conclusion Allen and John Foster Dulles 
against Germany, and supervised a steady flow of American were recruited by President Wilson's powerful advisor, bank-
intelligence Ito British spy circles. ing insider "Colonel" Edward House, future architect of 

The assassination of Archduke Ferdinand, the heir to the Roosevelt's socialist-styled "New Deal". Tbe Dulle.ses trav
throne of Austria, was the match that elled to Europe to attend the Paris 
touched off the international co~0agrati~m  ':).."11'::< h .:";'00: :~:,  ,,,. q. ")1;.-:; h" peace cQnference, meet!ng tl1~re  with 
of World War I. Notes of the mIhtary tnal ~~g~tt':'hHJ~~:e·grew..upxIn~t,J~,  .' i:; members of South Afncan dIamond 
examining Cabrinovie, one of the :V~t":':;:;'''':'''''''''t'·:····t··h··:·t ...~'" .~!l;~;" ".~: magnate and Freemason Cecil 

. . I h .-8 wen le.cen urv,. a nower·". Rh d ' d - b'l
Archduke'S. assa~slOs,  pr?vIde c. ues t at:~\MF"''''li·;lii;!',,: • 'b'....' .. ij·· tJ: ..1:';',~"'i;lfd.~%",,::h';1 0 es .secret Roun' l"a e group,� 
have been iIttle dIscussed In relatIon to the '~~1)§!!vctur~eJ\.'Y~trn:.~Q:n;J).l1.t:ir.  founded In I8?\. .� 
identity of the perpetrators:"·:_':~~t~·"·;;.Jlt(f"'~'Y····'''''··k''.· . h····:·····h-<}~M'S,:r RepresentlOg the lOterests of� . . . " ."., ..,anu I~ew  or w IC.·o{. t., . , . .'Presl~ent  of the mIlitary court:. Tell n~e  \;;Wi:'./ .. o;ii,~,-".';'·i;'; }"";r~" .' .'.~"  "/~:~i~  BFIlISh anstocracy and Rothschil.d
somethIng more abou.t ~he motIves. Did :t ...<P~D:~J~e:J:l~.9::,~:~~p~YJnt() .~tl front bankers such as the Warburgs, 
you know, before decIdmg to attempt the ..... c · ... •··• ..··,··y··'t~·y:;I·f. 'l th""~  "'~'''.'  .to... :';:<';.F" Schrode-rs and Lazards, the Round 

.. h T k' d C· . ',UnlV.erSI )Ii., I. e.: epr:eSSianU;,~ T 1!-.1 d d '.assassmal!l.on, t at an OSIC an IgnovIc;;·;":~:"F;·  •.Xf£'j:>]~~;ijf;~{!/Pi ...Yi ,.;';:,':;:..:',:1' au e promote I an contInues to pro-
were Freemasons? Had the f~c.t  than you ;~::$!h~.. praCf'C~,()nfore,grrt!1Bi;;:; mote a Ne:", Wod? .Or?er based on 
and they were Freemasons an lOOuence on " >1¥r,·~',:;m::~f':~/~t'·"  '1' ·"~'':!lVW:\i:.:{f?';;;:': FreemasonIc/IllumInlst lde'as such as 
your resotve?" '. ;r, ,*,,,:,:<,,,;>,'j:f;;'''''''pO I,Cy.;,..<".\;\ .;::,::;'!;: those held by Rhodes' mentor, John 

Cabrinovic: "Yes." Ruskin. Ruskin in his tum is said to 
The President: "Did you receive from them the mission to have bee.n in(\uenced by Bavarian lllum~nalus  Adam 

carry out the assassination?" Weishaupt and the Isis-occultism of Edward Bulwe.r-Lyuon, 
Cabrinovic: "I received from no one the mission to carry the basis of the Scottish Rile of Freemasonry, the Theosophy 

out the assassination. Freemasonry had to do with it because of Madame B1avatsky's Isis Unveiled, the Isis-Urania Temple 
it strengthened my intention. In Frcemasonry it is permitted of Hermetic Students of the Golden Dawn, and the German 
to kill. Ciganovic told me that the Freemasons had con- Thule group which was to launch and provide key philosoph
demncd the Archduke Franz Ferdinand to death more than a ic underpinning to the career of Adolf Hitler. The Round 
year before." Table advocated, in clear reflection of llIuminist ideas (and 

According to the notes of the trial, Ciganovic and 'fankosic still docs), the destruction of all national sovereignties and 
held higher positions in the Freemasonic h,ierarchy than surrender to an elitist ruling body, the prototype of 'the New 
Cabrinovic, and Ciganovic had informed Cabr,inovic that the World Ordcr. The group was patterned, according to Rhodes, 
organisation had been unable to find anyone to carry out the "on Masonic lines" with an inner "Circle of Initiates" includ
assassination. ing Rhodes, Lord Milne.r, future prime minister Arthur 

Count Czerin, a friend of the Archduke, relates in Im-Welt- Balfour, and Lord Rothschild, whose banking cabal provides 
Krieg that "The Archduke knew quite well that the risk of an one of the most discernable influences upon the group. 
attempt on his life was imminent. A year before the war !he "...There grew up in the twentieth century," DF CarroU 
informed me that the Freemasons had resolved on his death." Quigr\cy says, "a power Structure between London and New 

Wlhy would the Freemasons have been interested in the York which penetrated deeply into university life. the press. 
death of Archduke Ferdinand? Far from the innocuous ritual- and the practice offoreign polky. In England the centre was 
based men;s club that they are presented as in the mainstream the Round Table group, while in the United Slates it was J. P. 
media, Freemasonry has long been linked to international Morgan and Company or its local branches in Boston, 
political maniputation, and has been alleged to be a conduit Philadelphia and Cleveland." 
for the int'COtions of a number of elitist interests, including the Inducted into the Round Tab'ie, the Dulles brothers became 
House of Rothschild and their international banking conncc- officers of the group's American brancb, the Council on 
tions. Foreign Relations (the British front group being the Royal 
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Institute of International Affairs, known as "Chatham 
House"). Other members of the CFR-intemational banking 
axis ,included David Rockefeller, Averell Harriman (whose 
family was the creator of the Eugenics Records Office and 
the Eugenics Research Association, calling for fifty million 
Americans to be sterilised wi,th the goal of perfecting the 
"Perfect Man" by ~980),  the Astor family, Rothschild 
bankers Bernard Baruch and Paul Warburg (the latter hired 
by Kuh_n, Locb and Company at $500,000 per year to pro
mote the creation of a Federal Reserve Bank in the US), and 
otber prominent members of the international dollar-aristoc
racy. 

In 1910 a secret meeting of bankers at Jekyll Island, 
Georgia, finalised long-standing plans for the creation of a 
federal central bank in America, which was to be represented 
to the public as "free of Wall Street or any monopolistic 
interest"--quite the opposite of lie truth. lntroduoed via the 
Aldrich BiB, the plan for the Federal Reserve Bank was ini
tially rejected by Congress. When it was realised that the 
Republicans were too closeFy connected with banking inter
ests in the public mind, it was decided that the concept would 
have Ito be introduced by the Democrats, and this was done, 
resulting in the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. 

Speaking of the actions of the Round 
Table and their banking sponsors iOilthe .. 

years the Round Table, the Rothschilds and their brethren 
have been happy to play cricket with Comm.uoists oJ various 
,stripe and in a wide variety of settings, from Mao's China to 
Castro's Cuba, helping out with the odd multipl'e millions of 
dollars and pitting East-West interests against each other. 
do not state this as an offhand condemnation of Communist 
philosophy, but to point ou~  the strange seeming-contradic
tion of international super-capitalists supporting a system 
which is portrayed as their mortal enemy. 

Professor Stuart Crane describes the mechan ism as 
employed by the Rothschilds during the nineteenth' century: 

"If you will look back at every war in Europe...you will see 
that they always ended with the establishment ofa 'balance of 
power'. With every reshuffling there was a balance of power 
in a new grouping around the House of Rothschild in 
England, France or Austria. They grouped nations so that if 
any king got out of line, a war would break out and.the war 
would be decided by which way the financing went. 
Researching the debt positions of the warring nations will 
usually indicate who was to be punished." 

By 1925 the Round Table had spread its organisation, via 
three front groups, to twenty c.ountries. The influence of this 
group and their allies has, if anything, increased over the 

years, and! cvery American President 
since Freemason and Rothschild relative 

~~i~li~;;~t~~e  Federal Reserve, Dr ~?fa;:;  ..~ :;]i.,~~':ii.::Jti;t,!~0~W~~~~:r~!:~I;f:~:; ~~~~k~t :e~~~~~~e~a~~~w~~n:~~rfc: 

'The powers of financial capitalism :~~ri~,i~~4]:Q.9Jb~,ngJeSSJQ:Cl~~~~\O~}::~:~  offshoot CFR. 
had fa] far-reaching aim: no,thing less 
than to create a world system offinan
cial control in p~i.vate hands able to 
domtnate the polmcal system of each 
country and the economy of the world 
as a whole. This system was to be con
trolled in a feudalistic fashion by the 

,r h ld . . 
centraI bankS oJ t e wor . acttn¥ tn 
concert, by secret agreements amved 

:r,$Uc'*rerte*a'world:s'yslem ;6'f,t1:i The CFR's current. ro~ter  of more than 
~:;/.  7 '-\';~i-;:'  ~~,"fJ"X,'  ;.!JC&,,4:!,~ ,,~:c;'::'>q  2,600 members (wIthIn the far larger
~%:f'~jln9.~liC~~lroJ.~!J"~H:Q,~~J~.~;: iIlternati?naJ alliance) includes key r~p·  

:nha:nd~able,fo::rdort1inate;the:~  resentatI~es  of almost ~1I  of t~e  ma~or  

~'lci)::;;t{:t:··  ~~""*;  :<::;,,/'> ...1'::l;::. ,:,.~.  '~"i':'~;  corporatIOns, foundattons, fInanCIal 
rtt~:~Hohtlc~ls.ysterni:of~e(l~hx"::"B organisations, communications conglom· 
~W~;;·:<"'";!'t"'\;\t;.,;":;.:.;i:;:d·i:'t:·t:...ll :~:.:.~(,~:t;;:;;: "';:"'.:C':~~Yf·~ erates and think-tanks in the United 
~,coun, rv.·an :.;. lie econom·y"o ' SA" . 
::'"111,"'.:.1:( :H:j;::..Jk... ~.' ..1d:·;:~;.;:; ,(;';'". ,')'J: .";2.".:;)?-;1~'~;  tates. t any gIven lIme, approxlmate
.:'~;ii;::t  e.wor ,:.as".a;wHole~';':~;ffl!;': ly half of the CFR are servIng or have 

~~~ftt;~~:s~ntl~~i~~:x~;~~;~~s~;~  :t~i1r&i;~~~J~{~'~:;~!{~~~';'~!f~;:1~i]~,::~;~::;·!ft~[:.~~:;~~~~_~~kt~~W~~d~~~e~~~d~~~te~'~o~~~ 
 

was to be the Bank for Internalional 
Selliements in Basel, Switzerland, a private bank owned and 
controlled by the world's central banks, which were them
selves private corporations. Each central bank sought to 
dominate its government through its abi'lity 10 control 
Treasury loans, to manipulatejoreign exchanges, to influence 
the ievel of economi,c activity in the country. and to influence 
cooperative politicians by subsequ.ent economic rewards in 
the business world." 

The Rhodes group and i!.S, supponers were key in providing 
financing for the Russian revolution at the beginning of this 
century. As early as 1907, twenty million dollars was fun
nelled to Trotsky and Lenin, with additional large (but unre· 
poned) sums flowing from the bankers to the Communists 
over the next few years. 

In 1918, a group of fifteen international financiers secretly 
travelled to Petrograd under cover of a Red Cross mission. 
Delegates to the All-Russian Congress were purchased to the 
tune of one million dollars in support of Freemason 
Aleksandr Kercnsky, with additional financing provided for 
the Provisional Government and theiT successors, the 
Bolsheviks. 

It is usually assumed that Capitalist and Communist inter
ests are diametrically opposed in their aims, but over the 
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1992 presidentiallrace were linked to the 
CFR, while the ma~or  'non-establishment' candidate, Bo 
Gritz, tipped his hand to journalist Jay Katz when he slipped 
him a Freemasonie handshake at a survivalist convention. 

Allen Dullcs' star only continued (0 rise when, in 1920, he 
was appointed first Secretary of the American Embassy in 
Berlin. During the same period John Foster Dulles rcpresent
ed the international bankers in Germany, via the !Bank of 
England and J. P. Morgan institutions. This was a time of 
intensive behind-the-scenes aclJivity by British and American 
clandestine services in the promotion of Hitler and Nationa~  

Socialism, in ito:;elf a front for the occultist Thule Bund, to tthe 
fore in Germany. Thule and Vhe associated Vril Society, were 
fraternally linkcd to English secret societies and (coinciden
tally?) based at least in part upon the writings of Freemason 
Edward BU'lwer"Lynon, author of VrU: The Power of the 
Coming Race, the same man whose philosophy had fired 
John Ruskin and, through him, Cecil Rhodes. 

On 20th March 1922, banker Hjalmar Schacht (later to hold 
the purse strings of the Third Reich as Finance Minister, and 
w'hose father had been co-director of the German branch of 
Equitable Life Assurance, owned by J. P. Morgan, a 
Rothschild confrere), sent his friend John Foster Dulles a pro
posal for Germany to receive a five-billion-mark loan to be 
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"For a long time I felt that FDR had developed many 
thoughts and ideas that were his own to benefit this country, 
the USA. But, he didn't. Most of his thoughts, his political 
'ammunition' as it were, were carefully manufactured for him 
in advance by the CFR-One World Money group. Brilliantly, 
with great gusto, like a fine piece of artillery, he exploded 
that prepared 'ammunition' in the middle of an unsuspecting 
target, the American people-and thus paid off and retained 
his internationalist political support." 

While Roosevelt was campaigning on promises to steer 
America clear of the war in Europe, 

. ... .." .." .. numerous proofs including secret cor
.. • ••~  ". co_ - ,,..- Fespondence with fellow F,reemason 

Winston Churchill show he was intent 
on leading the US into the conflict at a 
gallop-significantly, from behind a 
desk. Eighty-three per ,cent of 
Americans opposed American inter
vention, but the bankers and Ronscvelt 
knew beller. They hadl other plans, 
including loans in excess of two bil
lion, dollars to Great Britain, the ship
ping of fifty destroyers and hundreds 
of millions of rounds of ammunition, 
and the training of 'lhitish f,jghter 
pilots in the US. AU German con
sulates were closed in this country, 

while US ships depth-charged German U-boats, still without 
declaration of war. 

Churchill reported in secret that FDR ..... said he would 
wage war, but not declare it [and] that he would become 
more and more provocative... Everything was being done to 
force an 'incident' that could lead US to war." 

Henry Stimson, founding CFR member, US War Secretary 
and leader of a powerful American interventionist coalition, 
made the following notation in his diary after a meeting with 
Roosevelt: "We face the delicate question of diplomaticfenc~  

ing to be done so as to be sure Japan is put into the wrong 
and makes thefirst bad mov~vert  move." 

The CFR's War and Peace Studies Project was quick with 
the solution to the quandary. A memorandum was sent to 
Roosevelt, recommending aid to China and a trade embargo 
on Japan, advice which Roosevelt followed. Japan's assets in 
the US were frozen, and the Panama Canal was closed to 
Japanese shipping, effectively creating a stranglehold on 
Japanese trade. 

The CFR's War and Peace Studies Project was to be a cen
tral detenrrinant of future aims 

~- c"-----,.., I of the United States. Closely
'L'"""::::' 

~ ---------;;>� coflaborating with the State 
Department, the Studies 
Project divided the wodd into 
blocs, compiling available sta
tistics on commodities produc
tion and trade. Determining 
that the self-sufficient capacity 
of Germany and Europe waS 
higher than that of the Western 
hemispbere, the Studies Project 
decided that the defeat of 
Germa.ny and world domioa
tion by America was the only 
solution. America must broad
en its imperialistic aims, creating 
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an expanding capitalist world economy and international the Third Reich at his command? Hitler's notoriety dictated 
hegemony fOIi the US. It was not explicitly stated which that his death be faked (as the deaths of other Nazis have 
groups or individuals would rule the US during this period of been faked since the end of the war-Martin Bormann's six 
expansion, although it is certain that Will Rogers was at no times, for instance), but the mysterious circumstances and 
time IUnder consideration. lack of evidence of his death weigh in favour of the theory 

The 'foremost requirement of the United States in a world that Hitler escaped. 
in which it proposes to hold unquestioned power," the Wayne Henderson, in an unpublished article, offers revi-
Studies Project reported, "is the rapid fulfillment of a pro- sionist information on Hitler's death: 
gram of complete re-armament." Herein the course for "In February of 1973, a journalist was given a rare inter-
World War II and postwar world domination by "America" view with a man long thought dead. Though he was general-
was charted. ly believed to have died trying to escape Berlin-=scant yards 

Much has been written in irecent years about Roosevelt's alread of Russian troops then taking the citr-Martin 
prior knowledge of an atta.ck on Pearl Harbour, which includ- Bormann, close intimate of Adolf Hitler, was living in seclu- , 
ed American manoeuvres against Japan making reprisal sion, ill, in a Redemptorist convent near Tupiza, Bolivia. He, 
almost inevitable, and infonnation of a probable attack reach- among others, had been the recipient of a joint gift lof "Wild 
ing Roosevelt through at least eight Bill" Donovan ,of the ass (later the 
~ifferent sources. .. :.t;:i-; C.IA) and certa.in well.-controlleif fac-H was a .day of _~':'::"~'  'f.f...!'''3f''W;~<f.i:'i:~'';::7';:~:f;':;:''i;:!;,.;,,: 


~nfat?y,  as John "roland has ~elterated .;i#W()rta:~;W.~;r;ll J~l~~r~.tQ~~Qf~~ tLO.?S afthe Vatzcan Ellte.� 

~~~~V~[tOI~a~fp~~~::e~\~~t~e~s~~~ :~F~;(feadr~orfh iff:Y#iiv~,milli~Q~ Ch:S~~~~~np~e~~n~~~~h:~~:k~/ ~~ 

"incident" . }i:.·.i'.·..·.;:*'.:··"t···>;..·:··.. ·t·.·..~;·x;.:·.·.·.."·I· :;.';; ·.;.;:·;.;:.".·.~;.:·h;.··.:·.·.;.·.·l··.··.··t:·.·.···;:'::;'~:i.·.:::jll;.."- 30 April 1945-others present inc/ud. i:~:t::pa no le:s ogan-s OU IOgt4':"i . . . 
A::~eb~l~e~tfo~~e~n t~:a;:afr~~Ot~~  t~;~~.tfS;,~Whit~;:~rui:(j:~~'~of1q6IJ~r~1;i  ;1ei~:tti~~~~i~7e:~~~~;t), ~~~u5~Z~
 

Office of Coordinator of Information W::1i:)tll..n:f'·'e··"d>t;··h'e~i1:o/i'·C:·:;l:)e{::t'~)O:;'>f"'t' L:'~ )~ ~;t4 Schaub a trusted friend of the FUhrer 
(OCI), precursor to the Office of l:f:f&;t~if.,:.:,,~,!>~;!?~~~:\r:;  '~~8;i,~~...,i;m!~~~'i;roit~ who wds charged with the responsibil
Strateg,ic ServiCes (OSS). 1. Edgar i:MJi#.mfernatIOnalbanRers:ariCl t~~ ity of destroying the files; it goes with
Hoov~r. objeCtted to ~h.e men Dulles :~1,;ilieira:1jH:6';rs«·~ih~W<:6.mitiih:S':~~out saying that Hitler and his bride of 

ra~i~lr~~~:i~~%~~~~l:ti~~S:~~eJo~~~~  jii~~;~;,1i~~~t'~4;:t6<~r~,~~E:.:qn~';~il~:~:i~~:~~~~;v~oB;;eu:/fie:z:rl:~:s~e;~: 
 

may have been onto somethmg. M.j~.'.::;¥:?%.:'Zi.;<:.;::t.\"'·:::··,·(c·"'  ..f .. ·$;.;'t.:; ::.:"'.·,:'·If..\.;~.!?':~t~.::~~:trii.<' Adolf and Eva died that day, though 
. 1 'b . l' ,~:",?.;::;":c:""";,,,,  manti ac urerS.':~3'··~i"~'·:·'jJ'·· h' d'1t was strIct y usmess as usua lfd.Hl~r::!h:W:":~:'i."",t·:~(::;:i"(·'::':;::.::;~;:i%wr~W4~  ~  t ere IS some lSagreement as to 

during ,tbe Second W orId War for . whether they used pistols or poison. 
many of these same "intcrnational- "What really happened on 30 April 
ists". During 1942 Standard Oil' of New Jersey shipped oil to 1945, however, would seem to be quite differentfrom the offi
the Germans through ncutral Switzerland, while General cial version. Hans Bauer, the Naziflying ace-easily one of 
Mntors equipped both sides during the conflict. The Paris the greatest aviators the world has yet seen-had been land-
branch of Chase Bank conducted millions of dollars of busi- ing and taking off outside the Chancellory, on the 
ness with the Nazis with the approval of the central Wilhelmstrasse. He hadferried the favoured few in and out 
Manhattfln branch, while Colonel Sosthenes Behn, the head ofBerlin, and could easily ,have removed Hitl.er and his ret
of lIT, consulted with Hitler on communication systems and inue at any time. every bit as easily as he'dflown the various 
robot bombs. Ball bearings, in short supply among the caches ofpersonal wealth entrusted to him by the Nazi elite 
Allies, were shipped to Nazi-connected firms in South to various safe hiding-places. Indeed, Bormann and others 
America by the Vice- Chairman of the American War had advised Hitler to fly to Berchusgaden, where the faithful 
Productions Board, in partnership with Nazi Goering's cousin troops could guard them in the near impenetrable Alps. 
in Philadclphia. "However, a flight-at least from the Chancel/orr-was 

An American alliance with Stalin prQvided tacit approval to unnecessary. When the Soviets took the wreckage of the 
ij,is slaughtcr of six million Ukrainians during 1932-33, along bunker, they found •...behind the bookcase in Hitler's person
with the joint German-Russian invasion of Poland, and the al room...a thin, concrete, removable panel. Behind it was a 
Russian invasion of Finland, Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania. man-size hole leading to a...concrete shelter far underground 
Efeven billion dollars in lend-lease aid was given to the and 500 metres away. Another tunnel connected the shelter 
USSR, along with blueprints for the atomic bomb and ship- with an underground trolley line... • The searchers also found 
ments of refined uranium, proffered by the CFR's Harry 'a charred note in a woman's handwriting... (telling) her par-
Hopkins, accord,ing to G. R. Jordan's From Major Jordan's ents not to worry if they did not hear from her in a long 
Diaries. After the war the American military cooperated in while.' The Hitlers need nOI have taken the trolley very far, 
OperatiQn Keelhaul, sending two minion fle.eing Russians either, as Bauer could easily have picked them up at a safer 
back to Russia in boxcars to face Stal~n's murdcrous reprisals. airstrip than Wilhelmstrasse and flown them to any destina-

World War II is the story of the death of thirty-five million tion within fuel range. The body later identified--i.n the offi
patriotic, slogan-shouting serfs, while billions of dollars lined cial version---as that of Hitler was more likely (considering 
the packets of thc intcrnational bankers and thcir cohorts, the the fact that the dentition of the corpse and that reflecte.d in 
polilicians and the weapons manufacturers. Hitler's dental charts don't match) that of Julius Schreck. a 

At the close of the war, so goes the standard 'line, Hitler long-time fanatical supporter of the Fahrer and Hitler's per-
committed suicide in his bunker. For my part, I am not con- sOfial driver. Schreck is known to have resembled Hitler so 
vinced. Many other prominent Nazis escap.ed to conspire 

Continued on page 75another day; why not Hiller, who had Ithe entire resources of 
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 

Agreat scientific experiment came to a climactic and frustrating end when, 
on 21st August 1993, communication with NASA's Mars Observer space
craft was reported lost after its successful completion of ao eleve!\.,month 

journey to the Red Planet.2 Just three days before it was to enter Mars orbit, but 
shortly after instructions for orbital insertion had been uploaded, the spacecraft 
mysteriously failed to respond to commands from the ground or to signal its pres
ence to its controllers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. In 
the weeks following, repeated attempts to restore communications have been made. 
As of this writing, all efforts have failed. 

This apparent tragedy, ending the first mission to Mars since the Viking probes 
of 1976, is part of a much larger story-a story of deception and scientific irrespon
sibility designed to suppress or prevent what might be one of the greatest scientific 
discoveJ"ies in all of buman history. With a replacement mission in the planning, a 
very real possibility exists that the scenario that dominated the Mars Observer mis
sion may be repeated. This report chnmicles the ongoing picture of scientific, ethi
cal and political concern within which the Mars Observer mission took place, in 'the 
hope that the mistakes and distortions that plagued that mission will not be repeat· 
ed. 

THE MARS OBSERVER SPACECRAFT 

The Mars Observer, launched 25th September 1992, was the first of lID "Observer 
series" of missions for planetary exploration. The principal objective of the mis
sion was to gather information on the geology and climate of Mars.) Mars 
Observer w.as scheduled to reach its destination in August 1993 and begin its "map
ping phase" by November 1993. The mapping phase was to last for one Martian 
year, or 687 daYS.4 During this phase the Mars Observer camera would relay low
resolution photagraphs of the entire planet daily. It would also take moderate-reso
lution photographs (size of smallest visible objects 300 metres) and high-resolution 
,photographs (size of smallest visible objects 11 and 1.4 metres)! for the purpose of 
secur,jng geological and a1bedo (reflectivity) information on targeted areas of inter
est.s The Mars Observer was reported "lost" by NASA on 21st August 1993, short
ly after instructions for orbital insertion had been sent to the spacecraft. At this 
writing, com!TlUnication with the spacecraft has not been reestablished, and NASA 
is still attempting to overcome the problem. It is not known whether the Mars 
Obscrver has gone into orbit around Mars or has passed the planet and entered a 
solar orbit.6 

THE AOC HYPOTHESIS 

During the 1976 Viking mission to Mars, photographs of the planet were 
obtained at a 50-metre resolution.? In 'the seventeen years since then independent 
research groups have engaged in an exhaustive study of certain unusual surfac_e fea
tures revealed in the Viking images, most of which are located in an area of Mars 
known as the Cydonia Plain.s All of the independent researchers have concluded 
that the data supports the possibility that some features at Cydonia may be the ruins 
of intelligently designed structures. 1 will refer to the hypothesis that the Cydonia 
fcatures may be of artificial origin as the AOC hypothesis (Artificial Origin at 
Cydonia). 

The AOC hypothesis does not claim that there is proof of artificial features on 
Mars; it claims that the probability of there being artificial features is strong 
enoogh to make new high-resolution photographs a top priority for any future mis
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tographing the Cydonia Region of Mars" and letters written 
in January and October 1992 by Dr Michael Malin, NASA 
Mars Observer Camera Principal Investigator, and Mark A. 
Pine, Chief of the Policy and Plans Branch of the NASA 
Office of Space Science and Applications (references 8, 9 
and 11). 

Or Malin's letter in_dicates that the Cydonia region of Mars, 
where the AOC landforms are located, wa_s targeted for high-

This report ha~  been prompted in part by a document dis
tributed by NASA titled "lnformation on NASA Re-pho

•'" 
Enlargement of NASA Viking frame 35A72, showing, the Face feature. Estimated dimensions of the 'Face of Cydonia' are: 2.51hn long, 2km wide, and between 500 and 800 m high. 
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TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTIES 
Both Dr Malin and Me Pine were also careful to stress that 

because of technical uncertainties no guarantees could be 
made regarding photographs of any specific features. Yet 
plans were under way to photograph other specific features 
than the AOC landforms, and in these cases, instead of 
emphasising technical uncertainties, discussion of ways and 
means of accomplishing this took place. The special empha
sis given to the possibility of difficulties in the particular case 
of the AOC landforms has a clearer rationale as part of a gen
eral paUcm of discouraging interest in those particular land'
forms. 

RESTRICTION OF INFORMATION 
As the Mars Observer mission proceeded, considerable 

furore arose in connection with NASA's policy for data 
release. NASA announced that in the case of the Mars 
Obscrver mission, unlike previous missions, there would be no 
immediate transmission of photog-

However, during the seventeen years since the controver
sial landforms were discovered, NASA has maintained stead
fastly that there is "no credible evidence" that any of the land
forms may be artificial. A close look at NASA's arguments 
reveals that NASA's "evaluation" has consisted largely of ini
tial impressions from unenhanced photographs, heavily 
weighted by faulty reasoning. NASA has failed to apply any 
special methods' of analysis; it has relied upon flawed reports; 
it has failed to attempt verification of the enhancements and 
measurements made by others; and it has focused exclusively 
on inappropriate methodology which ignores the importance 
of context. There remains no scientific basis for NASA's 
position regarding the landforms. 

Finally, NASA has ba<;ed its evaluation almost exclusively 
on the alleged existence of disconfirming photographs which 
it has never identified, and has recently admitted it is unable 
to identify. : .-' 

'Instead of carrying out legitimate scientific inquiry, NASA 
has regularly sent false and misleading 

raphy to the public. Data may be '.. statements regarding the landforms to 
withheld from the public for as long U '0'1' 'Ok" , .J......'::O~":-i'  •...:.,,"'·· "':'0';',. ,v members of Congress and Itheir coo-
as six months solely at the discre- .': ':? I .~:: pr,eVIOU~,Il1I:~~I,9.~S,· ~'[ stituents. NASA has condoned efforts to 
tion of the "Principal Investigators", . thete was. to be no".. unfairly ridicule and discredit indepen
holding private contracts with 
NASA (reference 9). As of June 
1993 tbere were indications that 
NASA, under considerable public 
pressure to modify this policy, was 
consLdering easi~g  the restriction 
(see Chapte.r Niue). However, 
hopes for thiS were dashe~,  when 
N~~A aIll1Qunccd that only sele~t~  

eonve'ya,nee f earh~ir~\I~t~>to  dent ~esearc~ers:  and has insisted that 
' " 0 .. ', ,'".: ": there IS a "scientific consensus" that the 

the publiC' as sooha's ifwas .' landforms are natural-despite the fact 
:.". "d" d', ' ,"" ',',"': ",: 'd' 'i": ';,i~.  that the only real scientific study of the 

~, ree~lve, an 'eonye~t:~ ...~!~Jp landforms indicates a clear possibility 
Y~~W.~,bl(H.magesJ~h~tj~::,;'~  that they are ~tific~al.  . , 

.. :c"": :.:ftK",!\ ""I'I"d',{il·.,I';"'i'·;;HJ,rw:,""it Of th~  varIOus landforms mv.es~g~ted  

::fKn' :~  a. en ca .r.;:Jxe,;:~~ ;mz;~·:" by the IOdependent teams and IOdlVldu
, :~:It  :ti'ansh1lssl<tnl~[{:Y :f~f~K als, the one that ,?ega~  the resear,c.h, 

ed Images were to be made avail, ,. ,. ',. ,...·.; .... u:..u referred to as the Face because of Its 
able for viewing at two or three sites 
around the country with no release to the general public via 
NASA Select-TV. There was no g)Jafantee that these images 
would include the AOC landforms.1l To see the images, a per
son would have to travel to Pasadena, Washington or Houston 
and then sit watching a special screen for hours or days with 
no assurance that the AOC objects would be imaged at all-or, 
if imaged, "selected" for viewing. NASA was apparently try
ing to create the impression of a more liberal policy on data 
release without actually making any significant change. In 
later chapters of this report, NASA's policy on data release will 
be discussed in detail. The summary conclusion is that for the 
Mars Observer mission, NASA introduced a severe restriction 
on data release, providing a new potential for censorsbip, 
under oover of a technica'1ity. 

Since 1979, a number of highly qualified independent 
investigators have engaged in an extensive analysis of pho
tographs taken by the 1976 Viking Mars mission. These pho
tographs appear to be evidence that some landforms in the 
Martian region called Cydonia may Ibe artificial. 

A comprehensive independent analysis of the data support
ing this hypothesis, using established criteria for scientific 
methodology, shows that the me~hods of research pursued by 
the independent investigators arc basically sound. There is a 
reasonable doubt as to the natural origin of the Cydonian 
objects. Reputable scientists in several fields, including 
physics, astronomy and geology, have expressed their confi
dence in the overall integrity of this report and have called for 
further investigation of these landforms by NASA.' 
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resemblance to a humanoid face, has 
undergone one of the most exhaustive series of tests for the 
evaluation of digital images originating from an intcrplane
tary probe available to scientists today. The data collected in 
the course of these investigations appears to be highly reli
able. 

The most advanced techniques of image enhancement, pho
toclinometry and fractal analysis, confirmed by cross-cbeck
ing and thoroughly documented, have been used. The inves
tigators are acknowledged experts in their fields with strong 
academic and professional qualifications. In every test, the 
data has consistently tilted in the direction of artificial, rather 
than natural, origin. Moreover, the various Itests performed, 
including anthropometric and aesthetic evaluation, have been 
mutually cross-confirming. 

In September 1992 a new spacecraft-the Mars 
Observer-was launched. Now reported lost, the Mars 
Observer carried a camera capable of taking high-resolutiOll 
photographs that would almost certainly have settled the 
question of artificiality. But NASA's position regarding the 
priority assigned to photographs of the landforms has been 
througbout to resist any consideration of their possible artifi
ciallorigin. NASA's equivocal statements on the issue of pri
orities indicated a clear Ilikelihood that new photographs of 
the suspect landforms would not be obtained, or would not be 
released if they were obtained. 

If NASA's Mars Observer policy remains unchanged, 
future missions to Mars will almost certainly not include any 
meaningful effofli to settle the question of artificiality. NASA 
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is in Ithe process of evaluating options for a new Mars launch missions, there was to be no conveyance of camera data, to 
as early as October 1994. As, of this writing, the selection of the public as soon as it was received and converted into view
the spacecraft and instrumentation to be used for a new able images (what is ofLen called 'live' transmission). Instead, 
launch is under way, allowing the previous policy to domi images from the Mars Observer camera would be under the 
nate a new mission would constitute a reprehensible abdica exclusive control of a private contractor for up to six months 
tion of a clear and compelling socia~  responsibility. after acquisition. 

This same private contractor had been given sole authority NASA'S POSSIBLE MOTIVATION to determine not only what images would be released and 
In 1960, a report titled Proposed Studies on the when, but even what objects would be photographed by the 

Implications of Peaceful Space Activities for Human Affairs high resolution camera. That contractor, Dr Michael Malin, 
was delivered to the Chairman of NASA's Committee on is an outspoken opponent of the hypothesis of possible artifi
Long-Range Studies. The report was prepared under contract cialiry. Dr Malin's arguments against the hypothesis of possi
to NASA by the Brookings Institution, Washington, DC. The ble artificiality have been uniformly fallacious. Thus the 
report outlines the need to investigate the possible social con- interests of the American public in relation to Mars Observer 
sequences of an extraterrestrial discovery and to consider camera data were effectively turned over to the prejudiced 
whether such a discovery should be kept from the public in decisions of a private individual. 
order to avoid political change and a possible "devastating" The credibility gap widened as NASA, using contractual 
effect on scientists themselves-due to the discovery that technicalities, insisted that it was treating Mars Observer 
many of their own most cherished theories could be at risk. imaging data "no differently" than daJ.a from previous mis-

The concept of withholding information on a possible sions-despite the fact that the end result would have been 
extraterrestriaJ discovery conflicts with an understood NASA radically different as far as immediate public access and pub-
policy to the effect that information on a verified discovery of lic accountability were concerned. It is impossible, from a 
extraterrestrial intel1ligence logical standpoint, to see NASA's 
should be ~hared promptly with :. > • ,.<~.,,; '~,.~"  ;f ,;~), 'iV'",~iif'::-f~:"8" .' :/$:: effo~ts to c~ai~  "no c~ange  in 
all humanity. A report on the ", ~ ".;,« ~'"  ," >,," Y"'~1;~U83,:,:  ,ttl prevlOus polIcy' as anythi~g ?ut a 
cultural aspects of the search ~.  ,,,.~~  _f(:" " .. , •... '\k:t,:, ;,'. ";,' transparent attempt at misdirec
for extraterrestrial intelligence ,', :,>;' ";. '. :<" .. !L,~ ,'::::""';:': ,. ,." ,~.  tion. 

(SETI) is prese~tly ,being pre- . All o(the independe'nt 'researchers In the face of growing public 
pared for publicatiOn by the, . . .t<•• '. ow.., clamour, NASA also began to 
NASA Ames Research Center. i'have 'concluded that the'·data supports make assurances that the 
In this report, the posi~on that the p·o.··ssibility·· thatso.'.m... e.;.'2.·.fea.tOres'al:" "Cydonia region" where the land..· .
NASA would not withhold; '.;.:.. ..' . , .. , ...:'. . / forms are located was scheduled 
sU,ch data from the public is : .. Cydonia maybe t~ert:!:ips9f' ,c' to be ~hotographed  by the high-
Said to be strongly supported. :' ··t··' II···· I' d···· ..··d·'\ t""···;-- '. resolution camera. NASA clearly 

NASA's actual behaviour in In e Ig~nt yeslg~e,.; ..sly£tur~s·i: attempLed to putthe public at ease 
the. speciftc case of the Martian !;;Jl;o'" : ~;./:;;11l;:;·:i'·;:,~+~:;;:~,.·,~,,; ,,,.;, by making it app~  that the land-
objects, however~  does ~ot,::-;~,:)~.<;.  , ., . ~@t\t~"<"  ;'~::'!::""':!~f}:1NJtWg)" forms would likely be ph~-
appear to be conSistent with },:;M,.,r~·;·~r;,  .'. . >;~¥&.fl,~:':jf" . .JY;'''i: i" /,... tographed because of NASA s 
this policy. NASA has regUlar- :;~p~: ".. I, .; ~~i~!: 'i~i!~§i~ i4~l . ",;~ . general interest in the geology of 
ly distributed documents con- the "region". But the Cydonia 
taining false or misleading statements about its evaluation of region ,is a vast area, and high-resolution photography would 
the Face to members of Congress and to the public. The cover only a very small percentage of that area. No special 
absence of legitimate scientific evaluation of the landforms priority for the specific landforms in question has ever been 
by NASA, i.ts ignoring of the relevant research, its apparently contemplated. Under the standing policy, the likelihood is 
exaggerated warnings that such photographs would be high that the landforms will not be photographed, regardless 
extremely difficult to obtain, the possible sequestering of the of assurances about the "region". 
data under the aegis of 'private contract', and the ambiguous RECOMMENDATIONS
language used by NASA officials to generaLe a sense of com�
placency around the issue all support the suspicion of a moti Given the importance of the subject and the urgent need to� 
vation contrary to the stated policy, take action, I have put forward the following recommenda�

tions. These recommendations apply to the Mars Observer MISLEADING ASSURANCES 
mission in the event the spacecraft is recovered, and to any 

When forwarded enquiries from constituents by United future missions, including a mission specifically to replace 
States senators and representatives, NASA has provided the Mars Observer. 
answers wbich may appear plausible to the uninformed, but • Assuming Mars Observer is not recovered, NASA will 
whi.ch cannot withslaDd even the slightest logical scrutiny. select a replacement spacecraft carrying instrumentation 
Among the various misleading assurances given by NASA capable of achieving high-resolution imaging of the Martian 
are those having to do with NASA's policy for Mars Observer surface at least superior to that of the Viking missions of 
camera data release. On the first mission to Mars in seven 1976, and having the highest degree of camera flexibility 
teen years, with growing public interest in the artificiality possible, including pointing capability. 
hypothesis and NASA's vigorous resistance to that hypothe • NASA and any private contractor who may be involved 
sis, NASA made a radical change in the way photographic in imaging, by agreement, will assign a kvel of priority to the 
data from the spacecraft would be handled. Unlike previous suspect landforms that will ensure the obtaining of high-reso-
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1ution photographs of those landforms, using all means at 
their disposal, subjcct only to uncertainties beyond their con
trol. This priority level will be entered into the imaging 
Target Data Base and taken into consideration in mission 
sequencing. The stated purpose oi taking such photographs 
will include the possibility t!lat they are of artifici:al origin. 

• The camera operator will plan for and initiate high-resolu
tion imaging sequences on every occasion (20 Ito 30 times in 
the case of Mars Observer) during which the spacecraft 
groundtrack is within the area from go to 10° Ilongitude, such 
that the image ,strips include the area 40.4° to 41.2°N latitude. 

• All imaging data gathered during camera passes over the 
area specified above, will be placed in the category 'news
worthy' and will not be subject to the proprietary aspects of 
any principal investigator's contract with NASA. This 
includes the raw data prior to processing, but after the camera 
data has been separated from that of other instrumentation. 

• The scientific community and the general public will be 
given advanee notice, within the constraints of predictability, 
as to when each such pass will occur, in order to prepare to 
receive the data. 

• The raw data for the specific area indicated above will be 
released to scientists and to ,the public upon receipt at JPL 
with no time delay. 

• Video image conversion of data received in the same 
passes will be released in a continuous stream to NASA 
Select-TV, PBS and others who desire to receive it. NASA 
will be held accountable for any inordinate delay between 
receipt of the raw data and release of video imagery. No 
delay should occur other than the mLnimum time period nec

essary for computers to convert the data to video form. 
NASA should provide in advance specific technical details of 
what procedures are necessary for conversion and how long 
they are likely to take. 

• Video image conversion of all high-resolution camera 
activity, regardless of location on the planet's swface, will be 
released in a continuous stream to NASA Select-TV, PBS 
and others who desire to receive it tmoughout the CGursc of 
the mission. Because of lits extreme importance, this data ' 
release will take precedence over ifegufar NASA program
ming for as tong as is necessary to achieve the goal of provid
ing the public with open access to the data that may settle the 
question of artificiality. 

• A blue-ribbon interdisciplinary panel of independent sCi
entists and lay persons should be appointed to enquire into 
the circumstances surrounding NASA's questionable behav
iour in regard to the suspect landforms in particular,and 
NASA's concept of SEn (Search for Extraterrestrial 
'Intelligence) methodology with respect to the solar system, 
particularly Mars and the Moon. Among the p;,mel's charges 
should be the undertaking of an unbiased scientific evaluation 
of the data gathered by the independent researchers to date, 
and an oversight committee to monitor NASA's compliance 
with the additional recommendations set forth below. As 
members of such an oversight committee, independent 
researchers Vincent DiPietro, Dli Mark J. Carlotto, and 
Richard C. Hoagland, representing the three main lines of 
approach to the subjcct, should be included. 

Continued on page 73 
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The mv Connection?, a group of individuals including scientists and lay-peo
ple, announced on 12th October 1992 ,that it will make its position paper, The 
AIDS Crisis: The Other Side, available to the public. The position paper 

presents an objective, do.cumented and referenced history and overview of the dom
inant, publicly accepted theory that HIV is the sole and direct cause of AIDS. 

The group was formed by Ed Vargas in 1992, for the purpose of providing factu
al and documented information on HIV and AIDS that is not distributed 'by the 
AIDS establishment. Today the group consists of people from all AIDS-affected 
communities and is focusing on educating the media, policy makers, people with 
AIDS and people with HIV. 

By distributing The AIDS Crisis.- The Other Side, the group hopes to initiate a 
reassessment of the curreot mv-AIDS hypothesis. The group hopes that this 
reassessment will lead to. a more productive AIDS hypothesis in terms of public 
health benefits including AIDS prevention, treatment and prediction of the course 
of the epidemic. 

THE AIDS CRISIS: THE OTHER SIDE 

In April 1984, US Heal~h and Human Services Secretary Margaret Heckler 
announced to the world! at a press conference that an American scientist, Dr Robert 
Gallo, nad discove..red the "probable cause" of Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome (ALDS)-the retrovirus subsequently named Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus (HIV). 

Since this announcement, the AIDS epidemic and Gur understanding of it has 
!been fought on a politicised landscape. Margaret HeckleF, a politician, made this 
announcement before one single American study on HIV had been published. In 
addition, no discussion, review or debatc of its merits occurred in any medical or 
scientific journals. This process of science by press release violated conventionaJ! 
scientific procedures and customs. 

The political decision ItO credit Gallo with the discovery of HI V failed since sub
sequent investigations have established thilt HIV was discovered in 1983 by Dr Luc 
Montagnier of France, who sent a sample of his discovery to Gilllo.* The retro
virus Gallo claimed to nave discovered was the same retrovirus he had received 
from MOlltagnier. 1 

Immediately following Heckler's announcement, Gallo published four articles in 
Science (May 1984) that showed correlations between HIV and AIDS. These arti
cles, which are the basis for the current hypothesis that HIV is the sole and direct 
eause of AIDS, were proved fraudulent on many counts critical to their scientific 
validity by recent investigations conducted by the National Institutes of Health and 
the National Academy of Sciences.2 

Since the April 1984 news conference, there has not been a single scientific 
research publication that purports to prove that HIV causes AIDS. In add-ition, 
there's been a lack of discussion and debate both outside and within the scientific 
community specifically addressing the contradictions and! inconsistencies with the 
current HIV-AIDS hypothesis and the epidemiological research on which it is 
based. To compound this, the current mY-AIDS hypothesis has been entirely 
unproductive ,in terms of public health benefits, including AIDS prevention, treat
ment, and even in predicting the course of the disease within each individual or the 
course of the epidemic within the general population. 
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The following doelJlment is an overview of the viral and becom_es paralysed. A vaceffie like the Salk or Sabin polio 
epidemiological cOJltradictions and inconsistencies of the c.ur vaccines stimulates the body to produce antibodies which 
rent HlV-AIIDS hypothesis which have not been specifically nelltralise the virus and thus prevent disease. The presence of 
addressed by our AIDS establishment. antibodies, especially if live virus is absent or is present in 

This document hopes to show that the American govern low quantities, indicates that the body's immune system has 
ment and scientific community need to seriously reassess the succeeded in controlling ~he  virus, thus preventing disease. 
current HIV-AIDS hypothesis and their AIDS research priori Shortly after HIV infects the body the virus multiplies 
ties. We hope this reassessment willlcad to a more produc rapidly, sometimes causing flu-like symptoms.· Thereafter, 
tive AIDS hypothesis and investigations of other factors the immune system goes to work producing antibodies which 
and/or causes of AIDS with or without HIV as a factor. virtually eliminate the virus. Only very low levels of the live 

HIV remain-so row they can only be detecJed with great HIV-AIDS HYPOTHESIS difficulty by advanced PCR techniques-but antibodies per
The CIilffent HIV-AIDS hypothesis states that the retro sist and arc readily detectable. Presence of antibodies to HIV 

virus,** mv, infects and kilils CD4 and T-cells. Depletion of (HIV+) in the blood has become a prerequisite for AIDS. 
these T-cells in the body is 0ne of the hallmark conditions in But longstanding principles of virology13 hold that when anti
People With AIDS (PWAs) and results in a weakened OOdies are present from any virus or retrovirus, this indicates 
immune system, leaving the body susceptible to one or more that the immune system has rendered the virus !harmless 'and 
of the 25 previously known diseases grouped together in a the body is protected from further symptoms or disease. This 
syndrome called AIDS. is tAe principle of antiviral vaccination. A positive antibody 

In the last eight or so years of intensive HIV research, it test to HIV is the current clinical indicatOF for AIDS. There 
has been proven that only 1 in 1'0,000 T-cells arc actively is no scientific precedent for an anti-viral antibody forecast
infected with HIV,l even using the newl,y advanced technique ing a viral disease. 
of detection called PCR.*** This degree of T-cell loss is EPIDEMIOLOGtCAl EVIDENCE 
equivalent to iosing a drop of biood a day. Anyone could 
afford to lose this quamtity without developing any symp
toms. The ongoing questio.n in the scientific community is: 
What is killing the billions of T-cells and depicting other 
ceIls in the immune system such 
as Natural Killer (NK) cells, seen 
in PWAs, if HIV is not solely 
responsible? 

Even though we don't know the 
e:kact mechanisms by which 
viruses cause disease, the current 
mv-AIDS hypothesis claims that 
mv lies dormant in these T-cells 
for up to i5 years. Then, by way 
of some unknown mechanism, 
HIV is aetivatedl to destroy addi
tional T-cells. This latency period 
is unexplainable by the scientific 
community since no known virus 

~o~~tr~ve~~~et~~:~a;~:  ;~l~~r~~  ;;;'~';";;";'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'ii';";"~;';";..;-;....;"..;..;..,,;..._;.;..,;,.. ;.;...~..;;~";.";;'~~;.;.w;.w;,.,,;. ";;"~ 

diets other long-established principles of virology.ll 
In spite of its political notoriety, HI V is scientifically a run

of-the-mill retrovirus. It is geneticaLly so similar to olher 
non-pathogenic retroviruses that no one within rthe scientific 
community can explain or show that mv exhibits any char~  

acteristics that would distinguish i~  frum any of the other 
retroviruses.· There are approximatdy 100 retroviruses in the 
human germ line. Afiter mOFe than 20 years of intensive 
research on retroviruses (Nixon's War on Cancer), none has 
ever proven to cause disease: To date, there has been n.o sci
entif!.e evidence that explains why this retrovirus should be an 
exception. 

HIV VIRUS vs ANTIBODIES TO HIV 

The primary function of any virus or retrovirus is to repli
cate itself in the cells Df a host organism, such as a human 
body. Some viruses, like those responsible for polio and 
hepatitis, kill cells in the process and thus cause disease. If 
uhe polio virus kills sufficient neurons, the human host (body) 
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year by the US government alone. This money is devoted 
almost solely to projects based on an unproven and so far 
entirely unproductive hypothesis with mounting inconsisten
cies and contradictions. Specifically, most of the research 
dollars are spent on vaccines and anti-virals which may be of 
little value considering: 

a) antibodies to HIV have already vaccinated the blood of 
PWAs; and 

b) such minuscule amounts of HIV are found in the blood 
of PWAs th-at anti-virals would have little efficacy. 

In consideration of the eviden'ce pres-en ted, The HIV 
Connection? calls on our AIDS establishment to immediately 

~,~,,~_~_~~~_~'_'-~N'~~--~-_~_~:-_-~- =:-_:=_~ ~,'~_~~_;.,,_~-_~~:~,,_~: ~ ~~~s~~~~s~~e ~~~ret~t  ~~~~~;~~.__ __~~~~,,::,,:~._~.:J 

research into other possible causes 
of AIDS. The group hopes this 
reassessment will lead to _a~more  

productive AIDS hypothesis in 
terms of public health benefits, 
including AIDS prevention, treat
ment and prediction of the course of 
the epidemic within the population 
at large and the course of illness 
within each individual. 

(Reprinted with pennissjon from 
Australasian Health and Healing 
(vol. 13, no. 2, February-April 
1994), PO Box 206, Kingscliff 
NSW 2487, Austra'lia; phone (066) 
74 2407. Originally published in 

Ithe Townsend Letter for Doctors (April 1993 edition), 911 
Tyler Street, Port Townsend, WA 98368-6541, USA; phone 
(206) 385 6021. 

IFOOTNOTES� 
*Teehnically, Gallo has been partially credited with the discovery of HIV but� 
the French/American agreement to split the profits and r.ecognition stiU remains,� 
against the will of the French government.� 
.. Retroviruses are a subsct of viruses. Essentially they are very similar, ex.-cept� 
in replication process, viruses convert DNA to RN A. Retroviruses are the oppo�
site in that they convert RNA to DNA,� 
..*PeR is Polymerase Chain Reaction, a method of amplification. It is the bio�
chemical equivalent of finding a needle in a haystack:.� 
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MAGNETISM 

The late Albert Roy Davis, a Florida physiologist and researcher on biomag
netism, received US Patent #4,020,590 (3 May 1977) for his system of gar
dening with magneti_sm. Davis recommended treating the seeds of plants 

that grow above ground in water with the south pole of a 1,500 to 2,500 gauss mag
neL. "We found after many years of research 'that treating above-ground seeds with 
the south pole of a magnet increases the germination and growth, and the leaves of 
these vegetables arc larger." 

"If you plan to treat seeds that result in plants with their edible portions under
ground, such as beets, potatoes, carrots or turnips, then you will produce a beLler 
result by using the north pole of the magnet," Davis said in an interview given to 
Natural Foods and Farming magazine in April 1981. The effects achieved are due 
to the magnetic inOuence of softening thc surface tension of water, which is more 
readdy absorbed by the seeds and plants. 

According to U. 1. Pillman of the Canadian Agricultural Research Station in 
Lethbridge, Alberta, "Earth's magnetism can affect the direction of root growth of 
some plants, and also the growth rate of some seedlings. 

"The roots of some plants normally align themselves in a north-south plane 
approximately parallel to the horizontal force of Earth's magnetic field." Such 
plants include winter wheat, wild oats, spring wheat and some weeds. "Winter 
wheat seeded in rows _running at right angles to the magnetic north often outyield 
wheat seeded lin other directions by 3 to 4 bushels/acre because the roots grow in a 
north-south direction and utilise nutricnts and moisture in the inter-row areas morc 
ex tensively. 

"Seeds of some varieties of wheat, barley, flax and rye were found to germinate 
faster and grow more during their seedling stages, when their long axes and embryo 
ends are pointed toward the north magnetic pole, than when they are pointed in any 
other direction. 

"Many seeds germinate and grow about two times faster if they are exposed to 
the north pole of an artificial magnet,ic field before they are planted, than if they are 
not so treated-wheat seed in particular grows about five times as much in the first 
48 hours as unexposed seed. 

"In some species Ithe enhanced growth rate persists through to maturity. Grecn 
snap beans thus mature more uniformly and yield more than those from untreated 
seed plantcd randomly. 

"The effects of magnetic treatment before gcrmination appear to remain active 
within some seeds for at least 18 months after application. The magnetic intensity 
required to givc maximum response appears to be betwecn 0.5 and 100 oersteds 
when applied for 240 hours. For some unknown reason, a greater growth response 
occurs if the seeds are subjected to magnetism for 48, 144,240 or 336 hours than if 
exposcd for intermediate periods. An exposure for 240 hours produces maximum 
responses in most seeds tested." (Ref.: U. J. Pittman, Canadian J. Plant Sci. 
43:513-8 (1963); ibid., 52_:727-33 (September 1972).) 

The sexual determination of monoecious plants such as com and cucumbers also 
is affected by the geomagnetic field: "If the embryo radical of such plants is or,ient
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ed toward the north, a greater number of female Dowers is grown from untreated eyes! Pittman concluded that 
formed than in the case of seeds oriented toward the south. "Pregermination magnctic treatment of the eye may have 
Since cucumber fmilts are produced from the female flower, effected a change in the metabolic process in 'the bud that 
northward orientation of the seed radicals will lead, of course, eventually promoted earlier and greater LUber initiation. 
to greater yield per plant." Tubcrs initiated early would have had !TIore time to develop 

In general, northward orientation of the embryonic radical size than those initiated later." 
(particularly of corn) promotes femaleness, while orientation Other researchers have found that exposure of seeds to 
south encourages mascl!llinity. Several magnetic fields increases the per

~~~~~~gsa:i~~s she~v;s r~~=~do~~:~~~:;" Ot~er:.r~se~t~Het~;;haVe':fq·Yh.di,-} ~~~~flfee; a~~c~e:n~i~;~~~'~~do: 

toward the geo~agnetic  poles depends" ...•. ::thafexpq~:4reof"~~ed$,:t«(""" increases the yields of snap beans, 

~~~~~~f~~rs~;:~ihc~adr:~~:i~t?:st~~ 2'):tl~:grjeti(fielij$.iQ:cr~("f$es~the, :~~e~~~~~sS:li~g~w:d ~~~~~~~ 

the ~lant  ilype. When ori.ented with percenfages'.'ofgerminationsof tomato ripening.. 

~~  ~~u3:  ~~~~~~r~f/;~:~~~at~~~~~  ): u~::thille~·~~'pfit91:~A'(f.':<~'pple;~··10~  ~~e~~~~s(~~  ~~)r~~gt~:~i~  

tary .see?s have higher r~tes  o~  ~rowth,  "'see"ds ~jntre:'se~~th(¥i'~i~lds"'::of,'j  field may affect some.bio.logic~l  

~~p~a~3~o  a;~a~~?;:I~~.ac~;~wf;:·;.:-·s"hap{64ea~~~~~:~:el~.rf!~~i~~:;;t;'f;0(t~S3~  ~e~~:g~t~~~~~n~een~f 
 

dextrorotary seeds respond WIth 7% Ito .. ' .:." ,.:' 'tL:"'~" ·fi.l· ......,.~:'. """:V\'a' :",.. ,:;"" the effecuve wlOdows are qUite .� . ' grow 11'0 .' egume,an "f~
32% enhanced growth and yIelds ,. p"",.," '. . '. :;':;, F' ."."" ",t:::,~  ..... narrow. Strekova et at found that 
when their embryo tips areyointed at .... cer~(lfs~'edlmgs~.:~;::~:<.~  '\'?':'<: ~icld strengths of about 60 Oe 
the Earth's north geomagnellc pole. . .... . . . . . Increased the growth rate of beans, 

When conifer seeds are sown with cucumbers, lupins, maize and rye, 
their embryo radicals oriented south, they germinate 4 to 5 but the rye was unaffected by a 100 Oc magnetic field. The 
days earlier than do seeds oriented 'toward the north pole. greatest effects were obtained at the temperatures which are 
Phases of the Moon have a. profound effect on the germina- optimal for the growth of each plant type. (Ref.: Planta 
tion of conifers: when sprouted with thcir embryo radicals 12:327.) 
oriented south during a full moon, they will germinate faster Soviet scientists Lazarenko and Gorbatovskaya have 
than when germinated during the new moon. reported "that wheat seeds and barley seeds, premagnetised in 

If Ithere is any doubt about the directivrity or gender of a magnetic field of intensity 2,000 oersteds for 30 minutes, 
seeds, positive results can be obtained in any case by two germinate far more vigorously than the control seeds. Wheat 
wceks' treatment in the magnetic null, ,the quiet region whcre seeds and barley seeds 'magnctised' with the major axis ori
the magnenic pull is balanced between north and south. This ented with the magnetic nux, germinate far more vigorously 
region is easily located by observing the pallems formed by than seeds oriented athwart the magnetic flux, and the gerrni
iron powder s.callered on a glass pane placed over the magnet. nation of the latter seeds is actually retarded (as compared to 

U. J. Pittman also grew potatoes from excised, magnetical- the control seeds) ... 
1y-treatcd eyes. The field-grown crop yielded about 17% "Even more curious results were yielded by experiments in 
more marketable tubers that weighed 38.5% more than those which seeds were heated in a test LUbe left for 30 minutcs in 

boiJjng water... Compared to the control seeds,� 
Figure 5: DeLand"s "Frost-Guard Tower" the seeds heated (in the dry state described above)� 

and exposed to the magnetic field exhibited� 
Tower 32'� greater sproUiting activity." (Ref.: M. A. 

Khvedelidze et aI., Applied Electrical Phenomena 
1(19):52-9, Jan-Feb 1968.) 

However, it is possible to retard the germination 
of seeds if the magnetic field is too intense. V. 
Strekova rcponed on thc "Effect of a High 
Intensity Constant Magnctic Field on Mitosis in 
Bean Roots". He found that four-day germination 
of bean seeds in a nonhomogeneous 12,000 Oe 
constant magnetic field causes suppression of the 

Insulating� growth rate of the root system by up to 40%, and 
Spacers mutations. (Ref.: Applied Electrical Phenomena, 

no. 6, Nov-Dec, 1967.) 
An excellent review of Soviet research into the 

"Electrical Protection of Plants against Disease" is
Magnet 

published in Applied Electrical Phenomena, no. 6,& Coil 7 Wires 
Nov-Dec, 1966, pp. 454-8). The following 

144' max. Magnet excerpts pertain here: 
radius & Coil "A constant magnetic field applied to cereal 

seeds gave the following effect: in the first variant 
with a constant field of 1,500 Oe and differences 
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in the period of exposure, the largest number of germinating and pointed back toward its corresponding other end on top 
seeds was found after an exposure of 10-30 and 300 minutes; of the tower. The magnet is given a coat of plastic to protect 
in the second variant, when the exposure was constant and it from rust and to hold the windings in place. 
the intensity of the field varied, the effect again showed two "ihe trenches and magnets are covered with earth. The 18
maxima: the first in the region of low inch depth is to protect the 
intensiLie.s and lthe second at 2,800 Oe. ,',' ;;.C,,;; ,', ,; ;.; ~.  '.".,.•••• ,.,".;.;,;,,;; •••. ,;':.;,.,,: wires from rCultivation; they 

"The Soviet scie~tist  A. V. Krylo~':;;' ··fhe~:~: ..d·Wth:~af~tl~t~xS\E~r1b~::~;:\:: must. remain u~cut  if the s~s
demonstrated the eXistence ?f th~  phe '.. .". .~;  ..~.,  ..""';" . }t ';~'i'/;';x~};'  ......, tern IS to functiOn. One. Wife 
n?menon of magn~tot~opism  10 t~e  $tron,g"ly~st.mJlJ,lated;.by-:SQUnd~'Tb.e".·'.on the tower, ~d  hence 10 the 
higher plants. Germ1Oauon of seeds 10'" ...' ....' '0'. . ''':'' '... ;;;','" .'~;,  earth, must pomt toward mag
a constant magnetic field acceleratedeffeetq:>nbnl:l~S,~bpy~the  .. ,...•." netic north. The placing of this 
growth of the shoots and rootlets and ulti'asonj'~  threshMd~Qf:22b:.k8iand.'  first magnet must be done very 
development at the south pole. An".; ",•. :,': .:." (;;.'~~. ;'''':'~:, .,.. accurately, and the others 
increase in the negative sign of polari-level~qffaijQ:Y~SO.kH.~.  39;::~;  should be accurately placed. 
ty sLimulated gro~th an? deve!o~m~nt  Freq~enfi~s:';;of4kHttoJ~S;~kHz·:in  ... "~he  magnets sets are 
of the plant, while an mcrcase 10 llS .' .•", I· ..·· h ·..·..'··..·b..· ..... ""f':" :' 'd .... :~ :" 10chned toward the mast at 34'0: 

positive sign promoted aging, disea~e<.  p~r,tI<:H  (lr,:,,~Yr;  ~~~~~gY.p.  :,tg,~',>  degrees to t~e  .surface .of~he  

and d~ath. P?lanty also. plays ~ role i~  ,;. mcrease germmatlOh,x,enzyroe ' ground. Pomt1Og the buned 
plant lmmumLy. Seedlings with therr~}  " ' ~ ,'\; ; ""<:' j,,' .:;t..~;.<.. , " bar ma~nets  toward the no.rth 
roo.tlets Lurned to:w-ard .the north mag- ,r ,activity and/esplratlOn~ ",,,~ magnetic pole, but ~Iso  SeLtl~g  

neuc pole were thickly wfested by par- ~,,'<  '<i :~:)  Lhem so they POlOt or tilt 
asites and mOl!llds, and the resistance Loward the central mast, gives 
of these seedlings was obviously depressed. The appearance a skew to the flux or flow of energy. 
of seedlings facing the south magnetic pole (with all other "This system has protected groves when temperatures have 
conditions the same) was completely different." fallen to as low as 20 degrees Fahrenheit. The system does 

In Florida and southern California during the 1940s, not alter the air temperature in the grove. Rather, it seems to 
orange-grower John DeLand l!Itilised his "Frost-Guard effect a condition in the plants themselves, so that lower tem-
Tower" to replace the obnoxious smudge pot system and peratures will not induce freezing. Fruit lying on the ground 
obtained amazingly high yields from trees formerly consid- will freeze, howcver." (Ref.: G. Van Tassel, Proc. College 
ered LOO old to be prodl!lctive. The DeLand Frost-Gl!Iard ofUniversal Wisdom, 1974, Big Rock, CA, USA.) 
Tower can protect one acre of grove with its energy field, but Other expcrimenters have demonstrated that the high-fre
the system wilt not proLect small plants like vegetables from quency currents gencraLed by a Tesla Coil will protect plants 
frost. (Figure 5.) from temperaLures as low as 10°F, which destroyed unpro-

As described by George Van Tassel, "The DeLand Frost- LecLed plants. (Ref.: A. D. Moore, Electrostatics and its 
Guard Tower is about 32 feet high. It is composed of Lhree Applications, J. Wiley & Sons, 1972, p. 452.) 
12-~00l  !engths. of sta~dard  galvanised steel ~ipe.  The lowest ELECTROGENIC SEED TREATMENT 
section is two-lOch pIpe, set Ithree feet deep 10 concrete. On 
top of this, a 12-foOL section of 1.5-inch pipe is screwed on During the 1970s, the technology of electro-culture became 
by means of a reducer. Above this, the top section of 12-foot embodied and markeLed as "Electrogenic Seed Treatment" by 
pipe, one inch in diameter, is screwed on by means of a Intenec, Inc. (now out of business for reasons unknown to 
reducer. Resting horizon tally atop 
each reducer and at the masL head is a Figure 6: The Hieronymous System 
one-foot diameter disc of waterproof, 
3/4-inch plywood. Ncar the outer ---
diameter of each plywood disc or col
lar are drilled seven holes. These holes 

Dark Room 
arc parallel to the cen.LTe mast and are Support 

eqllally spaced around the diameter, 
51-1/2 degrees apart. ...--Insulator 

"Beginning at [the tOP of the mast, 
with an extension of 6 or 7 inches par /Polished 
allel to the ground, # lO-gauge bare Sheel 
copper wires are run down through the Metal 
seven holes of each plywood collar. 
These wires are continued through the 
concrete foundations' outer edge. 
From there they branch out, in 18-inch 

6' Insulateddeep trenches, to a distance of not Wire 
more than 144 feet from the mast's 
centre. At this point, each wire is 

A = Control plant: disconnected, stunted wrapped several turns around an 
Alnico-V permanent magnet. The end 6 =Antennaed plant: grows well 
of each wire is brought above gIlound 
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this writer). Seeds were subjected to a variety of simulated 
atmospheric conditions Lhat are known to benefit plant dcvel
opment and growth. The seeds were conditioned and rejuve
nated, whieh resulted in more rapid germination, increased 
vigour and improved yields. The combined influences of the 
several different treatments incorporated in the Intertec 
machine results in a severalfold increase in plant gcrmination, 
growth and yields! The inventors, A. zaderej and C. Corson, 
published a description and explanation of "Electrogenic 
Applications to Plant Growth" (1977). 

Seeds are first sprayed with a solution of minerals and 
enzymes which are implanted into Lhe lipids (seed coat) by 
high-voltage negative-ion bombardment-a process known 
as electrophoresis. This accelerates chromosomatic activity. 
A second exposure to negative ion flux increases Lhe implan
tation of Lhe nutrient solution... Then Lhe seeds are exposed to 
infra-red radiation which reduces the hard-seed dormancy 
and increases, Lhe metabolism of ATP. 

The next stage instills an electrostatic charge of cathodic 
protection that considerably reduces the mortality ratc of 
seeds by providing a source of electrons to buffer Lhe reaction 
with free-radical nutrient ions. Seeds must be moist when 
treated by cathodic protection. Dry seeds may be damaged 
by this treatment, but damaged'seeds may be repaired some
what if they are moist. Cathodic protection increases viabili
ty and germination up to twice that of control seeds. In an 
electrostatic field of 36 kV/m, Lhe negative pole above the 
plant enhances germination. The positive pole abovc the 
seeds inhibits germination. 

The final step also treal" seeds wiLh select radro frequencies 
which streS$ the memory ot DNA molecules, charge the 
mitochondria and intensify other metabolic processes. 
Radiofrequeney treatment of seeds has been found to mcrcase 

f I 

the degree of water absorption, electrical conductivity and 
oxygen uptake. The frequencies range between 800, kHz and 
1.5 MHz wiLh a field intensity of 3.2 watts/sq. cm. 

Oddly, if not surprisingly, the seeds needed to be treated 
ncar whcre they were to be sown, The effects of Electrogenic 
Seed Treatment did not travel well, s'o seeds could not be 
shipped to it: the unit had to travel to the field. 

SOUND 

The growth of plants can be strongly stimulated Iby sound. 
The effcct continues above the ultrasonic threshold of 20 kHz 
and Icvels off ,above 50 kHz. Frequencies of 4 kHz to 5 kHz 
in particular have been found to increase germination, 
enzyme activity and respiration. 

Normally, the streamiDg movement of protoplasm in plant 
cells slows down in the early morning and evening, but Lhis 
streaming can be accelerated by an audio frequency gen,~rator  

or electronic tuning fork used for 10 minutes at a distance of 
about five feet from the plants. The result is increased 
growth rate. 

Moreover, plants should not be stimulated more Lhan Lhree 
hours daily during photoperiods, or the plants are rather liable 
to die within a month depending on the quality and intensity 
of the sound. The elassical mu~ic  of Europe and of Asia 
evoke the greatest response from plants. Very high frequen
cies and high volume cause cellular disruption and death. 
Rock and roll music has similar fatal effects in some circum
stances. (Ref.: Dorothy Retallak:, The Sound of Music and 
P'lants, De Vorss & Co., Santa Monica, CA, USA, In3.) 

Dan Carlson, a plant-breeding scientist from Blaine, 
Washington, uses a 3 kHz tone and a foliar spray of trace 
mincrals and amino acids in a process he calls "Sonic 
Bloom". [See NEXUS vol. 2, nos. 17 and 18.] Using ILhis 

h 



combinaLlon of sound and nutrients, Carlson has succeeded in 
producing "indetenninate growth" in plants. His first success 
was wirh a Purple Passion h'ouseplant that normally grows 
only about 18 inches. Under the influence of Carlson's Sonic 
Bloom treatment, the 17-year-old plant eventually reached a 
length of 1,300 feet and earned a place in the Guinness Book 
of World Records. The process is already being used by farm
ers in some 30 states and at least seven foreign countries. 

"I read a book that said when plants heard sound, a 3,000
cycle hum, they seemed to open their stomata, they breathed 
better and got healthier." To induce plants to do that, Carlson 
developed a high-pitched blend of natural and musical sounds 
that is available in cassette form for home use and as a sound 
ibox for farm fields. 

For more infoTmation refer to the advertisement on this 
page: or write to: Dan Carlson Scientific Enterprises, Inc., W. 
7964 810th Avenue, River Falls, WI 54022, USA. (Ref.: 
Minneapolis Star & Tribune, 2 September 1986.) 

MONOCHROME LIGHT 

Plants respond to light with a complex variety of reactions 
which arc affected by the duraLlon (photop'criod), ~ntensity  and 
wavelength! of the light. The scientific literature concerning 
plan,t pholOperiodisrn includes several intriguing reports of 
experiments with single colour and intermittent light effects on 
plant growth. 

Edward Babbitt and other experimenters during the 19th 
century reportrd Ithat under the influence of blue light, the ger
mination period of seeds is reduced to half the usual time; 
plant vitality is increased, growth is accelerated, stem and leaf 
development are improved and yields are increased. Babbitt 
used stained' glass filters which passed only light of lthe same 
colour as the glass. 

In 1861, General A. J. Pleasanton constructed a 2,200 sq. ft 
greenhouse in which every eighth pane was blue. He obtained 
phenomenal results in terms of increased yield, improved 
Havour, etc., and was granted US Patent #119,242 (26 
Soptember ~871)  for "Improvcl\lents in Accelerating the 
Growrh of Plants and Animals". He recommended a ratio of 
eight white to one blue light for optimal plant growth, and a 
raLlo of 1: 1 for best animal development. Blue light stimulates 
the directional response of plants to light. Plants' stnmata 
open more widely in the preselilce of blue light. Evaporation 
and photosynthesis are intensified and chlorophyll production 
is accelerated. However, some 'cells may rupture, and mitosis 
may be inhibited. 

Recent exp-criments have shown that the helium-neon laser 
(632.8 nm) can influence the phytochrome-controlled germi
nation, growth and development of plants from a dislaijCe of 
more than a quarter-mile. The maximum effect is obtained by 
one or two minutes of exposure to reflccted laser light. More 
than ten minutes of irradiation will inhibit the phYilOchrome 
rcsponse. In some cases, successive nightly irradiations at low 
intensity have significantly grcater effect than a single expo
sure of greater length or intensity. The response can be 
rcversed !by altcrnating exposure to the laser and far-red light. 
(Ref.: L. G. Palea,Nature 228:97D-3 (1970).) 

Far-red light can be used to increase the growth of some 
plants (such as beans) up to ten times the normal rate by 
increasing phytochrome activity. Red light at 660 nm stimu
lates growth, development, flowering and fruiting. When red 
light at 700 nm is availabk with 650 :11m red light, photosyn
thetic activity is considerably greater than with either single 

Continued on page 72 
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RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS FROM CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS 

I mplications for definitive controlled research stemming from objec
tive research observations and single case anecdotal clinical observa
tions are suggestive of the following: 

1) Determine the pH shift during deliberate test exposure to foods, 
chemicals and inhalants. 
Clinical Observations: Testing saliva pH before and one hour after food 
test meals demonstrates a consistent pattern of acidosis when symptoms 
occur. 

2) The degree of intactness of pH buffer system during exposure to the 
positive magneto-electric fields and separately to the negative magneto
electric fields. 
Clinical Observations: The negative magneto-electric field is observed 
to relieve the acidosis and symptoms occurring from maladaptive reac
tions to food, be these immunologic or non-immunologic. and has not 
been observed to lead to any evidence of over-alkalinisation. 

3) The degree of reversibility of insoluble gels produced by a state of 
acute acidosis 'o when exposcct to a negative magneto-electric field. 
Clinical Observations: Symptoms of cardiac atherosclerosis and symp
toms of brain atherosclerosis have been observed to disappear after six 
to eight weeks of nightly exposure to a negative magneto-electric field. 
Is this evidence that the insoluble gels are undergoing resolution? 

4) Degree of oxygenation and oxidation metabolism of tissues during 
exposure to a negative magneto-electric field. 
Clinical Observations: A man in his sixties began to have pain in his 
heart. This was diagnosed as arteriosclerosis of the heart. He was given 
a num her of EDTA chelations. In spite of this, by age 70 he was having 
so much pain in his heart that he underwent cardiac bypass surgery. He 
didl fairly well rfor two years, but by the age of 72 began again to have 
pain in his heart, and this time he was also having difficulty with mental 
function. He was getting lost in his own neighbourhood. His gait was 
shuffling and he would stumble. His speech was thick and could hardly 
be understood. He was in a state of depression. At age 74, he decided 
to give magnetics a trial. He placed over his heart a plastiform magnetic 
3" x 4" x 1/8". Within ten minutes there was no pain in his heart. He 
began sleeping with magnets at ,the top of his head. Within a week he 
was markedly improved. At one month he was observed to be outgoing, 
not depressed, speech was clear, he was not shuffling and stumbling and 
was not getting lost in his own neighbourhood. 

The fact that the symptom of pain in his heart was relieved within ten 
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minutes is suggestive that oxygenation and improved oxida
tion metabolism of the tissues of the heart had occurred. His 
rapid improvement of the mental function and affect could 
aiso most likely be explained by oxygenation and improved 
oxidation metabolism occurring before there is any evidence 
of resolution of atheromatous plaques. 

5) Degree of antibiotic .effect of micro-orgaJilism infection 
during exposure to a negative magneto-electric field. 
Clinical Observations: a) A man with a toothache and a peri
odontal abscess exuding pus, obtained relief from the pain 
within ten minutes of exposure from the negative magneto
electric field of a static magnet. Magnets were left on tbe 
infected area for four days, at which time he was examined 
by a dentist and no infection was found. 

b) A woman with candidiasis of the vagina obtained relief 
of the symptoms and evidence of the fungal infection dying 
out when daily sitting on the negative magneto-electric pole 
of a static magnetic field. 

6) Degree of electrical control of brain electrical activity 
during brain exposure to a negative magneto-electric field. 
ClinicaIObser.vations: a) A man whose initial psychosis was 
precipitated by exposure to pesticides and carbon exhaust 
was hospitalised for a period of two months. He was well for 
a period of eighteen years. When re-exposed to a massive 
dose of petrochemicals, he again became psychotic. The neg
ative magneto-electric fields of magnets were placed bitem
porally, and within ten minutes he was sane and had dropped 
his delusions that someone was seeking to kill him. 

b) A teenage girl with a schizo-affected psychosis had 

attempted suicide. The parents reponed the observation that 
after eating wheat she would be depressed and socially with
drawn to her room for a period of four days. A test meal of 
wheat evoked depression, a flat affect, headache, stomach 
ache and social withdrawal. Forty-five minutes of negative 
magneto-electric energy applied to her spine and head pro
duced a deep sleep and a complete reversal of her symptoms. 
Exposure of her head to a negative magneto-electric field 
ahead of a test meal of a symptom-evoking food, prevented 
the reaction from occurring. 

c) A teenager with temporal lobe confusion-type seizures, 
evoked during a deliberate food test meal of eggs, had no 
seizure on a subsequent test meal of eggs when negative 
magneto-electric pole of magnets were placed on the tempO
ral arcas. 

7) Degrce of melatonin production by the pineal gland dur
ing sleep with the crown of the head exposed to a negative 
magneto-electric field. 
Clinical Observations: A man in his 70s, while sleeping with 
magnets at the crown of his head, slept more soundly and 
ceased having sleep apnoea. This could be considered signif
icant because sleep apnoea has been demonstrated to be a 
melatonin deficiency. 

8) Degree of growth hormone rise during sleep when the 
crown of the head is exposed to a negative magneto-electric 
field. 
Clinical Observations: a) A man in his 70s, sleeping with 
magnets at the erown of his head, has to cut his fingernails 
once a week whercas, before treaunent, it was once every six 
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weeks and he has Jto get his hair cut twice as often as before 
magnetic treatment. 

b) A woman in her 70s, sleeping with magnets at the crown 
of her head, had a change in the hair on her hcad from brittle 
to Dormal, and regrowth hair on her legs and under her arms 
which had virtually disappeared after menopause. 

Growth hormone is in control of the growth of hair, nails, 
and skin. 

SUMMARY OF MAGNfTJC RESONANCE 
THERAPEUTIC RESEARCH PROJECT N'EEDS 

Acute maladaptive reactions, both immunologic and non
immunologic, are cellularly acidifying. Chronic metabolic 
illnesses are cellularly acidifying. A negative magneto-elec
tric energy is normalising fOJ" cellular pH aDd thus valuable in 
both acute and chronic symptom relief. Hypoxia is present in 
acidic states and thus present in acute and chronic symptoms. 
Negative magneto-electric eJlergy is oxygenating and oxidat
ing, as well as being a free-radical scavenger. A negative 
magneto=electric field energy raises melatonio production by 
the pineal gland. Melatonin has a master control over the 
entire encrgy system of the human body. A negative mqgne
to-electric energy field gives evidence of being a universal 
antibiotic. How effectively can magnetic resonance therapy 
reverse v,i_ral infections, bacterial infections, fungal infections 
and parasites? How effectively can magneto-electric field 
energy reverse degenerative diseases such as maturity-onset 
diabetes mellitus and its complications, chronic inflammatory 
and/or autoimmune diseases (arthritis, myositis, fibrositis, 
scleroderma, lupus, etc.)? How effective can magneto-elec
tric field energy be in treatil\lg a host of physical and mental 

illnesses? Anecdotal clinical cases indicate these questions 
deserve to be answered. It ,is the aim of the liRB [Institutional 
Review Board] of BEM! [Bio-Electro-Magnetics Institute] to 
ansWer these questions. 

The production of magnetic resonance requires the pres
ence of a pulsing frequency. II In bumans, the pulsing fre
quency is provided by the brain. Sleep, with its increased 
microvoltage amplitude during pulsing frequencies, is the 
optimum generator of biological electromagnetic energy pro
duced by magnetic resonance. Three methods are available 
to ,increase electromagnetic energy production during sleep in 
humans: (0 externally increased magneto-electric energy 
field from the negative magnetic field of a static-field mag
Ret; (2) external} source of pulsing frequencies increasing the 
amplitude of pulsing frequencies occurring during sleep; (3) 
combining (I) and (2) provides optimum building of electro
magnetic energy fields for the brain which in tum goyemS the 
electromagnetic fields of the body. 
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THE SOUD-SlATE ENERGY PROBE 
EXPERIMENl 

T he third experiment which tells 
me that I am on the verge of a 
breakthrough in penetrating the 

barrier giving access to 'free energy' in a 
solid-state device has yielded its own 
surprises. 

Here I built a form of tran-sformer that 
is intended to serve as an exploratory 
test rig. I shall, owing to the developing 
length of this communication, curtaif 
the constructional details and leave 
something for future reponing. 

The test involved selling up a DC 
magnetic bias in the x-direction and an 
AC transverse magnetic oscillation in 
the y-direction. Again I used the above
described technique of studying the 
shape and form of the B-H loop devel
oped by the AC flux. 

The AC excitation was of low mag
netic flux density amplitude so that the 
eddy-current losses should 'be negligi
ble, as should hysteresis loss. I was 
operating in the flux rotation zone and 
above the B-H knee where rotational 
hysteresis loss diminishes rapidly to 
zero. I expected the B-H 'loop' to show 
as a line on my oscilloscope and, 
indeed, such a line did appear. I had to 
expand it off the range of the screen by 
increasing 'the x deflection sensitivity 
substantially in order to trace the small 
capacitive contribution of my circuit for 
integrating induced EMF to derive the B 
signal. I could find no trace of a loss. 
Moreover, the line was not curved: it 
was very straight, which meant that the 
incremental permeability effective in 
the direction transverse to DC polarisa-
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Lion was virtually constant 

This was as expected from my theo
retical reasoning, but tbere wa$ a sur
prise in that the transverse permeability 
was smaller than I expected, by a factor 
of ten. 

Now, if you are wondering what this 
means, note that my object is to store 
'reluctance' energy by that transverse 
excitation, meaning energy that goes in 
as inductance energy and is recovered 
without loss on the down quarter-cyele. 
By making that transverse oscillation 
stronger and stronger, the object is then 
to deflect the primary polarisation so 
that the intrinsic ferromagnetic power 
develops flux oscillations in the axis of 
the primary coil. The aim is to tap ener
gy from that deflected 'reluctance' ener
gy source, most of which is powered by 
the atomic spins in the ferromagnet, and 
use that energy on the up quarter-cycle. 

This process then 
allows the polarising 
bias, which could 'be 
that provided by a per
manent magnet, to 
reset as the transverse 
current diminishes, but 
the shortfall in the 
stored 'reluctance' ener
gy given back to the 
magnetising coil in that 
transverse direction has 
then to be made up by 
the magnet. 

The experiment I 
report here goes no fur
ther than showing that 
the transverse excita
tion is a pure, virtually 
loss-free, inductive 
process which involved 
a characteristic mag
netic permeability indi
cating a 30: 1 ratio of 
ferromagnetic power 
input compared with 
external power input. 
That is the starting 
point which will, I am s -u.. 
sure, lead to the fourth 

z 
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(j) 
experiment in which that energy is 
diverted and used without affecting the 
input magnetisation circuit. Then the 
recovery of energy upon demagnetisa
tion of that latter circuit will occm, but 
as it cannot take used lenergy back from 
a load, the polarising magnetic source 
simply has to do the work and so leave 
the quantising vacuum field in a cooler 
state. 

Rather than wait until I am ready to 
report such further progress, I thought it 
appropriate to inform you and, via you, 
the readers of your newsletter at this 
stage. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, just as with the reluc
Lance motor, one seeks to use a magnet 
to inject inductive energy into an air gap 
and then release that energy as mechani
cal work as the air gap closes, before 
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switching the magnetic interaction off; 
so, with Ithe x-y system, the object is to 
(a) promote interactiQn between the x
field and the y-field to set up an energy 
potential at a threshold level, (b) trigger 
the release of that energy to a coil on the 
x-direction connected to an output load, 
and (c) allow the x-field to recover by 
drawing on the vacuum energy system 
before reactivating the interaction with 
the y-field. 

I shall now be taking this research 
forward to reach that ultimate objective 
of generating energy output by tapping 
the actioll that powers ferromagnetism, 
but I hope you and your readers will 
understand why I have written this let
ter. 

I want to bridge the credibility gap 
between those who claim the 'impossi
ble' and those who decry those claims. 
In the middle ground there are simple 
laboratory experiments to be performed 
to show the physical basis that underlies 
what is claimed. Once one gets beyond 
such laboratory experiments and into 
technology, one has entered Ithe realm of 
confidentiality and proprietary infonna
tion that restricts communication. If the 
academic and university world, in its 
educational role as the fountain of 
knowledge, stands aloof because 'free 
energy' is seen as 'impossible' or active
ly resist attempts to find funding for 
such research, then we confront a sorry 
and unhappy situation. My plea, there
fore, addressed to anyone who can 
understand how a transformer works, is 
to repeat the middle experiment report

ed above [see NEXUS vol. 2, #18] and 
see for one's own self that the academic 
world has buried it<; head in the sand in 
a desert that so needs the benefit of 
over-unity reluctance motor technology. 

This letter has become too long and 
you may wonder why I am addressing it 
to you in this way rather than writing it 
as a fonnal paper. I suppose my reason 
is connected with your personal efforts 
to arouse the interest by writing to Al 
Gore, the Vice-President of your coun
try. He did not address your concern 
about the USA missing out on the 'free 
energy' front. I see that in his reply to 
you dated 24th June 1993, which you 
included in your September 1993 
newsletter, he preferred to emphasise 
how a new generation of educational 
computer hardware and software can 
make that revolutionary difference in 
the classroom. To sum this up, he is 
telling you that technology is new if it 
helps to teach old technology in a differ
ent way. W,ith the right computer soft
ware we can all become better 'educated 
and share the same knowledge, well
formulated and fully in comptiance with 
standard convention. 

This is what is so sad about the mod
ern computer age. We have so much 
information at our tingertips by pressing 
the buttons of a keyboard, but I do not 
believe that any of that vast store of 
computer data could provide the inspira
tion needed to see the need for the three 
exper,imems I have reported above. So 
much of the brainpower of the quality 
that can understand magnetism and see 

s, 

its potential for, solving our energy 
problems has, in fact, gone into comput
er pursuits, whilst the primary electrical 
power technology has, for its new ideas, 
degenerated into historical investigation 
of unsolved mysteries from the Tesla 
era. Perhaps, if I had not myself been 
drawn into the computer industry owing 
to the declining opportunity for engi
neering talent in electrical power tech
nology, I might even have contributed 
to the energy revolution at an earlier 
date. As it is, I am expecting, te find 
that Hans Coler proves to be the cham
pion in the historical contest for 'free 
energy' fame, and I am wondering how 
those who write the history explaining 
why Coler's work was tre_ated as an 
'official secret' will express their find
ings in that educational computer of the 
fulure. 

POSTSCRIPT 

As I am receiving too many requests 
for information about the research pro
ject I follow and the costs involved are 
escalating, I shall be publishing a 
sequence of reports under the 'EJ1ergy 
Science' banner and supplying these for 
a nominal charge. My plan is to interest 
readers also in the theoretical ground
work of understanding the vacuum 
medium which powers the ferromagnet. 
To this end, and so long as limited sup
plies last, I offer to anyone who now 
purchases, directly from me, a copy of 
my book Modern Aether Science to fol
low surface mail, delivery of that book 
with a complimentary copy of the first 
report giving full details of the above 
experiments, including the mathemati
cal analysis and data. Payment of £15 
in pounds sterling (payable to Sabberton 
Publications) or USD$25 by cheque 
drawn on a US bank (payable to Harold 
Aspden) is required. Address: 

Sabberton Publications 
POBox 35 
Southampton, S09 7BU, UK. 

",:'Thisartide'ise"trad~d'from an 
;: {\;::ope'rilettef:\Vi-itten to 

, gonaldA. Kelly of ':, "~'I, 

: Tfi({SpaceEtiergy Assodcltion; 
,,: "PO lJoJ('i'f412"" , 
<. Clearwater, Flori,da34616~USA,  

i;fQril1d~~ionj~  the AssoCiation's 
:ql.l~rterly~pace .En.~f:gy Ne;,~A!~tfer~ 
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INSTITUTE FOR NEW ENERGY 
-INTERNATIONAL REPORT-

by Toby Grotz 
The following r,eport describes the 

state of the art in Space Power research 
around the worldl. The trip was made in 
November and December 1993 to 
researchers in Australia, New Zealand, 
Japan, India, Austria, Switzerland and 
England. Tihe purpose of the trip was to 
find and encourage invenlors and 
research"ers to bring their hardware to 
the Second International Symposium on 
New Energy, to be held 13th to 15th 
May 1994 at the Denver HiFton South. 
(For more infoFmation about the 
Symposium, contact New Energy News, 
Salt Lake City, (801) 583 6232.) The 
trip produced! 13 rolls of film and 15 
hours of videotape. The inventors and 
researchers are listed below with a short 
description of their work. We found 
that Space Power Generators are on the 
way to becoming a reality. Several sys
tems are ready for commercial applica
t,ion and are in the process of raising 
funds for manufacturing or are seeking 
licensing agreements. 

Bill McMurtry 
Bill has built severa~  Pulsed Electric 

Motor Generators (pEMG), also known 
as the Adams Motor. He first became 
interested in the Adams Motor after 
reading about it in NEXUS Magazine. 
We were able to photograph and video
tape his latest model which runs 
between 200% to 300% efficient. 
Efficiency tests were conducted with a 
pony brake and with oscilloscope and 
instrumentation described in ,the Adams 
Pulsed Elec tric Motor GeneratOT 

Manual published by NEXUS 
Magazine. 

Bill is an Australian with a back
ground in electronics, graphic art 
design, and physics. Bill has not pub
lished any papers and refers tbose wiSh
ing to duplicate the Adams machine to 
the diagrams published in NEXUS and 
in the PEMG Manual. 

Bill has joined the firm of Robert 
Adams Developments Limited as an 
associate. 
Contact: Bill McMurtry, 11 Kintore 
Street, Annerley, Qld 4103, Australia. 

Bruce DePalma 
Bruce DePalma is the inventor of the 

N-Machine and coined the term in refer
ence to the "nth degree". N-Machine 
technology involves Rotating Magnetic 
Fields and Inertial Field Disturbance. 
DePalma claims that others have pirated 
his work: Adam Trombley, et. al., took 
out a patent, and a current investor has 
also applied for·a patent without his per
mission, after confidential details were 
disclosed. 

Bruce is a graduate of Harvard and 
MIT, and has a B.Sc. in physics and 
electrical engineering. At MIT he 
worked with Doc Egerton, founder and 
CEO of EG&G, and with Edward Land 
of POllaroid Corp. During his stay at 
MIT hc taught electrical engineering 
classes at and managed a research lab. 
Major ,influences have been the work of 
Egerton, Land, Tesla and Faraday. 
According to Bruce, the operation of the 
N-Machine is put into simple terms by 
saying that "Rotating magnetic fields 
disturb the fabric of space (ether)". 

Bruce has wrinen and presented many 
papers, and an extensive bibliography 

dctails his experiments with rotating 
gyroscopes, spinning baH-bearings, tun
ing forks and Accutron watches subject 
to magnetic field influence. A book 
describing his work and a videotape will 
be available soon. 

Present effor:ts have produced a com
pact N-Machine about 2 cubic feet in 
volume, weighing about 300 pounds, • 
capable of 100 kW output at speeds up 
to 18,000 Irpm. The rotor uses two 3
inch diameter by 3-inch-long neodymi
um iron boron magnets and me:rcury 
brushes. Current plans are to sell this 
model as a research tool to universities 
and free energy researchers interested in 
studying the N-Machine effect 
Contact: DePalma Institute, Private 
Bag 11, Oerere Point, New Zealand. 

Floyd "Sparky" Sweet 
Sparky Sweet <is an electrical engi

neering graduate of MIT. "Sparky" is a 
nickname he reccived during his days a~ 

General Electric as one of their top tech
nicians. . 

Sweet's device is called the Vacuum 
Triode Amplifier (VTA). It is a solid
state fIe device, an.d incorporates bifiler 
coils, magnets and motional fields. The 
VTA is the most powerful as well as the 
most well-documented of recent solid
state Space Power Generators with a 
gain of 2,000,000. One version of the 
VTA consists of 4 x 6 x I-inch magnets 
with bifiler and solenoid coils 'between 
the magnets. A videotape produced in 
1987 by Tom Bearden and Sparky 
Sweet, and shown widely at recent con
ferences, shows a meticulo:us array of 
instruments on the input and output. 
The input is stimulated by a 10 volt, 60 
Hz, 300 microwatt signal. The output is 
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a 120 volt, 60 Hz, 600 watt output, 
lighting five 100-watt incandescent 
lamps, driving a table fan, stepped down 
to 24 volts AC and rectified to power a 
DC motor and several light bulbs. 

The video also shows that likes 
attract, in contradiction of standard 
physics but in vindication of the words 
of Walter Russell. A specially modified 
TV set is used to show the magnetic 
lines of force of magnets placed against 
the screen. As shown on the video, so
called flux lines link together when like 
poles are placed opposite each other
the exact opposite of what is seen when 
using iron filings. Sparky has written 
several papers concerning the ttechnolo
gy that may be involved in Space Power 
Generators. The most intriguing paper is 
titled "Something is Nothing". The 
Institute For New Energy hopes to pub
lish this paper at a later date. 

Sparky continues to i.mprove and 
refine his systems as well as conduct 
research in medical fields of interest. 

Robert Adams 
The Adams Motor can be described as 

a switched, variable-reluctance pulsed 
magnetic motor, with reported efficien
cies up to 2,000%. Formal reports from 
a Ph.D. Systems Engineering scientist in 
the United States show a VAX comput
er system analysis of 1,254% efficiency. 
While we were i.n Whakatane, we 
videotaped and photographed pony 
brake tests on a model that demonstrat
ed 400% efficiency. The Adams effect 
was first noted by Mr Adams 27 years 
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ago when he was trying to develop 
methods of overcoming the inefficien
cies that cause drag, heati_ng and other 
losses in motors. 

We were able to see the first unit he 
built as well as numerous models built 
since his first discovery. One Adams 
Motor operates a small table saw. 
Motor sizes range from a few to severai 
hundred watts. 

Although he was over overwhelmed 
by opposition for 27 years, from the 
Prime Minister of New Zealand 
(Muldoon) on down, Adams has come 
out on top as his motor and test results 
are being verified worldwide. It is 
interesting to note that Mr Adams told 
us that, until he published the NEXUS 
article, he was totally unaware that there 
was a worldwide network of free energy 
researchers. We wonder how many 
other inventions are currently waiting to 
be discovered. 

Robert Adams founded the New 
Zealand chapter of the IEEE in May of 
1968. This is somewhat ironic as the 
IEEE is sure to resist accepting the 
Adams effect in much the same way 
that they have resisted recognising the 
achievements of Nikola Tesla. It is the 
opinion of Adams that Space Power is 
coupled into the system through the 
core of the stator at the time of the 
reversal pulse. A full understanding of 
the machine operation can be found in 
the Adams Pulsed Electric Motor 
Generator Manual publirshed by 
NEXUS Magazine. This Manual details 
me construction of the machine and has 

allowed many peo
ple to report dupli
cation and verifi
cation of the 
Adams report. 

The device con
sists mainly of a 
rOlOr with iour 
magnets, four 
relay coils, a bat
tery and a commu
tator. An under
standing of the 
theory can also be 
had by reading the 
work of Harold 
Aspden that has 
appeared in 
NEXUS (see vol. 
2, no. 18, and tbis 
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issue) and in other. issues of New Energy 
News. 

Harold Aspden is also an associate of 
the company recently formed by 
Adams, and is helping with the patent 
process of new embodiments. The 
Adams Motor also involves the anti
iLenz effect as described by Stefan 
Marinov in his paper "The Generator 
'Venetin Coliu' Produces Free Energy", 
published in the Proceedings of the 
International Symposium on New 
Energy, April 1993, available from the 
Institute For New Energy, 1304 South 
College, Fort Collins, CO 80524, USA. 
Contact: Robert Adams Developments 
Ltd, 46 Landing Road, Whakatane, New 
Zealand. 

YullOrown 
Yull Brown is the Bulgarian inventor 

of a welding process using a stochio
metric combination of hydrogen and 
oxygen as a gas. The flame from the 
welding torch using this gas has a rela
tively low temperature. During the 
demonstrations that we witnessed, we 
were able to pass our hand through the 
flame, an act unthinkable with an oxy
acetylene torch. That same flame will, 
however, fuse steel rod to fire brick and 
melt tungsten and titanium. The gas, 
known as Brown's Gas, involves the 
technology of implosion, and possibly 
transmutation to produce enormous heat 
and anomalous and spectacular effects. 
As an editorial aside, this writer sug
gests that a Brown's Gas welder and gas 
generator should be a part of any alter
native energy research lab. 

The equipment that Yull Brown has 
developed uses electrolysis to break 
water into hydrogen and oxygen. The 
gases are kept under pressure in a mixed 
state. This eliminates the risk of explo
sion because, when ignited, these gases 
implode and form water. The Institute 
For New Energy hopes to have demon
strations at the next Symposium in May. 
Contact: Brown's Gas International, 
5063 Densmore Avenue, Encino, CA 
9t436, USA. 

Dr Shuiji Inornata 
Inomata's Vacuum theory redefines 

Dirac's theory as a balanced sea Qf both 
positive and negative "shadow" energy 
of infinite depth. Dr Inomata has 
worked for the government-funded 
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Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) lab 
since he was 22 years old. He is a gradu
ate of the University of Electro-eommu
nication and received his Ph.D. from the 
Tokyo Institute of Technology. His the
ory includes consciousness in the equa
tions of physics. The N-Machine project 
is funded by the government of Japan. 
The Electrotechnical Laboratory houses 
some 500 researchers and 200 support 
I!'ersonnel. The lab is the Japanese 
equivalent of the US Bureau of 
Sltandards and The Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPR!). ETL ,is fund
ed by the Ministry of Finance ,through 
the Ministry of Industry and Trade 
International (MITI). ETL is currently 
negotiating with NIITI for several million 

dollars to be spent on a new supercon
ducting N-Machine. Dr Inomata is con
fident that funding will be provided 
because all members of Japanese society, 
including the finance ministers, under
stand the principle of Ki and accept as 
fact that this world is formed from this 
primary substance of the universe. (Ki 
may be described as the universal energy 
that gives birth to all things. Ki in Japan 
is pronounced 'key', as opposed to the 
Chinese word Chi pronounced 'chee'.) 
Papers on his theory of the energy 
extraction have been presented at the 
26th and 27th IECEC conferences. 

As described in his papers, excess 
energy is observed during tests of the N
Maohine. The original impetus to inves

tigate the over-unity phenomenon came 
from battery-charging anomalies during 
ETL tests in 1980. These tests used a 
100 kV DC supply to effect rapid charg
ing of lead acid batteries for use on elec
Itric-powered bicycles. Car batteries 
were also used. Presented papers 
describing this effect reported the obser�
vation of battery charging in excess of� 
power supplied to Ithe battery. The same� 
effect has also been reported for high� 
voltage pulsing of batteries.� 
Contact: Electrotechnical Laboratory,� 
Ministry of International Trade ~nd 
 

Industry, 1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba-shi,� 
Ibaraki 305, Japan.� 

Continued in the next issue of NEXUS... 
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LOST LAND OF THE LIZARD� 
PEOPLE� 

by Robert Stanley 

I n the summer and fall of 1933, a Los 
Angeles mining engineer named G. 
Warren Shufelt was surveying the 

L.A. area for deposits of oil, gold and 
other valuable materials, using a new 
device which he had invented. Shufelt 
had designed and built a radio-directed 
apparatus which he claimed was able to 
locate gold and other precious resources 
at great depths. He believed that the 
radio device worked on a newly discov
ered principle involving electrical ,simi
larities owMatter which had the same 
chemical, physical and vibrational char
acter. His device appeared to consist of 
a large pendulum suspended in a cylin
drical glass case which was housed in a 
black box with compasses on it. The 
pendulum would trace a hne directly 
from a piece of ore broken from a vein 
to thr- vein it was originally taken from. 
Hair taken from a test subject would 
lead investigators to the person who had 
donated ihe hair sample. It was said to 
have worked even at a distance of many 
miles." Arlthough he would not tell 
exactl~  what was in the box, Shl1felt 
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believed that by tuning into the individ
ual frequency of a particular material, 
he could locate similar m.atter. He 
believed that the emanational and gravi
tational factors of matter influenced the 
pendulum and that, in principle, no two 
'separate things were exactly alike. 

Shufelt was extremely puzzled when 
one day, while taking readings near 
downtown Los 
Angefes, his 
instruments 
showed him what 
seemed to be a 
pattern of wnoels 
which led from 
what is now the 
Public Library in 
Ithe heart of L.A. 
110 the top of 
M 0 u n t 
Washington and 
tthe Southwest 
Museum to the 
north in 
Pasadena. He 
proceeded to 
draw a map and 
had ,it copyright
ed. What he dis
covered appeared s 

to be a well-planned underground 
labyrinth with large rooms located at 
various points, and deposits of apparent
ly man-made gold in the chambers and 
passageways. Some of the tunnels ran 
west for 20 miles under the Santa 
Monica Bay, which he believed were 
only used for ventilation. 
Unfortunately, Shufelt had no idea that 
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they were connected to the older ruins Referenoe:
of an even greater city which was cov Walton, Bruce, Mount Shasta, Home of the Ancients, Health
ered by the Pacific Ocean thousands of Research, Mokelumne Hill, California, 1985. 
years ago during a tremendous earth�
quake and subsequent flood. The sub "� 

~~~v-rvtIN1l ......u .... AOON View of downterranean complex he had discovered I~  I "'~';;~~'4.h.n'w,r town Los
was used for emergencies and was only ~ 	

 

~~"v  Angeles,designed to accommodate 5,000 people 
or less. Food supplies of imperishable )~  ~  ~~~f:~;,~:  which mining 

herbs were stored in sufficient quantities 

?
M~r;~n~  ~  engineer
')\1eJ~~~OA~:~,  Shufeltwhich would enable the sUfv,i vors to _ ,f/ _J "d " believed to belive underground until it was safe to ~lf. lu':"~&~~-.-~~(~~e~come back to the surface. Valuable per� z,wrt ) ~ ' the lost ciIY ot 

/GOI. gold dug'
sonal belongings and utensils were also -'0) l'Zl';'~\. \...) 5,000 years 
brought into the complex along with 

Mapofcatacomb~~  ago by the historical records and gold treasures. 
dow,mim'db"h"."'" -~~.  "lizardv� rDuring his research, he met a Hopi� special treasure finder. I 'N....E~~~~  People".

IIndian named Chief Little Green Leaf, 
who toldl him about the legend of an 
ancient race of "Lizard People". The approved a contract with Rex 
legends said that about 4,000 to 5,000 McCreary, Warren Shufelt and Ray 
years ago, an enormous meteor shower Martin to search for buried treasure 
fell on the western coast covering an there. The permittees were to bear all 
area hundreds of miles wide. Winslow expenses, to leave the property in its 
crater in northern Arizona is only one of original condition, and to share 50% of 
the pieces th,at fell from the sky at that all discoveries and treasure with the city 
time. Thousands of people were killed, of L.A. The county originally only 
their crops wiped out, dwellings allowed them to dig up to depths of 50 
destroyed, and the forests set on fire. feet for fear of cave-ins. 
The surviving members of the medicine On 27th March 1933 they requested 
lodge, which had remained on the west additional time and depths on their per
coast, met to make plans for construct mit, believing that the labyrinth of tun
ing safe areas. The sentinels of the sky nels was at least 1,900 feet in length, 

~, 
with rooms containing 9,000 square fect 
which contained valuable gold treasure 
in at least 16 places. On 10th April 
1933 the contract was renewed By the 
end of November in 1933, the main 
shaft was at a depth of 200 feet. Shufelt 
was determined to drill to a depth of 
1,000 feel if necessary. On 29th January 
1934, the first stories regarding the leg

c , "-<.'-;:_._~,,) end of the "Lost Land of the Lizard ~'--

People" made the L.A. newspapers. By 
this Itime, one of the five shafts was 
already 250 feet deep. 

According to the legend and the radio 
surveys, the underground city was laid 
out in the shape of a lizard, with irs tail 
under the Main Library at Fifth and 
Hope, and the body extending north
east, with the head being at Lookout and 
Marda near North Broadway. The key 
room to the city was located under 
Second and South Broadway. The leg
ends state that l.he key room is the direc
tory to the rest of the city, and to the 

.v• 
~...... / historical gold record tablets. These...., .>J ..� 

. 

../os. .:¥, ~v,...  ~ 	
 

gold tablets were slabs of gold, 4 feet 
long and 14 inches wide. The tablets -----------;: .:;;: 
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were believed to contain the records of 
the origins of the human race, and the 
history of modem man in the Americas, 
including details regarding the history 
of the mysterious Mayan people. 

Shufelt's radio-wave machine mapped 
the rooms and tunnels as subsurface 
voids, with the gold slabs as dark areas, 
showing perfect geometric angles. The 
rooms, seven of which occurred within 
an area of six square city blocks, varied 
in size from 23' x 23' to 34' x' 42'. The 
room below the first shaft was 31' x 42', 
and the key room was the smallest. 
Water had seeped into some of the tun
nets, and several of the rooms including 
the largest were flooded. Shufelt was 
prepared to use divers to explore the 
submerged areas when they finally 
broke into the subterranean city. 

Chief Little Green Leaf claimed that 
the "Lizard People" had been abte to 
predict earthquakes and tbat he had also 
been able to do so. He had accurately 
predicted the destruction of the Long 
Beach quake on lath March 1933, a 
month in advance. He believed that it 

was easy for anyone to teU 96 hours in 
advance when an earthquake was com
ing, becaus-e the needle on a compass 
would become dejIlagnetised and refuse 
to point north. 

By the beginning of February [934, 
the first shaft had reached a depth 
greater than 250 feet and! was still being 
dug, despite difficulty caused by the 
water encountered in its path. Several 
newspaper anicles featured mpdates on 
the project Shortly after all the media 
attention was focused on this search for 
the iost city under L.A., the project was 
suddenly stopped and abandoned. On 
5th March 1934, the shafts had been 
filled in and the contract with the city 
was cancelled. Neither gold nor any 
other treasure was ever turned over to 
the County of Los Angeles. 

Mr Arche Dunning of the Los Angeles 
Chamber of Commerce stated in 
December oj 1947 that, "It is quite pos
slible, of course, that the supposed 
labyrinth reall)l exists. But in view of 
the fact that the overlaying area is the 
immediate Civic Center area where an 

important buifding program is to be car
ried out, including federal, state, county 
and city building, there is little probabil
ity of any further excavations." This is 
really not a true statement because it is 
necessary to excavate many hundreds of 
feet into the ground before a high-rise 
building can be constructed. Also, one 
should consider that sewage systems are. 
all underground. And let's not forget the' 
new Metro Rail System, which rises up 
from many ,feet below the Civic Center 
befor'e it speeds commu ters on:,·their 
way. Long ago even the Chinese dug 

'tunnels around the area which is now the 
train yard. These red brick subsurface 
tunnels were used for their safe passage 
from one end of Old Chinatown to the 
other and are now an historic landmark 
fOUIld preserved at Alvera Street. 

It is quite possible that there is anoth
er city below the L.A. Civic Center 
which only a small number of people 
have access to. The question is, who? 

(Source: ~magazine 2192, 1142 
Manhattan Avenue. Suite 43. Manhattan 

Beach. CA 90266, USA) 
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TINY ENTITIES IN MALAYSIA 

Sey-cral students of the Sultan Sulaiman 
Primary School in Kuala Terengganu, 
north-east Mailaysia, claim to have 
encountered a group of tillY peuple on ,the 
school premises on 12th and 13th May. 

The news of the meeting with the small 
emit,ies caused much excitement among 
the students and the 41 teachers of the 
school when the children reponed their 
experiences. which had been at about 3.00 
pm, during the school's recess time, on the 
two days in question. 

Mohamad Izainurie Nor Zaidi, aged 8, a 
second-year pupil, claimed that he had 
tried to catch one of the little creatures and 
that it had "stabbed'] his hand, leaving a 
bruise. When he was asked by the school 
authorities to show his left hand. he did 
so, displaying a tiny wound. 

This boy (who is the elder son of the 
Terengganu soccer team's Malaysia Cup 
Captain, Norzidi Mohamad) explained 
that he was playing with other children on 
the playground and that, when he 
approacbed the outer fence, he saw "hun
dreds of tiny people coming out of a hole 

near the drain of a housing estate". He 
said he could see. perfectly clearly, the 
faces of the tiny folk, which were dressed 
in red and about 6 em in height. 

He said that on the same day he had 
also seen another Uttle creature emerge 
from a hole at the foot of a tree. 

Another second-year child, a girl named 
Hafiza Zakaria, also aged 8, claimed like
wise that she had seen tiny people near the 
drain in the school compound on the pre
vious day. This had been during the 
recess period, and another girl wi th her 
had also seen Ulem. She told her ~eacher 

about it, and took her to see the spot 
where she said the tiny creatures had been. 

Another girl, Yasmin Hadyah Yyurit, 
daughter of an architect and aged 10, said 
she ilOO had seen the tiny people. 

However, no adults-but only the 
schoolchildren-had seen the little beings. 

The school has a total of 930 children. 
Almost all of thos.e who claimed having 
seen creatures said they had seen them 
ncar the drain, or ncar the tree, or in the 
vicinity of a nearby mosque. 

When questioned about it, the afternoon 

supervisor at the school confirmed that the 
children had indeed claimed to have seen 
tiny creatures. 

(Source: Berita t-farian. 15 May 1991) 

FLYING SAUCER tANDING 
A flying sauc'er, believed to be from an 

alien planet, was seen to land at Kampung 
Parit Rambai. near Pontian, several nights 
ago. It caused a commotion amongst the 
inhabLtants, and has been the main topic of 
discussion there. 

The flying saucer was said to have·mea
sured about the size of a volley-ball. It 
touched down momentarily and caused a 
group of drummers who were practising 
that oight to break off playing. 

Haji Yahya Hashim, who was one of 
the group, saw a bright Hgbt, and then, 
several minutes later, the object landed 
not far from ,them. In shape it had the 
usual flying saucer forrn. However, it 
took off again before anybody got the 
chance to approach and observe it closely. 

(Source: Mingguan Malaysia, 13 Jan 1991) 
(Originally extracted/rom Flying, Saucer 

Review, vol. 38. no. 4, Winter 1993) 
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UCTS 
PHOTOSONIXliM NOVA 
Price: AUD$595.00 
Avai lable: Vibrance-Austral ian 
Medical Research Pty Ltd, PO Box 
1352, Burleigh Heads, Qld 4220, 
Australia; phone (CPS) 924104, 
fax (075) 92 1191. 

Wow! What an amazing machine! I 
decided to give this device its first test one 
evening close to deadline, at a time when I 
was getting quite tired. 

The machine lives up to its claims. I 
selected programme #06, which is among 
the "general tune-up" range of settings, 
and is designed to energise you. 

Not knowing what to expect, 1gingerly 
strapped on what is considered by many to 
be jthC Harley-DavidsQn, or Rolls Royce 
of the 'mind machines'. 

For the uninitiated, you are basically 
putting on a headphone/eye goggles com
bination, which pulses sound and flashes 
red/green light at you. 

It is well-known that the human brain is 
quickly entrained, that is to say that brain
waves synchronise to that of any regular 
overriding externaf input-in this case, 
flashing lights and sound at precisdy 
measured beats. 

The results I felt afterwards wcre instant 
and very noticeable: I felt absolutely 
wonderfully clear and focussed. 

This particular model has a range of 50 

pre-set programmes, plus it allows the 
dedicated users among you to design your 
own programmes. 

The accompanying manual is very 
explanatory and thus the NOVA is easy to 
use. 

The NOVA is used for relaxation or 
stimulation, meditation, visualisation, or 
for inducing out-of-body states (with 
some people anyway). 

Lists of frequencies, accompanied Iby 
descriptions, allow you remain totaliy in 
control of your journeys. 

Caution: Persons subject to any form of 
seizures or epilepsy, using a pacemaker, 
or suffering from cardiac arrythmias or 
other heart disorders, should not use the 
NOVA without medical supervision. 

BOOKS� 
CASEBOOK ON ALTERNATIVE 3 
UFOs, Secret Societies and World 
Control 
by Jim Keith 
published by IllumiNet Press (~1994),
 

PO Box 2808,' LHburn, GA 30226 USA� 
ISBN 0-9626534-9-7� 
Price: AUD$26.00, (160pp, p/b)� 
Available: NEXUS Magazine, PO Box� 
30, Mapleton Qld 4560, Australia;� 
phone (074) 429280, fax 42 9381.� 

Hopefully by now you will have read the 
article starting on page 27 of this issue, 
which is basically a complete extract of 

Chapter 3 from this book. 
To recap on Alternative 3: In 1975, the 

n-ormally conservative television pro
gramme, Science Report, brQadcast the 
most shocking investigative story ever 
shown on British television-an intema
tional conspiracy of monumental propor
tions with Ithe code-name Alternative 3. 

Among the allegations of Alternative 3 
are: that the rich elite of the world have 
initiated a secret space programme to·- . 
escape the coming environmental and nat
ural disasters; that joint American-Russian 
bases exist on the Moon and Mars; that 
UFOs are actually secret government air
craft utilising technology far beyond what 
we are told; that top scientists around the 
world have t>een recruited to these space 
bases; and that i.nnocent civilians are 
being kidnapped and subjected to mind 
control to sewe as zombie-style slave 
labourers at these secret bases. 

This book is certainly an excellent com
pilation of research on topics alluded Ito in 
the classic book, Alternative 3. 

PAsnUR EXPOSED: GERMS, 
GENES, VACCINES The False 
Foundations of Modern Medicine 
by Ethelli)ouglas Hume 
Published by Bookreal (1989), 8 Millar 
Street, Denmark WA 6333, Australia 
P,rice: AUD$unknown (260pp, p/b) 
Available: From the publisher. 

This is a very important, often referred 
to, and old boo_k which exposes Pasteur 

T77i;i53 ~  =:::='--'============'- ~~~"<- ~ ... .......� 
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for who he really was. It was written by 
Ethel Douglas Hume and was first pub
lished in 1923 under the title, Bechamp or 
Pasteur? The author has soughfi to- pre
sent the much-suppressed work of 
Professor Antoine Bechamp, and therefore 
show Pasteur and his ideas as !being those 
of a charlatan 'and plagiarist. 

It was Dr Montague R. Levinson who 
started the inspiration for the writing of 
this book. While Bcchamp was still alive, 
he happened to come across his writings. 
So greatly did he become imbued with 'the 
views of the French Professor that he 
seized the first opportunity to travel to 
Paris. He was fortunate enough to arrive 
some months before the de'lth of the great 
scientist and to receive from him, in per
son, an account of his discoveries and his 
criticisms of science, ancient and modern. 

The book irrefutably explains how and 
why our accepted [deas concerning health 
and disease are radically wrong. It 
demonstrates why anyone who critically 
examines the concepts of infection, immu
nity, degeneration and even genetics, will 
be faced with countless contradictions and 
innumerable unexplained 'facts', It shows 
how nobody in the field of conventional 
medicine can really say why diseases 
occur. 

THE THIRD EL'EMENT OF THE 
BLOOD 
by Professor Antoine Bechamp 
Publ ishea by Ziggurat Books (1994), 
PO Box 1767, Collingwood Vic. 3066 
Price: AUD$19.00 (217pp, plb) 
Available: Ziggurat Books (see p. 61). 

Tl'iis book is the last work by a man who 
Ishould today be regarded as one of the 
founders of modem medicine and biology, 
and should be ranked as one of the giants 
[n the history of science. 

It is the manuscript that was mentioned 
above that Dr Levinson obtained frqm 
B&hamp himself and had translated into 
English. So it was first published in 
English just a few years after Bcchamp's 
death-I91S. 

The Third Element of the Blood con
tams, in great detaill, the elements of the 
microzymian theory of the organisation of 
living organisms and organic materials. 

It shows that more than 100 ycars ago, 
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the genTI or microbian theory of disease 
was demonstrated by Bechamp, and those 
who worked with him, to be without foun
dation and totally inadequate as an,expla
nation of disease and its tLansmission. 

The ancients believed thafi there is no 
single cause of disease; Bechamp proved 
them right and was written out of history 
for his trouble. 

Journey�
Into

Oneness� 
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,\ SPIRITUAL OOYssr,y 

Michael J. Roads 
/\ulhorof 
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JOURNEY INTO ONENESS 
A Spiritual Odyssey 
by Michael j. Roads 
Published by H J Kramer Inc. (1994), 
PO Box 1082, Tiburon CA 94920 USA 
ISBN 0-915811-54-5� 
Price: AUD$22.00 (231 pp, p/b)� 
Available: Distributed by Gerncraft� 
Pty Ltd, Burwood, Victoria, to� 
discern ing bookstores;� 
or availaole from the author, M. j. & T.� 
Roads, PO Box 778, Nambour Qld� 
4560, Australia.� 

This has proven to be the hardest book 
for me to review so far. To start with, the 
author is my father, and secondly, I am 
such a fan of his writing L/1at I am more 
than likely going tQ spend the bulk of this 
review encouraging you to read this hook. 

There are many descriptions which suit 
this b00k~a metaphysical adventure, an 
exploration of consciousness, out-of-body 
encounters with non-physical beings-but 
all of these do not come close to describ
ing ,the feeling that you are there with the 
author. 

The information imparted and, more 
importantly, the experiences captured 
secm to have a magic.al effect on just 
about everybody who reads MichaeL's 

.:
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books. 
It is very hard in this day and age not to 

get caught up in the injustice and sadness 
experienced by many people, and it is 
harder still to ever find a viewpoint of 
reality that allows such perceptions to 
exist, but for positive reason. 

This book with excite you and expand 
your mind to consider concepts of realities 
that exist only in your wildest dreams. 

Thoroughly recommended book! 
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THE McDANiEl REPORT 
by Stanley V. McDaniel 
Published by North Atlantic Books� 
(1993), Berkeley, California, USA� 
ISBN 1-55643-088-4� 
Price: AUD$30.00 (USD$20.00)� 
Available: See ad on page 37.� 

We have printed the Executive 
Summary, as well as the introductory 
paragraphs to Chapter One from this 
Report in the article, "The Mars Mission 
Cover-up", 011 pages 33-37 of this issue. 

Briefly, this report is a thorough exami
nation on the failure of Executive, 
Congressional and scientific responsibility 
in setting mission priorities for NASA's 
Mars exp'loration programme. 

In other words, it shows beyond doubt 
that the unusual surface features in the 
region of Cydonia on Mars, warrant fur
ther investigation as a matter of urgency. 
The author also shows that for some 
strange reason NASA is not interested
or, if it is, it is keeping all relevant data a 
secret from the public. 

This is excellent resource and reference 
material for anybody interested in the 
mysteries of Mars. 

DIRTY MEDICINE 
Science, Big Business and the 
Assault on Natural Health Care 
by Martin J. Walker 
Published by Slingshot Publications 
(1993), BM Box 8314, London WC1N 
3XX, UK 
ISBN 0-9519646-0-7 
.price: USD$24.00 (729pp, p/b). 

Wow! What a great book! 730 pages 
crammed full of hard-hitting, documented 
infonnation showing that there is a con
certed attack by drug companies (via sci
ence, media, educational bodies and big 
business) on natural health care. 

Dirty Medicine deals with UK as well as 
US health issues. I have reviewed many 
such titles from the USA and Canada, and 
even one or two from Australia, so it is 
interesting to see the same tactics being 
employed in the UK and Europe. 

My only grievance about this book is 
that I don't know where to tell peopre to 
get it from. We ordered ours direct from 
the publisher, but no details were forth
coming on postage, price, distributors, etc. 
(I suggest you try NEXUS in a few weeks 
and we'll try to geL it in.) 
If you are into health research and need 

some facts, figures, names and dates on 
how alternatives to drug medicine are 
being attacked, then you will want this 
book. 

DISCOVERY OF MAGNETIC 
HEALTH: A Health Care 
Alternative 
by George J. Washnis and 
Richard Z. Hricak 
Published by Nova Publishing� 
Company (1 993)>, 11607 Nebel Street,� 
Rockville, MD 20852, USA; pnone� 
(301)2318229,fax(301)8160816� 
ISBN 0-9639560-1-9� 
Price: USD$21 .95 (347pp, p/b)'� 

This book is for both the layperson who 
is unfamiliar with magnetic therapy, and 
the medical professional. It demonstrates 
that the application of magnetic fields can 
make a difference in health. 

It presents facts, arguments, answers, 
case histories, controlled studies, analyses 
and recommendations for further research. 
Here, in one meaningful publication, 
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state-of-the-art techniques of magne
totherapy, physician treatment protocols, 
and personal interviews and opinions of 
recognised experts are presented. 

Truly an excellent book in its field! 

ABDUCTION TO THE 9th PLANET 
by Michel Desmarquet 
Published by Arafura Publishing 
(1993), Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 
ISBN 0-646-15996-8 
Price: AUD$16.9S(181pp,lP/b) 
Availab'le: Distributed by Spectrum 
Access, PO Box [241, Toowong Qld 
4066, Australia, phone ((7) 870 0055, 
to discerning bookstores. 

It is not every day that we get a book 
written by a man who claims to have been 
gently abducted and taken to another plan
et, particularly when that planet is not ffi 
our solar system. 

I usually read this type of book to fmd 
au t what so11 of message the aliens are 
trying to get across to us, and to find out 
what, if anything, the aliens say about the 
history of the Earth and their involvement 
with it. 

Here the aliens are saying (again): stop 
killing, love each other, stop destroying 
the Mother Earth. In a nutshell, they out
line the 'colonisation.' of Earth by variou.s 
extraterrestrials way back in days gone by. 
It is all very interesting but I end up think
ing: this is yet another story about the 
Earth, which in many wa)is contradicts all 
the other 'abductee' stories about the histo
ry of the Earth-which one do I believe, if 
any? 

While I certainly do not deny the reality 
of the experience for the author, I grew 
somewhat scep.rkal when these supposed
ly hi-tech, high-love beings calmly blew 
away some Neanderthals with ray guns. I 
mean, why Illot just paralyse them for a 
while-why kill them? 

Anyway, this book is currently roaring 
up the 'top te_n" of UFO/channelJing crr
cles, and I'm sure you'll hear a lot more 
about it. 

EMPTY WAS MY HOUSE 
by Shirley Thomson 
Published by Literary Mouse P'ress, 
(1994), PO Box 627, Kalamunda WA 
6076; phone/fax (09) 291 7651 
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ISBN 0-947295526 
Price: AUD$17.95 (218pp, p/b) 
Available: Literary Mouse Press, or 
discerning bookstores. 

This is a very moving book, and is a 
well-written example of what must be 
affecting thousands of people around the 
world. 

The book takes you into Shirley's cllild
hood, with all the sights an.d smells of 
family life in Scotland. Then came the 
War. When her father returned from tlle 
war, he was a different man. 

Instead of carefre-e and! loving, he was 
unhappy, withdrawn, and addicted to 
gambling. An emerging pattern of domes
tic physical and mental violence, incest 
and mental cruelty stayed with this beauti
ful young girl 'til long after leaving home. 

The denial of her painful childhood 
memories led to cancer of the thyroid, a 
nervous breakdown, diabetes and fmally 
epilepsy. 

This is a! story of courage and triumph of 
the human spirit. Shirley's gift as a story
teller enables the reader to open many 
secret doors inside themselves as they 
travel with her. 

FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGY 
lhe Hidden History of the 
Human Race 
by Michael A. Cremo and 
Richard L. Thompson 
Published by Govardhan Hilll 
Publishing (1993), PO Box 52, Badger, 
CA,93603, USA; phone (209) 337 
2828, fax (209) 337 2354 
IISBN 0-9635309-8-4 
Price: USD$39.95 (914pp, hie). 

When a scientific theory gathers the sta
tus of a dogma, the possibilities of new 
research being conducted in tbat area, and 
the room for new theories on the matter, 
become severely restricted. Those who 
try to break through such barriers run the 
risk of castigation and prejudice. 

Micbael CrCIDo and Richard Thompson 
are therefore to be congratulated on 
spending eight years producing the ouly 
definitive, precise, exhaustive and com
plete reco~d of practically all the fossil 
finds of man, regardless of whether they 
fit the established scientific theories or 
not. 

Forbidden Archeology ta]ces us through 
so many anomalies of fossil man. Ifonly 
one human fossil or artefact of the 50 or 
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so meticulously dQcumented and dis
cussed from the Miocene or early Pliocene 
is correctly dated, then everything con
cerning the theories of human origins 
must return to the melting pot And the 
evidence is that a large proportion of them 
are entirely credible. 

The book is both entertaining and schol
arly. Data is not presse.d into the service 
of any particular doctrine, but presented 
and left to'tell its own story. 

Cremo and Thompson also describe the 
processes by which data gets sup
pressed-consciously and unconscious
ly-and discuss all the evidence upon 
which modem theories are founded. 

Forbidden Archeology deserves to pro
voke discussion and controversy. It 
should not be swept aside or ignored. 

(Extracted with permission from a 
review by John H. Davidson, M.A. 
(Cantab.), Cambridge, UK.) 

MEDICAL MAG NITS 
Nature's Healing Energy 
by Barbara Gordon 
Published by Magnetic Health 
Products (1991), 5 Burns Street, Bxron 
Bay NSW 2481, Australia; phone/fax 
(066) 85 7842� 
ISBN 0-646-07052-S,� 
Price: AUD$12.00 (45pp, p/b)� 

,--__---I.A:lJ,vt.daLLilad1.blu_ee advert on page 79. 

A great little book full of simple and 
easy-to-understand information on mag
netism and its healtb effectS. 

Topies covered include pain relief, north 
and south poles of magnets, different 
types of magnets an.d their effects, magne
tised w'llter, animals and magnets, muscle 
testing, lfild when magnets are ineffective. 

Dlustrated throughout with diagrams and 
charts, this book is a must for anyone 
interested in th~ power of magnets. 

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO 
CONVENTIONAL AND AlJiERNATIVE 
TREATMENTS FOR AIDS 
edited by Claudio lai 
Published by MPI Produdions (1994),� 
PO Box 187, Hollywood CA 90078,� 
USA; phon_e (213) 368 8125� 
Price: MJD$29.95 (128pp, sib)� 
Available: MPI Productions, 90� 
Westbourne Street, Petersham NSW� 
2049, Australia; phone (02) 569 3493,� 
fax (02) 745 2494.� 

This inv:rfuable manual was compiled by 
Claudio Lai following the production of 
the video, AIDS-Alternative Therapies 
and the Struggle/or Legalisation (see 
NEXUS review, vol. 2, no. 18). 

The rundown it provides on the range of 
conventional and! alternative AIDS treat
ments is comprehensive, unbiased and 
eye-opening. [t covers information about 
AIDS epidemiology, mv testing, oppor
tunistic infections, vaccines, political and 
social issues, and much more. 

The glossary, list of AIDS organisations 
and extensive bibliography are useful ref
erences for interested layperson and 
researcher alike. 

My overwhelming impression from 
perusing the data on side-effects and effi
eacy of all the treatments covered is this: 
given the choice between toxic FDA
approved drugs with damaging, if not 
fatal, consequences, and the more natural, 
gentle alternatives with minimal side
effects and greater survival prospects, I'd 
'Certainly choose the latter. 

Anyone seeking medical advice or trying 
to make informed choices about which. 
AIDS or HIV treatments to follow, would 
be well-advised to be armed with this 
guidebook. 

By liarbara Gordon 

~ - I ---- '. - - _ _.� 
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WHO STOLlE THE NEWS? 
by Mort Rosenblum 
Publ1ished: by John Wiley & Sons line.� 
(1993), 605 Third Avenue, New York,� 
NY 10158-0012, USA� 
ISBN 0-471-58522-X� 
Price: AUD$45.00 ,(298pp, hie)� 
Available: Jacaranda Wiley ltd, PO� 
Box 174, North Ryde, NSW 2113;� 
pnone (02) 805 11 00, fax 805 1597.� 

This book is an Intriguing behind-the
scenes critique of how the business of 

WHO'STOLE'
THE 
NEWS? 
WHY WE CAN'T� 
KEEP UP WITH� 
WHAT HAPPENS� 
IN THE WORLD� 
ANOWHATWEOtIJ� 
00 A80VT!1f� 

MORT ROSENBLUM 

news operates, With more than twenty
five years' experience as a foreign corre
spondent., mainly with Associated Press, 
Mort Rosenblum is well-qualified to 
analyse why and how the news-making 
system works-or doesn't. 

Who Stole The News? is subtitled, "Why 
we can't keep up with what happens in the 
world, and what we can do about it", 
Despite incredible leaps in the technology 
of ncws 'production', we, the news 'con
sumers', are not getti,ng the quality of 
information we expect from the main
stream media. To NEXUS readers, this is 
nothing unusual, but, lest we lapse into 
cynicism, here we're given a few pointers 
from an 'insider' on how to combat this 
state of affairs. To be able to empower 
ourselves, we first need to understand who 
the players are and why the rules keep 
changing in media land. 

The news business-be it print, radio or 
television-is complex and inevitably 
fiawed at all levels: such is human nature. 
For example, the average news executive 
is more concerned with increasing ratings 
or circulation than with fulfilling a very 
real demand for incisive information and 
analysis about what's going on in the 
world. 

While Mort Rosenblum's thesis applies 
more to the American situation, in this 
global village no intelligent person any
where can afford to stand back and be 
manipulatcd. We, the reading, listening, 
viewing public, are not brain-deadl 

VIDEOS� 

IMMUNIZATION RELATE� 
SYNDROMES� 

PR5l'NlED 8V 
Or. '£VI' l£E SNEAD M,O. 

~I "Or; G'''''.P", "HieI'CN, /tr~ 

IMMVNIZATION RElATED 
SYNDROMES 
by Dr Eva Snead, M.D. 
Produced by Willard Promotions 
(1993), "Avoca", Dumbleyl!Jng WA 
6350, Australia; phone (098) 64 1031, 
(075) 27 0250, or fax (O98~ 64 1063� 
Price: AUD$44.00 (jnc. p&h)� 
(PAL!VHS)� 
Available: Willard Promotions.� 

A fascinating lecture by Dr Eva Lee 
Snead, M.D., from San Antonio, Texas, 

Dr Snead is an internationally respected 
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lecturer, and a doctpr with years of clini
cal experience. Her lecture shows very 
clearly the links between viruses in the 
past, dis-cases in the present, and vaccines. 
It shows some shocking connections 
between vaccines, AIDS, cancer, 
leukaemia and birth, defects. 
Dr Snead! ,is the author of two other 

books, Some Call It AIDS, I Call It 
Murder, and Say No to Herpes. AIDS and 
Chronic Fatigue. 

OZONE THERAPY for the 
Treatment of AIDS and HIV 
Produced by MPI Productions/Global 
Artists ProdllJctions (1993). PO Box 
187, Hollywood CA 90078, USA; 
phone (213) 3688125 
Price: AUD$39.95 (46mins, PAl/yHS 
or NTSC/yHS 
Available: MPI Productions, 90 
Westbourne Street, Petersham NSW 
2049, Austra,lia; phone (02l' 569 3493. 

Regular readers of NEXUS will know 
how committed we are on the subject of 
oxygen therapies. 

Thus it is. great to be able to review such 
a professionally prodUCed and presented 
documentary on ozone therapy used in the 
treatment of AIDS and HIV. 

This programme includes interviews 
with Dr John Pittman, a leader tin ozone 
and AIDS in ,the US, Ed McCabe, author 

of Oxygen Therapies, and Brad Anderson, 
an mV-positive individual who has suc
cessfully iUSed ozone therapy to rid! his 
body of aU signs of disease. 

It coverS how ozone is administered, its 
effectiveness and results, and also looks at 
why the FDA is confiscating ozone gener
ators in the USA. 

An excellent video and thoroughly rec
ommended. 

ANCI ENT SECRcT5-Part 4:� 
The Egyptian Connection� 
Producea by Network 23 (1994),� 
1 The Avenue, Valley Heights, NSW� 
2777, Australia� 
Price: AlJD$35.00 (30mins, PAlNHS)� 
Available: NEXUS Magazine, PO Box� 
30, Mapleton Qld 4560, Australia;� 
phone (074) 429280, fax (074) 42� 
938~ .� 

For more information about the contents 
of this video, you shoald read the article 
this issue, titled "In Search of Ancient 
Secrets". 

Unfortunately, room did not permit us to 
publish as many photos of these remark
able hieroglyphs as we would have liked, 
but rest assured that this video has faith
fully capJured both ,the authenticity and 
the atmosphere of the site somewhere in 
the Hunter Valley region of New South 
Wales. 

This video is the fourth in a series that 
explores a variety of sites and theories 
relating to the Earth's harmonic Grid pa:t-
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terns, and! the future. 
The footage on the video is clear, and! 

certainly does justice ~o the mystery of 
these ancient carvings. 

PROFESSOR JOHN R. R. SEARL 
1989 Munich lecture 
Price: USD$50.00 (27Dmins, 
NTSC/yHS) 
Available: John A. Thomas Jr, 373 
Rock Beach Road, Rochester, NY 
14617-1316, USA; phone (7116) 467 
2694, fax (716) 338 2663. 

We were unable to review this video due. 
to technical problems. S'tay tuned'though! 
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FIVE DAYS IN A PHOTON BELT 
by Warp Factor Nine 
Produced by Karmic Hit (1993),� 
Sydney, Australlia� 
Price: AUD$24.95 (48mins, CD)� 
Available: Distributed by Idl� 
Phonogram Promotions, Australia,� 
phone W2) 581 1399, and� 
Independent record stores. 

Back in 1991, NEXUS printed a story 
entitled "The Photon Belt", which out
lined a scenario involving a huge belt of 
photons engulfing the solar system some 
time this decade. 
The story grew and grew around the 

world until one day in early 1992 a news 
sheet titled "You Must Read This!" circu
lated around Australia and overseas 
claiming the photon belt was about to 
overtake the Earth, and five days of dark
ness/light would be our fate. All power 
would go, heat would go, civilisation 
would grind to a halt. It was to hit by 
24th July 1992, or could happen later, 
even into 1994. Nothing happened!-at 
least not yet... 

...except Warp Factor Nine (Russell, 
John, Boris and! Darren) got together and 
produced a musical trip where art imitates 
life, and Five Days in a Photon Belt was 
bom 

If you'd like to recapture that amazing 
feeling when New Agers across the coun
try thought the world was going to end 
tomorrow, then Five Days... has it. The 
music is pleasant and atmospheric, 
although when we geL to tracks like "The 
sky has fallen", it really sounds as if it 
has. I enjoyed the album, especially the 

first few intro tracks. 
Overall, a good listening album as long 

as you can handle the empty "Null zone" 
and huddling "Under the blankets". 

Recommended if you'd really like to 
capture the feeling of five days and nights 
in a photon belt, to prepare, just in case... 

MEDITATION 
MOODS Vol.] 

HEALING 

MEDITATION MOODS 
Volume 1: Healing 
by Terry Cahill 
Produced by Terry Cahill Music 
Services (1993), Sydney, Australia 
Price: AUD$19.95 ~+ $3 p&h) 
(42mins, cass.), or AUD$55.0Q 
(+A$4.95 p&h) for 3-vol. set, inc. "Vol. 
2: Sleeping" and liVol. 3: Balancing" 
Available: Quest Books, 1st Floor, 484 
Kent Street, Sydney NSW 2000, 
Australia, phone (02) 264 7152, and 
alternative book/health food shops. 

NEXUS had "Volume 1: Healing" to 
listen to and found the music a relax~ng  

interlude in the day's busy deadline pace. 
Pleasant vibrational sounds combine in 
"Floating Symphony", the composition on 
Side A. It promotes a drifting ambience 
mat ]jfts the psyche and makes the day 
lighter. Side B is "Mystic Echo" and is a 
thoughtful, quiet journey into the mood of 
the moment. 

Both sides offer a gentle massage of the 
mind and senses, and could be recom
mended for home, for meditation or just a 
quiet evening. They would also be excel
lent in a clinic or practitioners' rooms, to 
set a peaceful mood for patients and staff. 

Terry Cahill has two other cassettes in 
the Meditation Moods scries~"Sleeping" 

and "Balancing"---,and the thrce are avail
able as a package. 
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Continued from page 47 

frequency. Blue light at 420 nm 
enhances the effect of 650 nm red light. 
Photosynthesis oocurs at approximately 
440nm. 

Photosynthesis can be increased up 
to 400% by means of intermittent light. 
The early experimenters who reported 
this effect used a rotating disc with a 
section removed to chop the light from 
a lamp. They found that 75% of the 
light from a given source could be 
blocked without decreasing the rate of 
photosynthesis. The improved yields 
produced by intermittent light depends 
on the frequency of the flashing. A fre
quency of four flashes/minute resulted 
in 100% increased yields. The amount 
of work done by the light can be 
increased by shortening both the light 
and dark periods. Warburg obtained 
100% increased yields by using 133 
flashes/second. Emerson and Williams 
improved the yield over continuous 
light by 300% to 400% using only 50 
flashes/second, and mahng the lignt 
flashes much shorter than the dark peri
ods. The necessary dark period is 

about 0.03 seconds at 25°C. The light 
reaction proceeds at about 0.001 sec
ond, and depends on the concentration 
of carbon dioxide. (Ref.: A. M. Dycus 
and Alice Schultz, Planl Physiology 
Supplement no. 39.) 

A plant can be grown in complete 
darkness if it is connected by an insu
lated wire to a large metal surface 
which is exposed to sunlight. The 
plant is to be in a basement closet and 
it must be at least six feet above the 
ground and insulated from the shelf to 
generate a potential difference or 
antenna effect. The optimal size of the 
metal sheet must be determined by 
experiment so as to avoid sunburn (too 
large) or yellowing (too small). Plants 
which are connected in this manner 
will grow in complete darkness, but 
unconnected control plants will of 
course be stunted and lacking chloro
phyll. (Figure 6: The Hieronymous 
System.) 

But enough is ... Any of the tech
niques described here can greatly ame
liorate crops. This knowledge is aJ 

powerful weapon in the war against 
hunger-if you practise it! 

FURTHER READING 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Among them: Dr Robert M. Schoch, Associate 
Professor of Science and Mathematics (Geology), 
Boston Univasiry; Dr Horace Craler, Professor of 
Physics, University of Tennessee Space Institute; Dr 
David Webb, Professor of Space Education, Research 
and Technology at Embry-Riddle Universiry, Daytona 
Beach, Florida; Dr Thomas Van F1andem, former 
Head, Celestial Mechanics Branch, US Naval 
Observatory; James Berkland, former Assistant 
Professor of Geology, Appalachian State Univcrsiry; 
and 1. J. Angstrom, the gr.cat-grandson of the famous 
physicist A. J. Angstrom and Din',etor 0fthe presti
gious Angstrom Foundation lio SlDckholm, Sweden. 
2. Although the offiCiaF decision that the craft was 
"lost" came on Satur<jay evening, 21st August, 
announcement of the loss was delayed until the morn
ing of 22nd August 
3. Reference 15, pages 489-90. 
4. Reference 15, page 523. 
5. Ibid., page 499. 
6. Inlormation asof22ndSeptewber 1993. 
7. 164 feet The proper description is "50 
metres/pixel" where a pixel is 'the smallest bit of digital 
infonnation in the image. 
8. See references 1-7. 
9. Reference 1, page 130; reference 2, page 30; refer
ence 4, page 4. 
10. The two main extended hypotheses have occn put 
forward by Richard C. Hoagland on the one hand, and 
the learn of John E. Brandenburg, Vincent DiPietro and 
Gregory Molenaar on the other. Hoagland's view is 
that the Martian anomalies, if they turn out to be artifi
.cial, must be the work of an advanced non-indigenous 

The Mars Mission Cover-up 
technological civilisation which occupied Mars for an 
uodetenojned period of time. ill Bra.n.denburg, 
DiPietro and Molenaar hypothesis, which they title 
"The Cydonian Hypothesis", proposes that the anom
alies were built by an indigenously evolved race of 
humanoid Martians. See references 3 @d 16. 
11. The Mars Observer spacecraft, launched 
September 1992, carried the Mars OOOerver camera, a 
threc-componenttclescopic imaging system designed 
for both high- and low-resolution photography of 
Mars. For a detailed aceount of the spaceeraft and the 
camera', see references 14 and 15. 
12. Reference 11, page 4. 
13. See Chapter Nine, Part D, under "Data Release". 
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closely that he often acted as his boss's 
'double', and Schreck's 'de,ath' (in a 
poorly-staged and undocumented auto 
accident in 1936) made it that much 
easier for the devotee to take the place 
of his master among the charred 
remains of the Chancellory. Would 
Schreck willingly allow himself to 
become the corpse at Berlin? Fanatics 
and zealots have been known to do 
much stranger things." 

Henderson's account is corroborated 
by another statement of the Russians in 
September of 1945: "No trace of the 
bodies of Hitler or Eva Braun has been 
discovered ... It is established that 
Hitler, by means of false testimony, 
sought to hide his traces. Irrefutable 
proofexists that a small airplane left the 
Tiergarten at dawn on 30 Apriljlying in 
the direction of Hamburg. Thr.ee men 
and a woman are known to have been 
on board. It has also been established 
that a large submarine left Hamburg 
before the arrival' of the British forces. 
Mysterious persons were on board the 

submarine, among them a woman." 
Henderson describes the fate of 

Rudolph Hess, ".. .the man who did more 
to set up the USlVatican/Nazi connec
tion than anyone else. He vanished into 
the waiting arms of the Masonic lodges 
in England, long pro-Fascist and thick 
as thieves with their continental coun
terparts, Thule and the Teutonic 
Knights among them, on the night of 10 
May 1941. The double who later served 
his prison sentence at Spandau and died 
silent in 1987 fooled only the most casu
al observers." 

Again in support of Henderson's 
account, I have found that the psycbia
trist ch.osen to examine Hess was Dr 
Ewen Cameron, the soon-to-be-inJa
mous CIA mind-control doctor whose 
activities will be considered later in this 
book. Cameron reported that Allen 
Dulles confided lO him that the captive 
in Spandau prison was not the real Hess, 
but an imposter. Hess, so Dulles 
explained, had been executed on the 
orders of Winston Churchill. 
Attempting a positive identificatLion of 
Hess by physically locating a World 

War I chest wound, Camewn was pre
vented by guards from doing so. 

There has beeo much speculation 
about Nazis setting up a secret Antarctic 
base after the war, with Hitler possibly 
present; however it is just that-specu
lation-so far as I can determine. 
While there was a lot of Nazi submarine 
and tanker activity in the vicinity of 
Antarctica during this period, and a 
search for Germans mounted by the. 
Americans utilising 4,000 troops (sug
gesting the Allies definitely thought 
something was going on down there), 
nothing other than circumstantial· evi
dence and hearsay suggests a German 
South PO'lar base was actually estab
lished. 

There is the possibility that t1he 
Antarctic was used as a stopping-off 
base for escaping Nazis, but evidence 
suggests that those who were able to 
escape Nuremberg eventually went else
where, although probably not to the 
Moon or Mars. 

For more information on this book, 
please see the Hook Reviews section. 
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be so active with nonworldly Beings. Is 
this usual?" 

"Both we and the Grey Ones can 
accommodate your Ilinear time, appear
ing in any 'when' that is appropriate. In 
a greater reality, your past, prcsent and 
future all occupy the same spherical 
moment." 

"Does that mean I could learn about 
our future?" 

There was a hesitation. "Yes, it is 
possible, but only as a probability. 
Nothing in any measure of time is 
absolute. You would gain morc confu
sion than clarity from such an exercise." 

I thought about my next question 
carefully. "I learned about the Grey 
Ones by tuning in to them. The fact that 
you came to assist me suggests you are 
SGme kind of cosmic counterbalancc?" 

"You could say that. The Grey Ones 
try to negate othcr Beings. Humanity is 
nGt their only target. We seek to sup
port those who focus on their spiritual 
integrity and love." I saw a whimsical 
smile on the features of the Blue Being 

An Evolving Nature 

who was communicating with me. 
"Generally, the people we aid are 
unaware of this. We do not manipulate 
people; we support lthem with a project
ed love and inspiration. Unlike the 
Grey Ones, we do not appear physically 
in your dimcnsion. Although it is possi
ble, it is extremely uncomfortable." 

I grinned. "You're the good guys," I 
joked. 

All three looked amused. "We do not 
relate to life in terms of good or bad. 
We are attracted to those Beings who 
seek to express their greatest potential 
of unconditional love. The Grey Ones 
play with shadows. Their own enlight
enment is delayed while they play in the 
darkness of their own negativity. They 
seck to involve other races in thei,r 
games of self-deception, thriving on the 
negative emotions that are invokcd. 
Howevcr, they are unable to influence 
any humans who focus on their spiritual 
growth. The Grey Ones are not com
fortable with Light and Love, as you 
discovered." 

"Were you watching?" 
"Watching is not the correct term. 

We embraced the situation. We wished 
to observe how yQu would behave. We 
could have alteredl your reality instantly 
had there been a need to do so." 

"Who are you? Where do you come 
from?" I asked. 

"There are many people on Earth who 
know of us. it is generally accepted that 
we come from the Pleiadian group." 

"Which is, of course, no answer at 
all." 

"If the memory is not yet there, we 
deem it wisest not to invoke it. Once 
before, you had a dream experience of 
us that proved to be very unsettling. Be 
patient; allow this knowledge to emerge 
in natural timing." 

During the conversation, the B.lue 
Beings remained grouped together. One 
of them now touched a small gadget at 
its waist, and the spinning spherical 
craft reappeared, enclosing them. Very 
neat! 

Although I could no longer see them, 
I fclt a wave of love moving through my 
psyche. Silently I heard, "Our love is 
with you, always." 

Just like that, they vanished. 
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